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The Waterville Mail.
VOLUME

WATERVILLE.

LVUI

NORTH VASSALBORO NEWS.
HENRY McVEIQH, Correspondent.
Mr. Oeo. S. Haines and wife and
Bobert Ferran is blaoksmithing in
Hon. H. D. Ayer and wife are at Pittsfield;
Pemaqnid msticatinK.
Fifteen weavers were at the mill
Miss Sasan Brimstin of Angnsta gate Monday looking for jobs. Some
^as ytsiting her parents last week, I were pnt to work.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brimstin.
Rev. and Mrs. Clark were visiting
Mr. J.
Williams received a dis friends at his former charge a conple
patch Friday afternoon and he im of days last week.
mediately left town for a few days.
Mrs. Albert Scott and. three boys
Henry Ewer bad another attack of visited Searsmont last week returning
orysipelas last week. It has been Saturday evening.
.several months since he has been able
Pearl Bldridge resumed work at the
to work.
Chase mill, Waterville, Monday, after
a two weeks’ vacation.
Rev. B. A. Oolpitts and party ar
rived home from Yinalbaven Friday
Saturday's rain in the forenoon
evening. They report a most enjoy
caused a postponement of the oricKet
able time.
game till next Satnrdav.

MAINE,

WEDNESDAV,

AUGUST

10,

1904.

NUMBER 13

liAl GIVES WARNING. First Day of Breeders’ Meetiog at Central RUSSIA. IS ANXIOUS.
Maine Park.
Cannot Bear Longer

Without Definite News as to

With

Situation In Manchuria.

Turkish Procrastination.

CHEKIB BEY MUCH CONCERNED.
Is Enlightened as to the Pow
ers of the President,

Perfect weather, a fair attendanoa
some fine horses, interestiug races,
and an excellent stage entertainm^t
by the Alabama Troubadours marked
the opening of tne second' annual
meeting of the Eastern Maine Horse
Breeders’ Association at Central Maine
track Tuesday. Their was nothing of
importance on the program in the
forenoon, as the ring exhibitions and
judging were postponed until Wed
nesday and Thursday forenoons, but
the racing began promptly in the af
ternoon and four races were trotted
off. The following gentlemen officiated
in the Judges stand: 0. 8. Dorrithy, Boston, starter;
O.
H.
Chapman, Ferrlsbnrg,
Vt.,
Dr.
Geo. H.
Bailey Portland and
T. B. Mo’Aloon, Bangor, Judges;
Geo.
Lcavett, Boston; H.
8.
Mnrohie, Calais; H. H. Leo, Riv
erside; time keepers; Mr. Tibbetts of
Bangor wbo is acting as Marshall is a
veteran in his line, having served as
chief Marshall at Maplewood Park,

'Bangor for twonty-ouo years.
I The first race called was the 8-minuto class which had sevou starters.
The first heat resulted in Eola (1),
Rosie Wilkes (3), Pointer Patohen
(3), Helen Q. (4), Dewey Guy f6),
isrith Hiram Wilkes and Altisslmas
distanced.
The seoond heat resulted the same
as the first with the exception that
Helen G. and Dewey Guy ohaugod
positions under the wire. The time
was 8. 32?.(, and 3.20^.
The next race was that of the fonryear-old class wliioh had only two
starters, Harry Miller and Oakely
Baron, Oakley Baron took tlie first
two heats with ease the time being
8.48J^ and 8.86%.
The 8.25 class had four starters and
two heats were trotted resulting in a
procession both times with TomPhalr
(1), Estill Boy (8), Utatlau (3), and
Oassaii (4), the time being 8.20% and
8.17%. The 2.30 class was not trot
ted in time so that partionlars oonld
be given.

TWO JAPANESE CRUISERS LOST.
Shanghai Report That Panic
Exists at Port Arthur.

Washington, Aug. 0.—Secretary Hay
Bt Petersburg, Aug. 9,—There is in
has bluntly told Chekib Bey, the Turk
creasing Impatience among all classes
isb minister here, that the patience of
for decisive news from Liao Yang.
the American government is w6ll nigh
Lieutenant General ijakharoff's reiMrt
exhausted. The minister is expected
that there has been no change in the
to communicate this information to bis
Manchurian army’s sphere of opera
home government speedily.
tions merely adds to the tension, which
Chekib Bey had no Instructions from
possibly will cootluue for some time.
the porte when he called at the state de
There Is no telling how long the
partment. He had seen the newspaper
notoriously slow and metbodtcnl prepreports of the intention of the state de
tratlons of the Japanese may occupy
Patrek McWilliams and son Howard
John Donnelly has aooepted a posi- partment to second Minister Leishbefore
they feel ready to advance on
returned Friday from a two week’s tlon in the weaving room
Oeneral Kuropatkln’s strong positions.
of the man’s efforts diplomatically at Con
trip through Massaohnsetts. They
Every day’s delay gives the Russian
stantinople by the presence of a fleet
Riverview mill, Waterville.
visited Maynard and Lawrence and
commander better opportuulty to for
of American warships In Turkish
•other towns.
'u-aters, and he doubted the reports.
tify or to get away in case lie decides
Workmen with the pick and shovel Secretary Hay soon satisfied him on
to avoid a big battle, though it is not
tappina China Lake to supply Water that point, and the minister returned
generally
thought here that there is
TERRIBLE
RAILROAD
ACCIDENT.
Dr. Charles Mabry sold his dam ville with clear, clean, pure water is to his legation to frame a dispatch for
WOOLEN MEN MEET.
much likelihood of bis retreating with
aged carriage shortly after the ao- next in order.
the Information of the Turkish of
out a decisive fight
Train Crashes Through High Brid^ Eaatern Maine Woolen Men’s Assooia
'Oident Monday of last week to Pearl
ficials.
Viceroy Alexleff's dispatch from
Eldridge for $60. A few dollars ex Alice Ferran resnmed work at the
He did not care to make any state Near Pueblo, Col. and Many Passen
tion Holds Annual Meeting in City Mukden cou^municatlng olllcini mes
pended on it makes it as good as new. Riverview mill, Waterville, Monday ment us to the nature of bis interview gers are killed.
sages from Port Arttiur bears out the
Hall.
reported loss of the Japanese protected
after a weeks’ vacation spent at the with Mr. Hay. There appeared p be
an impression in the mind of tbo Turk Pneblo, Ool., Ang. 8,—The Mis The eighth annual meeting of the cruisers Itsukusblmu aud Chlyoda and
The overseers of this mill, one or home of her parents.
ish statesman that because the Presi souri Flyer, No. 11 on the Denver Eastern Maine Woolen Association indicates considerable activity on the
two excepted, attended the eighth anof the United Stately could not and Rio Granae road, rntiniug at the was hold in City Hall '8aturday. part of the Port Arthur squadron. The
nnal meeting ofjthe’Overseer’s Assooia- A barge oontainine fifteen men wbo dent
make war without the consent Of con rate of 70 miles_aa hour crashed This organization, whioh is oomposed oare exercised in sending a dredger
tion of woolen miU men of Eastern bad been rusticating at China Lake gress he thereby was estopped frbm In
fleet ahead of the squadron, butli In
Maine at oity hall, Waterville, Satur passed through the village Sunday dulging in a naval demonstration to throngh the high bridge over Fonn- of woolen mill overseers, was formed leaving and returning to the harbor. Is
tain
Creek
at
Pinion,
Snnday
evening,
in
1^7.
It
now
has
a
membership
of
day,
forward his purpose to secure fair treat
amply vindicated by the loss of only
evening to Waterville.
ment for the Americans in Turkey. It killing from 80 to 50 pasaeuKers and more than two Imndred. The follow (Hse of tho pilot hoiits niul Is hIbo taken
injuring
many
others.
The
loco
towns in which woolen mills are as guarantee that there will be no fur
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Simpson of Mr. and Mrs. Jaokson and nephew, is believed that on this point also the motive and three forward cars were ing
located are represent^ in its member
Boston, former residents, were lb town who is visiting them from Everett, Turkish minister was ealighteued by entirely submerged in the stream and ship and by a local secretaryIsamden, ther damage to the Russian warships
Secret;iry Hay.
by Japanese mines.
few days last week calling upon Mass., made Waterville a business
When Chekib Bey left the state de and the two rear oars were tamed Dover, Dexter, Fairfield, FoioK)ft,
The report that the Japanese are
relatives and friends as is their annual visit Saturday evening.
partment he evidently was In a state bottom up on the bank
Gilford,
Hartlaud,
Madison,
Nowp^frr
■^***^*'’k
troops in I.oul8a bay'^nlne
custom since they left this town seven
of concern over what he had beard. To
The accident was caused by the North Dexter, North Vassalboro, Oak miles northwest of Port Arthur)
A
few
drops
of
ink
did
the
triok,
as
years ago.
repeated Inquiries he admitted that he
evokes no surprise at the w^j^j^ce.
a new pump has been installed on the had heard nothing from bis govern washing away of the supports of the land, Old Town, Pittsfield, SaugerThe officials there are astonished that
bridge
by
the
heavy
rains
just
pre
ville,
Bkowhegan,
Waterville,
Lewis
premises
of
the
late
H.
G.
Abbott
in
ment on the subject. The mjnlster was
the Japanese had neglected to do so at
Mr. Qeo. S. Hawes, in order to keep
plaoe of the old and decayed one.
unwilling to discuss the dispatch which vious. It is feared the killed may ton and Lisbon Center.
the outset of the siege of Port Arthur.
his apples and garden track from
reaoh
as
hlgfi
as
80
persons.
Bodies
The object of the Association as ex This enables the besiegers to surround
he expects to scud to his governmept.
walking off, has placed a wire fence
tjtrangers are daily arriving in the He had been planning to go away^for have been picked np miles away pressed In the oonstitntiou is “ To pro the outer defenses and feel out the
.^around his lot. If his products again
brief rest, but said that be might be along the banks of the river. The mote the interests of woolen mill weakest point and drive home an ntvillage,
many of them from Massaohu- adetained
take to walking off they will have to
here now.
Dodies of three yonng women, overseers by enlarging the circle of [ tack where least expected. The war
setts,-and among them are dressers,
-climb a four foot fence.
clasped
in each others arms were aoqnaintanoes,
maintaining
and office does not confirm the Chefoo re
PORTE
IS
AROUSED.
weavers and dye-honse operatives.
found several miles from the bridge. strengthuing a fraternal feeling, and port of an attack on Port Arthur Aug.
Mr. O. P. Williams who has been
Constantinople, Aug. 9.—The an A relief train has brought 85 sur for a genial oxcliango of Ideas, per 6, and believes the telegram refers to
Mr. Abraham Head and Miss Mary
noU^icement
of the dispatch of the vivors to this oity and there were talniug to woolen manufaoturos. ’ the assault of July 26, 27 and 28.
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Nora Mo- Caro, Assyrians, were married on
'Qnillan, returned to Boston last Saturday evening at an Assyrian Amerlcau European squadron to Smyr known to be 125 passengers on the There were in the vicinity of one
STOE8SEL A SUICIDE?
Wednesday afternoon to take np the house on Canal street, by Mr. S. H. na has perturbed the porte, and doubt train.
hundred present during the sessou.
■will
hasten
the
solution
of
the
less
I.K)ndon, Aug. 0.—According tff the
Later—The latest estimate of the ; In the absence of the president, J.
brush in the Herald office as cartoon Whitney, justice of the peace.
questions at issue between the United
oorresponilent of The Morning Post at
above
disaster
places
the
dead
at
100.
ist, a position he lias filled many
O.
Morgriage,
of
Dexter,
F.
M.
Moore
States and Turkey in a manner satis
Shanghai, It is rejiorted there that
years.
A shipload of coal for the Vassalboro factory to the former. The porte prom Part of the submerged coaches were of Old Town called the meeting to there are 10,000 sick and wounded per
carried
fonr
miles
down
the
stream
order and presided daring the session. sons at Port Arthur and that the Rus
mills is being unloaded at Wisoasset, Ised Minister Lelshman that a reply
O. P. Gilman, lo3al sooretary for sians are negotiating with the Japanese
I think a girl has more stamina in A dozen carloads are baing damped favorable to the American demand for by the force of the torrent.
Waterville, was called upon to intro to send the hospital ship Mongolia
'her than a man. One got her fingers injio the coal bin here daily. Sunday the same favored treatment in tlie mat
ter of schools, hospitals and charitable
duce Mayor Oyrns W. Davis, who in away full of sick.
•chewed in a card, went to the doctor, a speoial freight reached the yard.
A FATAL BOLT.
institutions as is accorded to other
It is reported, the correspondent
a few brief remarks welcomed the
had it dressed and immediately repowers would be given Aug. 2. The
'tarned to work. A man under similar Mr. and Mrs. James Monoghan and giving of the answer was then post Lightning Strikes Building on Pine asBooiation to the oity. He also in says, that Lieutenant General Stoessel
■oonditioDS would want a week at home child with Miss Margaret Robinson poned to Aug. 4, but up to the present Island, Great Pond, and Instantly behalf of the management of the Water (in command of the military forces at
ic nnrse it.
of Pittsfield were visiting friends in time no answer has been received. The
ville & Oakland eleotrio road invited Port Arthur) has committed suicide
Hills
John
Morrison
of
Boston,
the village from Monday till Friday American legation has now sent a
the members to aooept a free ride over and that panic prevails at Port Arthur.
Maniuls Oyama (commander-Iu-chlef
communication
to
the
porte
pointedly
A
particularly
sad
aooiaent
oc
when
they
returned
to
Pittsfield.
the line during their stay in the oity. of the Japanese forces In Manchuria)
The new organ for the M. E.
demanding a speedy and final settle curred at the Oolby Summer Home for Mr. Davis also commended the pnr- has proceeded north and expects to at
■church, the gift of Samuel Williams
The boarding honse of Jaokson ment, the issuance of the necessary or boys on Pino Island, Great pond, Sat poses of the organization in the high tack Liao Yang Aug. 20.
Boston, was heard for the firs
ders and the official acknowledgment
time Sunday morning when its silvery boasts of a bail nine that is fit to oom- by Turkey of the American demands. urday daring the thunder shower that est terms.
passed over that section the middle of
A oommittoe on credentials was ap HAY ON NEUTRAL RIGHTS.
chimes penetrated the auditorium, f pete with any team that will face
WHEAT
JUMPS
8
6-8
CENTS.
the
forenoon.
The
victim
of
the
trag
pointed, which reported a list of Treatment, of Fuel and Raw Cotton M
The gift is mnoh appreciated by the it on the diamond. They are auh‘ing for a go at the Y. A. A. of this
edy was John Chester Morrison, an twenty-six dpplioants for membership,
members of the ohnrol^
Contraband Is Not Reasonable.
Chicago, Aug. 0.—Under tjhe excited East Boston boy, who was at the wliich were accepted. Three applica
village. Manager Withee insists upon
Washington,
Aug. 0.—"The recogbuying
by
frightened
shorts',
wheat
home.
a reply.
tions were also reported that wore not
bulged 3 5-8 cents a bushel, following Daring the shower the boys of the
^
nltlou
lu
principle
of the treatment of
Mrs. Joseph Fisher sails on the
oousidered eligible for aotivo member
a pet advance of 0 cents last week,
steamship Repnbllp, Thursday, Aug. 11
coal
and
other
fuel
aud raw cotton as
home
were
gathered
in
the
large
sit
ship and the persons wore made hon
Owing to some obstruotlon in the due to crop damage reports. A fresh
for Liverpool. After a short stay she
absolutely euutrubaud of war might
ting
room
which
is
octagonal
in
shape,
orary
members.
will go to Sootland. She expects to main pipe the spring, tbongli full of series of sensational rust damage dis without a ceiling, the roof coming to
The following offioors were elected ultimately lead to a total inhibition of
from the northwest caused the
he absent for some ten weeks. She water, fails to flow, causing a water patches
a
point
over
its
centre.
From
the
excitement. About everybody who
for the ensuing year: President, F. the sale of neutrals to the people of
leaves here Wednesday as the ship famine in and around Mill street. was sliort started to cover. September apex of the pyramid shaped roof the H. Moore, Old Town; Isc vice presi I belligerent states of all articles which
hoists anchor at 9 a. m. on day of The steady pall at the pnmp on the sold up to 1011-8, December 100 1-4 and large chandelier is suspended by dent, F. J. Bulier, Dexter; 2nd vice ' could finally be converted to military
grounds of Mr. Walter ^Wiggleswortli May 102.
uses. Sucb an extension of the prin
'Sailing from Boston.
chains. The room being 'somowlmt president, Lewis Huston, Gilford; ciple by treating coal and other fuel
is manifesting itself, as on Monday
dark as the shower proceeded yonng secretary, L. O. 8awyer, Dover; treas and raw cotton us absolutely coutraMACE’S BODY RECOVERED.
evening it was impossible to get a
Morrison started to light a lamp in the urer, J. 8. Davidson, Gilford;’ and a bund of war, simply because they are
George McRae'reached home Friday fall pail.
Manchester, Mass., Aug. 9.—The chandelier. He had stenped into a long list of local or town secretaries. shipped by a neutral tou uou-blockaded
noon from Massaohnsetts where he
ispent some five days visiting the Mr. James Phillips, a gallant veteran body of Captain Frank Mace of Marble chair and reached up his hand to grasp It was voted to hold the next jjjj,' port of a belligerent, would uot appear
head, who was drowned from the yachl
great manufacturing centers. He wbo not only listened to the whizz of Louise off Magnolia, was recovered In the lamp when a bolt of lightning nnal meeting in this city, after con ' to be In accord with the reasonable and
lawful rights of a uouiral commerce.’’
called at Maynard and went tbiongb the ballets on many a well contested 2C feet of water by a diver. A ■wound struck the roof, passed down the siderable disonssiou. It was voted to This Is a summary of a declaration
the Asabet Woolen mill belonging to field between ’61 and ’66 bat helped to over the right eye explained why Mace chains holding the lamps, throngh his refund the annual dues of the soo by Secretary Hay on the right of neu
the American Woolen Company, also' make the mnsio which pnt many a did, not rise to the surface after falling body and the floor of the bnilding. retary and treasurer, as tliese offioors tral natlous during war. It wag emsome of the mills in Lawrence. He gallant 8oatheru9r where the ohirp of inis the water. It is thought that In The bolt struck the boy on the right are serving without salary. It was bodied In a circular to Amerlcau amTetnmed to Gardiner by Eennebeo the robin oan no more be heard, will falling he struck the anchor, which side of his head, passed entirely voted to make the initiation |8 in. | hassudora to Europe which was issued
around his bodv then through it. stead of |1 as heretofore. A vote of ftom the state department June 10 last,
Tiver boat.
visit the G. A. B. Encampment' at rendered him unconscious.
sottie reason was withhold from
Boston next, week and will march POSTMASTER REPRIMANDED. passing down the left leg and tearing thanks was extended to Mayor Davis j
the shoe from his foot. The course for his address or welcome, aud to 1
shipper*
with
the
“boys
in
blue,
”
There is a story too good to keep
of the bolt could be traced by barns the management of the eleotrio road I who Inquired at the department after
Washington,
Aug.
0.—The
president
out of the Mall. It happened last
right were supplied with copies.
has approved a report of the civil'ser on the body and where it went throngh for the invitaiou to ride over its line their
The circular is based on a declaration
week. A man came to the village and 8erviaea of an interesting obaraoter vice commission recomn^endlng that the body there was a hole an inch in free gratis.
by the ^tussiau government that coal,
secured Employment on the narrow were held in the Baptist ohuroh Snn Postmaster McMicbael of Philadelphia diameter and a piece torn from the
After the olose of the meeting ■aphtha, alcohol, and other fuel have
gauge road. Requiring a tenement day a. m. The subjeot, How to be reprimanded as the result of the in
^eart in its passage. All the other which adjonrji^ed a little after 18 been declared contraband.
lor his family he prooeeded up the Properly Observe the Sabbath, was vestigation of the charges filed by Rob
boys in the room were more or less o’clock the members proceeded to the
street In search of one. Meeting an one of more than passing notice. The ert B. Jeuks, secretary of the Civil
HAY IS COMMENDED.
injured by the shock [several of them Bay View, where a banquet was
Irishman he made known his wishes. ohnroh was well filled on the oooas- Service Reform association of Philadel
served.
Loudon, Aug. 0.—London news
The gentleman, thinking a moment ion. The song servioe in the evening phia, alleging political discriminations having their hair singed and burns on This afternoon a good number of the
their bodies. A brother of the dead
In
McMlcbael’s
selection
of
employes.
papers contain editorials strongly ap
or two replied, “There is a vacant tene was a feature of great interest. The
visitors
aooepted
the
oourtesies
off
boy was in the room at the time and ered them aud enjoyed an eleotrio proving the circular Issued by Mr. Hay
ment near the Catholio obnroh which Rev. gentleman and wife ore singers SLASHING RAILROAD RATES.
witnessed the awfnl accident. Yonng ride to Oakland.
as to what constitutes contraband of
1 think you can either buy or rent. ’ ’ wortliy of listening to, when they
war. The Times says: "Mr. Hay lays
Chicago, Aug. 0.—The rate war over Morrison was neary 16 years of age
■“But," says the stranger, “I wouldn’t sing a large oonoonrse of people are the Grand Army business has broken
down a sound and reasonable rule on
and was the sou of John Mornson 8r.,
TO HAVE NEW CHURCH.
want to live near a Cautbolio oburoh. ’ ’ in attendance.
out afresh. The Grand Trunk an a retired Boston broker. The build Plans for a |10,(X)0 ohnroh whioh the subject Ws trust onr government
Ho used the word. Cautbolio, as
nounces that its rata from Chicago to ing was almost entirely wrecked[Dy the Free Will Baptist society contem will not delay In letting it be known
thoush be had a chew of gum In his
that ws fully shars ths views of the
Boston will be $l&.4u for the round trip. the bolt. The body of the unfortu
Bnffloient to the Day.
plates erecting on their lot on the north United States and that we shall stead
mouth. “Well,” replied the sou of “I’m told you
play golf on the
THE DAVIS NOTIFICATION.
nate lad was taken to his home this side of Getohell street are now being fastly uphold them.”
'
Erin, “Yor had better select a spot Sabbath,” said the
be Bey. Goodman
drafted by Arohiteot Harry L. Oilman
Elkins. W. To., Aug. 9.—Henry O. momijig.
In hell and bring a farm with yon, sternly.
Aa _ bsaloMSloa.
This is the first accident that has of this oity. It is now thought that
‘'’Yes," replied Miss Kate, “but on DstU announces that be has concluded
for Its the only place that 1 know of
hOss Trill—l' love to bear tba Usds
ever occurred at the Home and the en arrangements will be made to begin
that
day
I
only
use
the
sticks
X
won
to
arrange
for
his
notiflcstlon
at
where no Oathollo ohnrobes are to be at our ohnroh fair.
PhUadelphia WhlU Sulphur Sprlnga, W. .Va., at I tire oommunity >is saddened by the work on the edifioe some |time the ging. Jack Downright (wsmly)-aod»
found.”
'Proas. •
L Ttwy
g. m. •u tkt X7th loat
_____
fatality.
present season.
•bOtty.

/

/,

Isaiah Drammond prepared a mann
script history of the Bl^okwell fam WmCHSSTB'R
ily
which for onr purpose l^a^not
Sketch
of
an
Old-Time
Prominent
WinsGood Sho'vmg in New England.
been oonsulted. The Drnmmond and
lo-w
and
Waterville
Family.
stal) ds on the Identical Rails at
Excepting in parts of Maine where
Blackwell families were neighbors
lere lias been a scarcity of rain, crops
John Hume was a pioneer settler and intimately connected iu Winslow.
World’s Fair, that Were Used by ate
in good condition and making
First Train.
rimid progress. The rains and damp of the present town of Winslow. It is If any of the readers of these lines
of the early part of the week not known when he settled, bnt' he have access to this manuscript, or can
In the very center of the bietorio wmtlier
injured some hay that was out and was there in 1778. He arrived in Bos inform ns concerning the Sarah
railroad exhibit in. the Palaoe of outKanding, and delayed .harvesting ton in October, 1704, from London,
The proof of the pudding is the eating; the proof of
Tianeportatlon at the WorldllB Fair in abont all sections. Taking New and Dec. 31, 1700, married Elinor Blackwell, the same wonld be appre
the cartridge is its shooting. The great popularity
stands the first oar that was drawn England, as a whole, crops of all Manson. They were induced to settle ciated. The Blackwell family were
kinds are In excellent condition.
from Sandwich, Cape Cod.
oyer rails by a steam locomotive,
attained
by Winchester rifle and pistol cartridges
Grain.—Reports ooncerning the in Winslow, and with a small farm,
John Hnme, jnnior, in. 1794, mar
blore than that, it stands on the very grain crops are, with slight excep and being a cooper by trade, and doing
during
a
period of over 30 years is the best proof of
rails that were put down in the year tions, very favorable. In parts of considerable fishing, he pursued the ried Nanoy Webb of present Water
their shooting qualities. They always give satisfac
dry weather has retarded
ville. ,To them were born eight sons
1800 and these are on the stones that Maine
growth, particularly corn, whioh is of ways of livelihood in good shape. and three daughters. He carried, on
tion.
Winchester .22 caliber cartridges loaded with
formed a part of the oriainal roadbed. poor color and the leaves are rolling The house lot was but little way from
Smokeless powder have the celebrated Winches- •
The locomotive which was built by from the effect of the dronglii^. Green the fort, and was a neighbor of Morris trade in Waterville as a merchanttrader of that day neither neglecting
picked and
Bichard Trevithick, and was given its corn is now being
ter Greaseless Bullets, which make them cleaner to
Fling, who was a character in this small farming nor dealing iu fish as
marketed
in
the
sontnem
states.
It
trial trip in 1803, the very year of is tasseling and silking in northern region in its earliest days. To John
handle than any cartridges of this caliber made.
the Lionisiana transfer, is valuable to portions of the seotion. In most sec Hqine and wife, Elnior, were born his father before him. He often ser
the antiqaary and the man who is in tions ooni is very thrifty and promises several children: (1) John, born abont ved the citizens of Waterville as an
ALL SUCCESSFUL SPORTSMEN USE THEM.
terested in traeing the evolution of a large yield of excellent quality. 1770, who married Nanoy Webb; (2) ofifioial of the town. He died abont
Ryd and oats are good crops. The
1880. His widow removed with sons
tbinga It is a clumsy machine with I former
has been seonred and the latter William, who probably married, 1808, to the region of Calais, where she
great piston-rods in front. These I is being harvested in abont all sec Angusta Jackman of Portland; (8)
cause the revolutions of a big wheel tions. Buckwheat continues in good Elinor, who married, 1787, Renben died April 16, 1847. Their children
were: (1) William, of whom more
with deep seated eocentrio-orank at condition,
Simpson of Winslow; (4) Oharles, later; (2) John, who married Lnoy
Grass.—Owing
to
the
unfavorable
tachment. At the other side of the weather conditions, hay harvesting who died on board of vessel In war of
lengiQe is a small cog-wheel that is was greatly delayea during the week, 1813-16; (6) Nanoy, who married, 1700, Brooks .of near Gala’s and settled
(Connected with the big wheel. This and, in a few fields, gri^ that was ont Asa Crosby of Sandy River region, there. They were the pa'rents of Hon.
small cog-wheel works in the cogs of and left on the ground was damaged by town of Starkjs, and from descendants Harrison Hnme of Boston, well-known
rain. In the three southern states
in Maine; (8) Josiab, who married
a larger one which in turn works in the
the hay crop is practically seonred, we wonld like to bear; (6) Atma, first 1827, Melinda Knight and
the cogs of two of the wheels on bnt in the northern half of the section married 1794, John MoEensieof Wins
from one-third to one-half of the crop low. Bnt what became of the family second 1832, Sabina Iiow. The early
which the engine runs.
■When we consider that the power is yet standing. It is estimated that we know not. If there are desoend- part of his married life was spent in
the yield will be large, above the
Waterville, thence removed to Calais;
developed in the steam chest had to average
and the portion that has been ants we wonld enjoy hearing from (4) Daniel, who died nnmarrie^; (6)
pass through throe wheels before it seonred is generally, in excellent them.
reached the part of the machine to oouditioo end of fine quality. Grass John Hnme came to Boston in 1764 George, who married Betsy, a daugh
which it had to be applied, we are not in early mown fields and meadows is in company with others, for the pur ter of Levi Crowell and who doubt
good growth and the outlook
less was a widow Coombs. In 1836
surprised that Mr. Trevithick consid making
is promising for a good second crop of pose of entering upon the fishing in- George Hnme was a resident of
ered he was doing well to run five hay. In eastern and northern Maine dnstry on the coast of Maine. Their
pastures and grass lands are mnoh in arrival was noted and their purpose Orono; (6) David, who married Mary
miles an hour.
Ann Hinkley and resided near Calais;
The engine in the exhibit is only a need of rain,hut over the rest of the Staten in the Boston papers that day.
section pasturage is good and stock in
(7) Charles; (8) Manson, who marwooden model; bnt the little flat oar good condition.
John Hnme rendered service at a mied first Hannah Brooler, and sec
with its load of logs is the actual oar
Fruit.—Reports from some sections time in the Revolutionary War, in tlie
on which the inventor made his maid of Rhode Island and Oonneotiont are battalion of Major William Lithgow, ond Adeline H. Keene. He was a
mariner and resided in Portland and
Your old Range will cost yqii the price of a new'
en trip, more than a hundred years unfavorable to apples, bnt in the rest also of Winslow. Among his comrades
of the seotion the conditions are
left descendants; (9) Dora, who be
ago. Tliis time the engine drew 6 promising for a good crop, probably from Winslow and the near settle
came the wife Sewell Knight; (10) Quaker Range in extra fuel in a very few years.
tons two miles and back.
above the average yield. The fruit is ments were Simon Tozer, John Mc Mary, who married-----' Lawrence
A few days later the new enigne growing and deveiopiug well, and is Grath. Willard Spalding, John Spald
and (11) Nanoy, who married Thomas
$l.o0 and your old Range for first payment and!
performed a more wonderful task. It nnnsnally free from blemish. There ing, Benjamin Harford, Thomas Mc
is some complaint of dropping, bnt as
Johnson. Most of them removed to
drew five cars, which were ;called yet there is no great loss from this Kenzie and Benjamin Fattee. For
Calais or Robbinston an adjoining $1.00 a week buys a Quaker Home Range.
"tram-waggons,” a distance of nine Bonree. Peaches are good though the severed years John Hnme was “culler
town.
miles in four hours. This time it had crop is a small one. Fears and plnms of staves”. In Winslow at this time William Hnme, the eldest son of
are
uneven
and
not
satisfactory.
a real load, for the oars oarrried ten Grapes have improved and are now many fish were canght and pnt in John Hnme, jnnior, ' settled in
tons of iron and seventy people. On fairly promising. Berries oontinne kits, and there was a demand for Waterville. He was a soldier in the
that trip it consumed 200 pounds of plentiful and of excellent .quality staves for exportation to the Indies, war of 1812, in oompiou with others,
At end of bridge, Winslow.
coal and the water in the boiler did except oranberries, whioh suffered and an inspector was anthorized by who as members of the militia, re
___. ____ _ X—. U—
MM j
MMi.il AI»M gftvnrly trnni stnrmH in .Tnnn. and the
set ii&TG tC u
uaauaa uiit?
the town at its March meetings. In sponded on alarm for the defense of
crop is uncertain.
end of the journey.
Vegetables.—Vegetable crop con- 1796, John Hnme, jnnior, was one of the seaboard. He was styled Captain
The road, 13 miles long, was built tinnes in good oondition, and there is several who were on the “fish com whioh donbtlesB meant that in confrom Morlais Oastle, South 'Wales, hardly a complaint of iiiseot pests or mittee’’ of the town.
neotion with trading in produce and
of unfavorable weatner from any seo
where there was an abundant supply tion.
Potatoes are of excellent oolor In 1802, present Waterville and Oak fish, he run a “long boat” between
of limestone, to Plymouth, where the and making rapid growth. Those in land, then “back Waterville,” was Hallowell Hook and Tioonic Falls.
furnaces were located. It bore the early planted fields are being dug set off from Winslow. New business William Hnme, September 8, 1826,
name of the Merthyr Tramway and with good yields. Tomatoes are very life was manifest on the east side of married Miss Harriet Unnter, the
thrifty and promise a large crop of
was In constant use in Wales for many exoollut quality. Squash, pumpkin. the river, and to advance their busi ceremony being performed by the
years. Indeed the old rails remained Citron and onoumbfir vines, are in ness interests the Humes abont 1804 Rev. Joshua Cushman of Winslow.
in place until 1890, Vhen a thorough good oondition and promise good removed across the Kennebec. The She deceased in December 20, 1832,
ly modern railroad was surveyed crops. Garden vegetables and truck
through that part of the country. are plentifal, and the ontlook is favor farm land of the Humes in Winslow leaving children
William Hnme married second
Then the quaint little oars and the able to large yields. Oabbage is doing passed into the possession of Renben
rusty old rails became part of the well and there is a large aoreage.
Simpson, a son-in-law. Between a .Elizabeth (Webber) Hixon, a young
great American railroad historical
Tobaooo.—According to all reports small farm and trade, the family ex widow and daughter of Mr. Jeremiah
museum.
tobacco continues to make good pro perienced the snccess and failure at Webber of Vassalboro, and to whom
gress, and the outlook is promising to
PERMANENT MUSCULAR a good crop. High winds have done tending the times of the second war wore born several children. Al^ont
1840, Captain William Hume removed
STRENGTH cannot exist where there damage to some fields, but the oom- witli England.
is not blood strength. Young men plaiuts are from only a few localities.
Renben Simpson, jnnior, married, from Waterville to Augusta where a
giving attention lo muscular develop The plants are of good size and 1787, Elinor Hume. They pnrohased few years after, he died suddenly,
ment sliould boar this in mind. Hood’s growth, and topping has continued un
the Hnme estate in Winslow, when leaving widow and a groupe of child
Sarsaparilla gives blood strength and der favorable conditions.
the Hume family removed into present ren. The following are among them :
builds up the whole system.
(1) William; (2) John; (3) George
No such-thing as summer complaint” Waterville. Their descendants, if we
WORKINGMEN’S CLUB HOUSE.
W.
; (4) Daniel W., wlio was killed
mistake
not
reside
in
Winslow
today,
“where Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild
Philanthropy of the kind that sees Strawberry is kept handy. Nature’s tliongh some of tliem removed to in the Civil War; (6) Sophia;(6)
in the physical and moral improve remedy for every looseness of the Calais. Their children were (1) Harriet; (7) David, who died young;
ment of employes a direct business bowels.
Margaret; (2) Nanoy 1789; (8) Huldah; (8) Joseph and (0) Robert D. These
benefit is the reason for the $76,000
(4) Anna 1794; (5) Reuben 1801; and sons were of the vigorous and hust
men’s olnb house , for whioh ground
WHAT THE KING CANNOT DO.
ling sort and in early manhood re
(6) Crowell 1805.
lias been broken by the McCormick
branch of the International harvester
John Hnme senior when well along moved to the Paoiflo coast, and true
company in Chicago. When the three Reservation of the Royal Prerogative in years, as has been noted, married to the Hume instinct, took to fishing.
story structure is opened to the 6000
second 1796, Elizabeth Blackwell, The Hume brothers are today tlie
in England.
employes of the corporation, next
December, it will probably bo the
who perliaps was a widow, bnt to masters of the salmon trade. They
most complete building of its kind in It is a prevalent and popular notion tliem was born, March 10, 1798, Celia, virtually control the market of these
that the power possessed by the
the United States.
goods. George
W., Joseph and
On the theory that the best fed man mouaroh is absolute and almost with who became, April 28, 1818, the wife
can do tlio most work, oohor condi out limitation. This is a fallacy, as of Timothy Mclut^o, and wlio spent Robert D. have residences in Sun
tions being equal, the most space for the following facts will attest. The the remainder of her years in Water Franoisoo but their canneries are iu
any one purpose in ilie building will privileges and powers relegated to ville and died August 17, 1847. It Oregon, Washington and Alaska.
bo devoted to the kitolioii, serving royalty are manifold and peculiar, was at their home, as sajs the They ate progressive men and often
rooms and dining rooms, in which but tliero arc certain things tliat a
Waterville town record, that “widow recall their youthful years iu Maine,
800 persons can be comfortably seated king may not do.
at one time. These ruoius are on the While it is quite witliin the province Hume, mother of Mrs. Timotliy Mc and delight in liaviug tlioir minds
first or ground floor, and meals,will of tlio royal preorgativo to dispose of Intyre, died September 10, 1831, aged freshened by the stories of the elder
the entire army or navy, and also to
be served there at cost.
From 4 to 1) cents oat h is the to declare war witliont consnltina —.’’ The McIntyre family Bible days.
Robert Denuiston Hume was born
estimated cost of the meals that will anybody, yet our king could not states the foregoing information, but
be offered to the toilers at noon and utilize a neuiiy of the public funds does not state whore the _ birth of in Augusta, Ootobor 31, 1846, and
after their day’s work is finished. witliout permission from Parliament. Oelia Hnme or lier marriage took went to San Francisco when 10 years
The dining room is to bo two stories However excellent and beuefleout ins
Th© Kind Yon Have Always Boiigrlit, and which has been
Tradition says that the old, and two years later went to
high and is to be so arranged that motive mav be for so doing, tlio King place.
in use^ for over ISO j ears, lins homo the slgnatnre of
it can bo eaisly converted into a is debarred from communicating with tamily resided for a time in “Dead Astoria. Bnt the canning of salmon
and lias heen niado under his per
meeting hall or theatre. The same any ol liis loyal subjects, and tlio River region’’ which if so was prob has been the work of his life. TJiough
floor also contains reauiug, living, same limitation prohibits him trom ably the present town of Stark. he has a residenoo In San Franoisco,
sonal supervision since itslnftinoy.
billiard, card and oflico rooms.—Ban accepting gifts from any of his peo There were six ohildrou born into the yet he is much of his time iu Oregon.
Allow no one to deceive you In this.
ple,
except
in
cases
where
the
offer
gor Commercial.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ JuHt-a.s-good” are hut
ings are presented tlirongirjjllthe McIntyre family, of whom four died In politics lie is on ardent Republican
medium of an oflicor of the stateg or in youth. The sou George A. Mc- and has represented his district iu
Experiments that trifle with and cudniigcr the health of
Didn’t Worlc All NIkM.
an iutimato friend of liis majesty.
Infants and Childreh—Expcrieuco against Kxperimeutl.
Customer — Are' my clothes ready? After an individual has been eleoted Ihtire was a soldier in tlie Civil War the Legislature of his state.
The Home family is of Scottish
TaUor—Not yet. sir. Customer—But by liis couBtitueuts to take liis seat in from Waterville and was Captain in
you said you would have them done if tlio Britisli Senate at Westminster it the 8rd Maine Volunteers, and after origin. It is strongly thonglit that
you worked all night. Tailor—But I is not ill the power of the King him the war removed to the West. The John Hume was connected with the
self to prevent the member from ootUdn’t work all night.
Hume family of Virginia, who
Castorlp, is a harmless siihst^tuto for Castor Oil, Pare
on(lying his place in that angust daughter, Emily A., born April 28,
settled in Virginia in the early part
1884,
became
the
wife
of
Lieutenant
assembly.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. - It is Pleasant. It
An Inslnnntlon*
of the eighteenth oentu’’y from WedOf his own royal prerogative King
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotio
Miss Trill—I love to hear the birds Edward possesses full power to pardon Oharles A. Farrington who was killed derbnrn Oastle, Berwickshire, Sootin
the
Civil
War,
and
whose
son,
Sing. Jack Downright (warmly)—So do a murderer, even after he*, has boon
eiihstanco. Its age Is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
L They never attempt a piece beyond found guilty and sentenoed to death Charles H. Farrington is one of land. The Hume family of Scotland
and allays Fevorisliuess. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
by the representatives of the law. Watorville’s well-known oitlzons and is one of the most worthy and honor-'
tbclr ability.
Colic. It relievos Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
Yet, by a ourious statute of one of takes interest iu his auoostry. Timo able, bearing arms whloli betoken
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
tlio Georges, the King is prevented
valor and fortitude in tlie affairs of
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. >
from exliibiiiug mercy or grace to a thy McIntyre for many years kept the war and peace. Robert D. Hnme has
wilful Sabbath breaker. To render bridge toll-gate between Waterville
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
every law absolute and irrevocable and Winslow; and for a time run a iu his valuable library a copy ft
For InfautB and Children.
the royal autograph must be invari ‘‘long boat” between Waterville and Dfommond's * ‘Noble BVitisli Fami
ably attached thereto, nor is liis ma the head of tide water.
GENUINE
ALWAYS
lies, ’’ an exceedingly rare publication,
jesty over, permitted to perform liis
in
which
is
the
history
of
the
fami
duty by proxy. Even the saleries of Jolui Hnme, senior, lost hie wife,
Bears jtbe Signature of
Bears the
the King’s servants are fixed by state Elinor, abont 1700, and in 1705 lie lies to the earliest years ot Scottish
people.
The
San
Franoisco
residence
officials, and ho cannot raise tlie married Sarah Blackwell, who per
Blgnature of
salary of liis own butler except by haps was a widow. His wido\v died of Robert D. Hume is at the corner
permission or out of his own private
O.A.S VOX1.X.A..
That the King can do no iu Waterville, September, 10, 1831, at of Peirce street and Paoiflo avenue,
Bsmi the
Kind You Have Always BiiiigM purse.
wrong is oblviously the view taken the home of her tlaughtor, Mrs. and is an elegant speoimen of tlue
by his oonusellors, for by the lawb Timotliv McIntyre.
Castilian type. It is ample in prothat hedge tlie throne no person can
portioup, and a oonnterpart of the
It
is
not
known
when
John
Hpme
take action agaiuat his majesty, and
y/y
O
X./% Tf
lie cannot be arrested by the emissaries died nor where, but his wife died a nature and hospitality of its owner.
Bmlt0 the
_A
Have Always Bought of tlie law on any pretext whatever.— widow, so it wonld place his death REV. ANSON TITUS,
Slgnstoie
Somerville, Mass.
The Loudon Hour Glass.
before 1831 and the probabilities are
of
that she was a widow a number of Eczema, scald head, hives, itohiness
TMK OKNTAUR OOMMNVs TT MUNIUV •TfllCT. NBW TOUR OITV*
Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man years.
of the skin of any Bqn instantly
Ihe
Kind
You
Hats
Always
Bought
a
clear
bead,
an
active
brain,
a
strong,
BMntba
Just who Sarah Blackwell was we relieved, permanently cured. Doan’s
vigorous body—makes him fit for the
■Jignetu*
have not learned. The late Hon. Ointment. At any drug store.
battle
of
life.
' of
THE OLDEST RAILROAD CAR IN
THE WORLD.

CONDITION OF CROPS.

THE HUME FAMILY-

Rifle and Pistol Cartridges.

QUAKER RANGE

Absolutely

FREE!

PROCTOR & BOWIEjCP.,

1

8

CALENDARS

I

A large line of sam=
pies just received.
Latest styles and low=
est prices. Order of
us and have your
money stay in Water=
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taluen, who, it is asserted,

8POILEO A DUEL.

AN OPTICAL DELUSION.

a PAEISIM BEAUTY.

Snllore Brooklrn Bridge la One
of the World's Wondera.

THE ENGINEER'S STORY.'

Tbo Sebeme SeiMklor Lnmna WovlEOd Whr He Hod • Crrlnv FI* When Ns
to Pre-rent Mi Enoonnter.
One Wna Even Hnrt.

During the course of a heated debate “Yei, Indeed, we have some queer lit
One of the world’s seven wonders to
the sailor Is the Brooklyn bridge. Turk- once In the bouse of representatives tle Incidents happen to us,” said the fat
.Jk. Woman WbOM Elntraficlnv Iiovell- ish sailors tell of It In the Black sea, > sharp words were exchanged between engineer. "Queer things happened to
noM Denied Even the Women of and Finnish whalemen discuss It In the a congressman from New York and ons me about a year aga You’d think It
from MlsslsslppL A challenge was de •necr for a rough man like me to cry
) thf6 French Capital—/The HUd and Arctic ocean. It Is not ns n wonderful
feat of engineering alone that they re livered and accepted, and as both were for ten minutes, and nobody hurt ei
InoSenalve T'oaas Bonaparte.
gard It, but as one of the greatest opti ODurageous and determined a bloody ther, wouldn’t yon? Well, I did, and I
Dnrlog the dlrectolre Marie de* Medl- cal Illusions to be met with during a meeting seemed Imminent Friends in ran cry almost every time 1 think of It
ncl’s palace became the center of gor- seafaring career. Nor is It less wonder terposed, but In vain. Both men were “I was running along one afternoon
- eminent and Barras reigned there un ful In this respect to a landsman.
resolute^ and neither would yield to the pretty lively when I approached a lit
der the Inspiration of Mme. Talllen. It
A ship comes In through the Narrows, suggestion of an amicable arrange tle village where the track cuts through
rtms she who organized all the fetes a big four masted ship with lofty rig ment As a last resort Senator Lamar the streets. I slacked up a little, but
and ceremonies which enlivened Paris ging. After all the harbor regulations was called la to save the sltuatkMi. He was still making good speed, when sud
after the Terror, in 1700 the beautiful havp been compiled with a tug takes realized that no ordinary methods denly, about twenty rods ahead of me,
Spaniard was twenty-three and had al her in tow. It Is announced that she would serve his purpose, and so re a little girl not more than three years
ready had an eventful past The diSUgh- la going up the East river beyond the sorted to strategy. 'The principals in old toddled on to the track. You can’t
tes of a financier named Cabarrus, she bridge. Then the old sailors who have the proposed duel are still living, eo I even Imagine my feelings. There was
bad married at the age of sixteen the been there before get out their pipes, Will call the New Yorker Jones and the no way to save her. It was Impossible
Marquis de Fontenay, been divorced lean over the railings and prepare for Mlsslssipplan Smith.
to stop or even slack much at that dis
from him In 1793 and bad remarried, a a long comfortable smoke.
Senator Lamar called on the New tance, as the train was heavy and the
few months after, Talllen, the cOnvenNot so the strangers, especially for Yorker, and after the usual civilities grade descending. In ten seconds It
tlonneL
eigners. As they see the big structure had been exchanged he said:
would have been all over, and after re
Arrested May 22, 1704, she was Im before them, anticipating official com
“Jones, I’ve come here to do you a versing and applying the bnUce I shut
prisoned In Lra Cormes, and It was mands, they gather up the necessary friendly turn. I know that you and my eyes. I dl(to’t want to see any
from here that she wrote the stinging gear for lowering all the tops. One Smith are determined to fight and that more.
epistles to her husband which Induced man starts aloft on each of the four nothing will stop yon. I have not come “As we slowed down my flremaa
that wavering spirit to dare all In the riggings.
as a mediator, but simply to mitigate, stuck bis bead out of the cab window
attempt to set her free. Armed with
"Come down there,” shouts the mate. if possible, the horrors of a fatal end, to sec what I’d stopped for, when he
a dagger In case of failure and all the “Gkt for’d, you men. Let alone that so far as you are concerned. As to laughed and shouted at me, ‘Jim, look
.courage he could muster, Talllen on gear.”
Smith, I have no fears. He Is a dead herel’ I looked, and there was a big
the famous 0th Tbermldor attacked
The men go for’d, a good deal sur shot and can take care of himself, but Newfoundland dog holding the lit
Robespierre In a debate which brought prised. Meanwhile the ship Is fast he Is not an unfeeling man, and la In tle girl In his mouth, leisurely walking
about the fall of the “sea green mon approaching the bridge. The speed clined to respect any partiality you toward the bouse where she evident
ster.”
continues the same and the black arch may have In favor of any particular ly belonged. She was kicking and cry
The reign of terror came to an end, is sweeping down. The men anxiously part of your anatomy. Some men en ing, so that I knew she wasn’t hurt,
the prisons disgorged their victims, and regard the topmasts, then cast appre tertain a mortal dread of being dis and the dog bad saved her. My fire
Mme. Talllen received from the people hensive glances toward the apparently figured after death, and If the choice man thought it funny and kept laugh
the title of Notre Dame de Thermldor. low hanging bridge.
were left them would prefer not to be ing, but I cried like a woman. I Just
The world was at her feet, and she daz
"What Is the blame fool skipper try wounded In the eye or mouth or cheek couldn’t help It I had a little girl of
zled It by her beauty and her charm, ing to do?” growls an old English salt bone. Now, If there Is any particular my own at home.”—Galveston Tribune.
Iher lovers and her luxury. Even wom
Meanwhile the old timers are leaning spot that you would like to have
en forgot to be Jealous and acknow'tedg- against the bulwarks, smoking and Smith’s bullet enter be has commis
COOKING A CAT.
ed what all men proclaimed. The fol chuckling. What was once keen anx sioned me to say that your wishes will
lowing description Is from the pen of iety to them Is now a huge Joke.
be respected.”
Northern Jtalf Would Rather Have
-one of her own sex, Mme. de ChaateThe other sailors are getting bewil This extraordinary proposition stag
PoH Rooated Than BoUed.
nay:
“Young 'Womin: — I had frequent headaches of a severe naturedered. Apparently the bridge will gered the New Yorker. Even his un In northern Italy the cat is a fa
‘‘Mme. Talllen came every day to strike the foremast Just below the doubted courage did not stand eo se vorite and growing article of food. In dark spots before my eyes, and at my menstrual periods I suffered
visit Barras. I do not think It possible crosstrses. In alarm they hurry afL as vere a test, and he paled visibly. After Azegllo, In Venice, In Verona, butchers untold agony. A mcml)er of the lodge advised mo to try Lydia Eto be lovelier than this woman was though to appeal to the pilot and the' he recovered his composure he replied sell cats and call them rabbits, for Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, but I only sconied good advice and
then. I shall always see her like a officers, but those men are complacent that he would confer with his second, the state forbids the eating of cats, felt tliat my case was hopeless, but site kept at me until I bought a
fairy queen among the rest, her beau ly tranquil on the poop.
and Mr. Lamar, after an impressive but the poor people who have become bottle and started taking it. I soon had tho Mst reason in the world ta
tiful black hair colled simply on her
"Look outi Stand from under!” yells farewell, took bis leave.
tbe chief buyers of the Inferior kinds change my opinion of tho medicine, as each day my health improved, and
head without any ornament, round her one sailor. The bridge Is apparently | The tip "was given to friends of the of cats are not deceived by their cheap finally I was entirely without pain at my monstruatioi^periods. I ammosfc
neck a single string of large pearls. about to sweep through the fore rig-1 principals and new negotiations en rabbits.
grateful.”—Nxrrui Biaceuore, 28 Central Are., Minneapolis, Minn.
;She wore a white underdress and glng, when suddenly It shoots upward j tered upon. The duel did not come off.
The proper way to cook a cat Is to
tunic of Ink crepe, and, sitting on the and cun-es gracefully over the fore j Lamar’s device had succeeded.—New toast It in an oven until brown, with
jground playing with a child of three, truck, fifty feet above. In a mlhute It Orleans T.lmes-DemocraL
qulokly and permanently overcome by Lydia E. Plnkham'a i
onions, garlic, parsley, bay leaf, red are quickly
;the son of one of Barras’ friends, they Is all over. The bridge drops again.
Compound. The above letter is only one of Jiundreds ot
„ stable Comp<
wine and some herbs peculiar to Italy. Vegretable
made a group which no classic sculp It actually seems as if It had been
thousands
which
■ ■ 5i prove this statement to be a fact. Menstruation
When
boiled.
It
is
not
so
satisfac
TIME FOR SCOTLAND.
Is
a
severe
strain
on a woman’s vitally, —if it Is painful something'
ture could surpass.”
raised esneclnlly to allow this shin to
tory, .Just before ChrlstmaB It Is com
Barras tells us with great naivete. In pass. To the foreign sailors it seems BaII on One Hill Drops When Cannon mon for n group o^ young men In to wrong. X^on’t take narcotics to ucaden the pain, but rcuAOva
the cause—perhaps It is caused by Irregularity or womb displacehis memoirs, that the ‘‘Llttip Corsican” a miracle, and they tell of It for the
on Another Im Klred*
northern Italy to kill som^ cats, skin ments, or the development of a tumor. Wnatever It Is, Lydia
• only turned his attention to Josephine rest of their lives.—New York Press.
"Speaking of clocks,” said the travel them and soak them In water for two XL Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound is guaranteed to cure it.
.Beaubamols after a fruitless attempt
er, “Edinburgh, Scotland, has the most or three days. They are then cooked
If there is anything about your ease about which you would like special
Tto obtain favor with Mme. Talllen and
interesting time marking device I ever with great oare on Christmas day and advice, write freely
reely to Mrs.
M Pinkham. She will treat your letter as strlctlw
PITH
AND
POINT.
that this lady had treated him with
saw. The city lies between two hills. served up hot about 1:30 p. m. after confidential. She can surely help you, for no person In America can speak
;great disdain, telling him ‘‘she could do
from a wider experience in treating female ills. She has helped hundreds of
Old saying: Those who can, do; those On one of these, known as Carlton hill, mass.
thousands of women back to health. Her address is Lynn, Mass., and her
better for herself.” This account of who
there
Is
an
observatory
tower.
In
the
Italy cultivates the cat for home con advice is free. You are very foolish if you do not accept her kind invitationcan’t, teach.
the affair coming from any other quar
top
of
which
a
large
black
ball
Is
sus
sumption, as English people raise rab
You ladles no doubt have tried many
ter would be more credible.
Details of Another Case.
pended. Across the valley, probably a bits. It Is to be done on the quiet,
A considerable event was now to "remedies.” Ever find one that was a mile away, is Castle hill, surmounted however,
“D
eab Mrs. Ptonham: — Ignorance and
for In spite of the profit In
^
take place at the Luxembourg—namely, remedy ?'
by the historic Edinburgh castle. One tlie business and tbe demand for tho
carelessness
is the cause of most of tho suffer-'
When
there
Is
talk
of
a
duel
both
par
the reception given to General Bona
of the large guns In this fortress, point
ings of women. I believe that if wo properly i
parte after the campaign of Italy. For ties are very fierce in the hope that the ing toward Carlton hill. Is electrically delicacy the law has to be looked out
understood the la'ws of health we would all ns
for, and the Society For the Prevention
this ceremony (Dec. 10, 1707) the court other will back out
connected with the ball In the tower a of Cruelty to Cats Is vigilant Offenses
well, but if the sick women only knew tha
We have noticed that the weather Is mile away. Every evening at 0 o’clock
yard of the palace was transformed
truth about Lydia E. Plnkham’s VegotabiD
Into a sort of temple, and an altar to either too wet too dry, too cold or too the gun Is fired, and at the same mo against the law are visited with Im
Compound, they would be saved much suffer
prisonment Cats are raised for tho
la Patrle erected In the grand entrance warm. It Is very seldom Just right.
ment the ball falls. The device sets market none the less. Fattened on
ing and would soon be cured.
hall. The five directors, with Barras
Don’t ever grieve to death If you can the official time for all Scotland.
“ I used it for five months for a local diffi
the finest of milk, a choice specimen
at their head, attired themselves as help It. Such a death Is very unsatis
“It Is Interesting to stand on Carlton will attain the weight of fifteen pounds.
culty which had troubled me for years,
Romans, while Talleyrand, the min factory to the doctors, as It affords hill at the appointed hour to see tbe
and
for which I had spent hundreds
—Boston
Transcript
ister of foreign affairs, was prepared them nothing to cut out
simultaneous Hash of the gun on Castle
of dollars in the vaui endeavor to rec
-with an elaborate harangue.
When they were married they had hill and the fall of tiie ball > close at
tify. My life forces were being sapi)ed,
Alexander’s Ilorae.
The scene was made additionally two umbrellas and needed only one. hand, while the roar of the gun Is of
ind I was daily losing my vitality.
Bucephalus,
tbe
horse
of
Alexander
'brilliant by the presence of many la- Later on, when one umbrella was all course some moments In crossing the
“Lydia E. Plnkham’s VegetabI®
the Great, was In all probability the
•dles, whose splendid Jewels and rich they had, they needed two.
valley. On the other band. It Is equal most celebrated horse of which we
Compound
cured me completely, and
dresses did honor to the occasion,
We wonder If the author of that say ly Interesting to stand beside tbe big have any knowledge. He was bought I am now enjoying the best of health, and am most grateful^iind only
while their eager faces and murmured ing, "It Is never too late to mend,” was gun at dusk to watch the ball at Carl
admiration betrayed their Interest In a mother who bad to wait till her chil ton bill fall Just as tbe shot Is fired. for tbe sum of 16 talents from Phllonl- too pleased to endorse such a great remedy.”—Miss jENNUi L. EnwAitos,
the young hero. Among these groups dren were In bed before she could get I recall once standing In the courtyard cus out of bis breeding pastures of 60i H SL, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Pinkham, whose address to Lynn, Mass., will answer cheernot the least noticeable were Mme. de hold of their clothes?—Atchison Globe. of the castle, watch In hand, waiting Pbarsalla, and It la known that be
was skewbald, or, In other words, folly and without cost all letters addressed to her by sick women.
fitael and Mme. Recamler—"Wit and
for tbe capnon Just overhead to be white, clouded with large deep bay
Beauty,” as Napoleon himself named
From tbe Doctor’a View Point.
fired. It occurred to me it would be spots, this peculiar breed being valued
them.
Am odd Illustration once given Emer more exciting to watch tbe crowds of
Alone pf all the assembly the future son, the philosopher, of the fact that passing people, especially since not by the Partbians above all others, but
-emperor bad assumed no Imposing cos tbe laws of disease aro as beautiful as one was apparently thinking of tbe bMng disliked by tbe Romans because
tume. His uniform, that of a general of tbe laws of health Is reported In bis shot from the cannon. When the roar so easily seen In the dark.
Bucephalus was ridden by Alexander
the Revolution, suggested a character lecture on “The Comic.”
took place, absolutely without warning, at the battle of tbe Hydaspes and there
•of republican simplicity, while his pal
Office on Main St., Near Freij^ht Depot.
“I was hastening,” ho says, “to visit hardly a yard obOTe the beads of tbe
lor, his gravity and quiet demeanor an old and honored friend, who I was crowi the scene well repaid my wait received his death wound. Disobedient
seemed to deprecate, the ceremony of Informed was in a dying condition, ing. Everybody dodged. Children for once to tbe command of bis mas
which he was the object The tone of when I met his physician, who accost screamed, and men and women Jumped ter, hg galloped from the heat of the
Clotha For Preaenta In Japan.
battle, brought Alexander to a place
his speech was equally modest his ed me In great spirits.
Of one singularly attractive and dec
to the side of tbe wall. Of course It of safety, knelt as was bis custom, for
theme the pride he felt in his country’s
“ ‘And how Is my friend, the rever was all over In a second, but In that him to alight and, having thus per orative detail of Japanese dally life lit
scientific conquests and her progress end doctor?’ I Inquired.
moment It seemed that an electric formed bis duty, trembled, dropped tle Is known in this country. Yet It
In the paths of peace.
touches all classes, from ‘ nobles to
shock bad passed through tbe crowd." down and died.
"
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I
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Surely no government could suspect the most correct apoplexy I have ever —Birmingham News.
coolies—the use of present cloths.
'.a rival In so well disposed a young seen—face and hands livid, breathing
These are squares of all sorts of mate Caveats, and Trade-Marki obtained and all Pa
A Good Rule of Life.
man. Two years later the coup d’etat
rials, from twenty Inches to two yards cntbuiineiaconducted
Malloe andxSapentltlon.
for MoocaaTC Feet.
stertorous,
all
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perfect’
A man cannot afford to have an en
•of Brumaire drove Barras from the
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not,
free
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senate, began Its sittings In the palace.
into the bodies of which long pins were plty next year. Therefore speak to tbe gift the cloth Is removed and re charge. Our fee not due till patent la aecured,
—Hon. Mrs. E. Stuart Wortley In Na sis of tbe books.”
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to Obtain Patents,'* with
stuck. It was confidently believed that him gently, send him away with a turned to the giver by a servant These 'coet
of tame in the U* S* and fo^iga1 couQUiea;
tional Review.
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free*
Address,
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that
way
deadly
Injury
would
be
teter Pavtlcnlnrs.
smile. Never affect* a contemptuons
The animals and birds bad been tak done to tbe person represented. This manner. That Is the way of the fool. tion to generation, and among them are
Bach In Bis ‘Trade.
found some of the finest specimens of
The violinist had been Invited to a en Into the ark, and Noah was about belief and practice continued down to In tbe day of small things plan patient the old embroidery and dyeing. Many
O.P. PATENT Orfi-.E, WASMENaVON. D. C,
the
seventeenth
century.
Tbe
super:
ly for the day of great things. A polite of tbo square pieces of Japanese em
"family dinner,” but It proved that sev- to haul In the gang plank when bis
stitlon Indeed still holds Its place In word costs nothing. It may tnm out to
•eral relatives of his host were present, wife hastily Interposed.
with a 110.00
broidery used In this country for pillow
“How about the fish, Noah?” she the highlands of Scotland, “where,” be a good investment As a spark of and
Soap Order.
and their demands for music were most
table
covers
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orl^ally
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says
a
well
Informed
writer,
"within
said. “Are you going to leave them
fire may tnm a dty into ashes, so an as/coveru
persistent
erlngs
for
presents.—House
Beautbe last few years a clay model of on Impatient gesture or irritable word may
Tbe violinist played three times, and out?”
“The flshl” he exclaimed. “That's enemy was found In a stream, having kindle a hatred great enough to destroy Alfnl. »r
then, when the applause alter bis third
'raonpht ot tba Klttr.
placed there In‘me belief that as a career.
Bolo bad died away, be turned to bis Just like a woman. Do you think tho been
John,”
said Mrs. Oaymau, with a
tbe
clay
washed
away
so
would
the
fish will drown? Suppose you go and
I'
jhost
kne
:nowlng twinkle In her eye, “you seem
The Olant PefreL
“And now, monsieur,” be said eager- look af^ the cooking, madam. I’ll at health of tbe bated one decline.”
The giant petrel of tbe arctic regions ■to Ibe exceedingly kind to animals."
r, "now It Is that you will show us tend to the live stock.”—Chicago Trib(..Send tor big premium catalogue.
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of Belgium bordering on tbe sea be ice In fiight Then It mns along tbe Ice
“Poor pa'B Just working himself to sees a striking example of tbe Influ If chased, spreading Its wings out as Take out something for the kitty.’ ’’— riDBLiTY LODOB. MO. S, D, 9W ■
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toward tbe Interior of tbe country. It disgorge a quantity of seinldlgestefl
Ito the municipal laboratory and have Job,"
“He baa, but it seepis as If be no was proved some time ago that tbe food and then go off on a run again. It
lit analyzed free of cost Tbe city unidertakes tbe proaecution. If need be, sooner gets reappointed than it la neaes- trunks of trees burled In tbe peat qvertaken a second time It will repeat
«f tbe offender, who, if the case Is sary for him to get out and work again bogs of Holland all lie in a southwest the performance and when once It has
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proved. Is liable not only to fine and so that somebody else won’t get it next to northeast direction.
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SNUBBED NAPOLEON.

Miss Nettie Blackmore, Minneapolis^
tells how any young wotnan may be per
manently cured of monthly pains by taking"
Lydia E Pinkham^s Vegetable G)mpound»
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Imprisonment, but to tbe exposure In time."—Chicago Record-Herald.
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vlctlon of adulteration."
“HIs family felt very much dlstreassd aboat bis. going on the stagey dU
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Her Soft Bide.
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“Tss," answered Miss Oayeiui% “but
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Monumental Work

Marble and Craolte Workers*.
142 Main St.
WATERVILLE MAINE.,
Also Css.
So Bonriok, He.
snd Css. Ave.I., Doror N. H.
Needs None.

“They Bsy the stork hM no volos.”
“It dosro't nesd any. It bss s loadl
tddutbe Toioed-proxy in nesrl
nesrly every fsml-*

ly.'’-^cOHO Tribose.

of BO momentons a policy to those who
have endeavored to defeat the whole
nndertaking”.
PCBLISHKDIWKEKLT AT
We have no donbt bnt that the ma
ItO MslnlSt
WAMrrllla
jority of the voters of the country will
see the force of this and approve it
tl. 60 per year or |1.00 when paid in with their ballots next November.
advance.

The Watervllle fttail,

Mail

Publishing Company,

PCBLISHXRS And Propbirtoks.

The Eastern Gazette of Dexter
issnes with its Ang. 4 edition a most
attractive ana creditable supplement
in the form of a historical sonvenir in
the form of a 82 page booklet. The
Tolnme4s neatly bound in white cov
ers with gilt decorations and a fine
cut of three of Dexter’s public build
ings. It contains the history of the
town from* its beginning down to the
present day written by Halcyon Ohase
and profusely illustrated. Typographi
cally it'.ls an admirable piece of work
and testifies to the.euterpriso and pub
lic spirit of the Gazette publishers.

It is gratifying to notice that the
management of the Eastern Breeders’
Association, on the ground that "the
use of hopples is offering a premium
on a machine not on an animal,” has
barred this contrivance from its meet
in Waterville next week. If it would
only go a step further and abolish that
instrument of torture, the extreme
high overdraw, check, it would earn
the life-long approval and gratitude
of a great number of lovers and friends
of fine horses. We. are aware that
horsemen claim that the high check is
not painful or hard to the animal and
that it is necessary to the highest
speed, but we do not believe that
eitlier statement is true. We believe
that if horses should be bred and
trained with the same skill and care
and for the same length of time
without the high check that they
have been with it their speed would
be ns great as it is now, while their
beauty would be increased because
their appearance would be natural,
not ariflcial. At any rate wo would
like to see the exp6#ment tried, aud
it is one well worth trying by the
lovers and promoters of fine horse
flesh.

There is a very important difference
between a great man of wealth and a
man of groat wealth, bnt they are of
ten confused in the public mind and
the latter are getting dangerously
frequent.
The man who confesses that he has
just recovered from an attack of in
sanity would nardly be ' placed in
charge of the affairs of a big business
concern. Yet that is the confession
the Democrats make while applying
for the management of the largest
basiness concern in the world.
Gen. W. W. Blackmar of
MassBohnsetts is an admirable candidate
for Commander of the National G. A.
R. for two important rea^ns, he comes
from a good state and is a loyal vet
eran, and he would perfectly fill the
bill in the office. The "Vets” will
make no mistake if they elect Gen.
Blackmar, and it looks now as if they
knew it and intended to live up to
their knowledge.

"The child labor law has done more
harm tlian good in the Stock Yards
industry. Before the enactment of
the statute forbidding the emoloymeut
of children under sixteen years of
age, many of them obtained profitable
work in the packing plants. Now
they run at large in the neighbor
hood, for their parents will not keep
them in school. As a matter of fact,
a boy who has not learned to work by
the time he reaches sixteen years of
age, never will learn.
He has, on
the other hand, acquired habits that
make him unfit for work.
"Many people hold that the best
industrial condition is that in which
all the members of a family who wish
can find employment at the same
place. This was the condition in the
packing industry before the passing of
recent laws. Fathers, mothers and
children worked together in the same
establishment. Earnings in many in
stances were large, one family draw
ing nearl |100 a week. This should
tend to dispose of the charge that
women and children worked because
the men did not earn enough to sup
port them.”
Oommenting on this utterance of the
trust representative Mr. Arthur Bris
bane in tne Boston American well
says:
If this view of child labor were
that of an isolated individual it might
be passed over in contemptuous silence.
The sad part of it is that it reflects
the real opinions of a great many im
portant men.
It expresses the secret, if not openly
expressed conviction of many great
employers, of those that through
wealth have-the greatest influence in
shaping or defeating cur laws.
These men that advocate child labor
are not vicious. They do not want to
stunt human beings in their growth.
They do not want to spread con
sumption by ruining the lungs of
children. They don’t want to make
tne race feeble and degenerate for
the sake of profit.
They do those things without realiz
ing that they do them, without seeing
them.
if yon look at the blazing sun you
are not conscious of the motes that
float betwefn.it and your eyes. The
sun’s glare blinds yon to everything
else.
*—*
The ambitious
man—financially
ambitious—with his eyes fixed on a
great fortune and a great commercial
success does not see the tiny human
beings that float and sink and dissappear between him and his ambition.”
Fortunately for the people the laws
of Illinois prevent the carrying out of
this finaiiical greed that traffics in
young human lives, and Mr. Tilden’s
views cannot be realized so fully as
are President Baer’s in the coal in
dustry.
f

The editor of an esteemed contem
porary Jonrnal has recently made a
study of the editorial- topics of the
morning and evening papers of the
state and in his conolnsions Implies
that they are weaa ahd deserving of
reproach or scorn because of their lack
of vigorous discuBBion of state issues
(which'means politics) just now of
the highest importance to the people
of Maine. The "Mail” was airong
the number considered and put under
the implied criticism of weaknss in
this particular. We wish to make no
apology or offer any defense for its
editorials snoh as they are, though of
course in true modsty we wish they
might be better, bnt we are moved to
give a reason for the nature of its
editorial topics. While we recognize
the importance of political questions
and issues, both state and national,
we do not consider politics the "summum bonnm” of state journalism or
local political economics the "sine
qua non” of the local press and the
public good. Probaby we are not so
concerned with figuring and the state
statistics as our contemporary because
we are not under the necessity of
proving so mauy things about our
selves and disproving so many things
about our political opponents. Also
we feel that the minds of the people
of Maine are pretty well escablished
as to how they will vote in the coming
elections and that columns of figures
and political hobby-horse riding will
not materially change them, even if
they needed to be changed. The
majority of the people will vote
the Republican ticket in the state
this fall any way, and they know why
they will vote it, consequently we are
not under the necessity or desire to
itell them their duty and state re
peatedly what they already Know ns
to the political questions involed. Be
sides, we believe that thbre are ques
tions and issnes which pertain to the
general intellectual life pLthe people—
knowledge of world affairs and prog
ress, to their moral culture and integ
rity, to their civic improvement, to
the dignity and decency of their social
and private life as citizens, to their
regard for and enforcement of law in
their commuuitv, and to their large
and general information ,ou public
questions and affairs, without which
they cannot be the most intelligent
and well informed citizens. If all
these other things can be attained
state issues and mere politics will
largely take care of themselves. We
can but feel that if our able contem
porary would direct his talent at least
a portion of the time to this wider
field anu broader range of subjects hp
would render the people fully as
efficient and valuable service as that
he is now giving them.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIO.
An Important Country With Which
the U. S. Ought to Have Closer .
Trade Relations.
Mr. John Barrett, in a reoent inter
view gives a more explicit idea of the
size and importance of the Argentine
Republic than we have been able to
get from any other source. “If you
will take all the United States.” says
Mr. Barrett, "east of the Mississippi
and the tier of states which lie direct
ly west of that river—that is Min
nesota,-Iowa, Missonri, Arkcuisas and
Louisiana—you will have a territory
about as large as the Argentine Republio.” Mr. Barrett goes on to em
phasize the importance of this Sonth
American (xiuntry 'und to encourage
Steps for closer trade relations there
with. It IS, indeed, a remarkable fact
tliat usually euterprising buinesss men
of the United States have not had the
enterprise to seoum a direct line, of
steamshins to ports in this large and
fertile Soqth Amerioan oonntry, anef
that the trade with Argentina ts conducted by shipment via Europe. Size
is not the only impressive attribute of
the Argentine Republic. Its people
are of a mixed race, whose ideals are
much the same as those of our own
people, and the development of the
country’s progress resembles the de
velopment of our own Western states.
Argentina lies about the same dis
tance from the Equator as the UnitedStates, and it produces similar crops.
It has U0,0()0,CC0 head of sheep and
280,000,00 cattle, it has great areaa
of wheat producing territory, and is,,
in fact, an agrionltnral paradise. It
would seem that if there ever was an
opportunity for the revival of Amer
ican shipping interests it is furnished
by the lack of direct communication
with Sonth American countries, which
are as different from Venezuela and
Uolummbia in their ideals and policies
as England is different from Turkey.—
Portland Express.

The G. A. 1^. veterans did not suoceed in their endeavor to have Aug. 16
President Roosevelt wants to got
made a state holiday as Gov, Bates
after the packers in the matter of the
declined
to appoint it as such, but
price of meat and the strike, the
they will have the center of the stage
peckers want to get help to continue
in Massaohnssetts all the same and a
their business, the strikers want to
big crowd of spectators on the day of
boycott every industry that affects the
their great parade. The governor has
Xmckiug industry, but the public wants
ahnounced that all of the State House
meat, and it is a difficult question
offices’will be closed that day out of
which party will get what it wants
defforence to tlie veterans even though
first. It is announced by the secretary
lie does not deem it advisable to make
of the butchers’ association that the
the day a state holiday.
meat trust is broken as a result of the
strike and if this is true it is weloome
Mr. George W. Alger in an article in
In feeding 460 children a day of the
jiews, but the porsistout quastiou with
the August A tlantic Monthly em- striking mill operatives in Fall River,
the public is when will its meat fast
pliasizB a difference that exists in the the Salvation Army is living up to its
be broken.
field of finance wliich is of public inter name and profession. And in such
TREE PLANTING IN THE DAKOTAS.
est and value. He also speaks -an im works of Christian charity and human
As a feature of the Labor Day cele portant word to the criminal courts on kindness it fulfils both the spirit and
How Forestry Can Help to More Rebration which is being so extensively the snjeot. He says:
the letter of the gospel and causes its
and elaborately planned how would it
mnnerative Agriculture.
"It is high time the criminal courts deeds to far outshine its somewhat
lio^for the workers to get together should recognize the present^ duty, crude theology and religious methods.
The growth of planted trees iu tlie
with their employers and by means of which the conditions of these times If the Salvation Army could only
two Dakotas will be studied tills sum
make daily more imperative, of draw
a fuller understanding and concessions ing
mer by a field foroe of the Bureau of
definitely the line w^hich shall dis- infuse some of its spirit of brotherly
Forestry.
Some little work of iuton both sides resolve that no pjtrikBS tinguisli before the eyes of all men the love and Christian philanthropy as
speotiou has previously been done in
shall tale place for a year but all finance which is finance from tlie fin well as its sclf-ascrifioe into the lives
those States, bnt the possibilities .of
diftioulties be settled by arbitration? ance which is crime.”
of the mill owners, capitalist brokers,
tree planting there are relatively un
This would prove the mnst. nnrahle
Mr. Alger is a member of tlio New trust magnates and the rest who out
known. The country is high and
level for the most part, though
observance of the day, both in the •York bar and knows whereof he wages to increase dividends and thus
broken here and there by canyons and'
interests of labor and napital, that has writes. His scathing arraignment influence them to a more equitable
small streams. There is less planted
yet taken place. And judging from of the laxity of our code in matters sharing or distribution of the divid
timber than iu Nebraska. The planta
th^ experience of Golden Rule Jones of vast commercial frauds fnnishes tlie ends between thmselves and their em
tions are usually the work of tho8e^
who took up timber olaims. Unlike
and a few other great industries with public with food for sober thought. ployes in the way of better wages and
much of the planting under the same
which we are familiar we are inclined This difference between the finance so prevent strikes and their resulting
law elsewhere, that done in the Da
to believe tliat the labor unions would that is finance and that wfiich is poverty and suffering it would be
In the midst of twentieth century
kotas was generally not perfunctory,
meet the combinations of capital half crime is one of the great evils of this doing the world a much greater and civilization in the United States there
but careful and intelligent. Those
who took up olaims planted not only
age and demands a speedy legal recog equally needed servioe. Feeding the occasionally occur instances of bar
way in this matter.
beoanse it was necessary to make’
nition. A poor mau out of work if poor and hungry children is noble ser barism and savagery, a brutal degen
their titles good, but, since they felt
the need of trees they cultivated them
The announcement that Kuroptakin he steals a loaf of bread for his hungry vice, but it is only a palliative of the eracy or depravity that seem incred
properly, ana the.y are now rewarded
is preparing to take up winter quar family is called a robber and quickly fundamental evil of our industrial ible, The latest of this sort is the
with valuable assets in their planta
ters at Harbin over the Russian border sent to jail, but a "million-dollar-a- system. Making less selfish, money recent lynching case in Eutawville,
tions. This growth will be carefully
year”
Schwab
can
organize
a
shin
N.
0.,
which,
however,
was
not
just
loving
employers
and
more
Golden
Rule
means that Russia is driven out of
examined and measured as a basis forrecommendations oonceruiug soieutiManchuria and has abandoned that building trust and rob the public of a leaders of industry, would be noc a an ordinary lynching bnt a horrible
fic tree planting and management.
murder of the most revolting nature
section of territory.
And this, in few million dollars and he is called a palliative but a preventive.
Tile field force this summer will be
financier
and
goes'seot
free.
The
sooner
by
a
few
white
men.
As
reported
iu
turn, means the removal of the prin
six experts, divided into two parties.
G.
A.
R.
ENCAMPMENT,
AUG.
15-20
our
law-makers
and
criminal
courts
The
Vanderbilt
family
feud
which
the papers the circumstances were as
cipal cause of the war. For it was
They will begin iu tlie sonthern part
BOSTON’S BIG PREPARATIONS.
of Sonth Dakota and work uortliw'ard,
Russia’s occupation of this country recognize this difference and treat it has just beou settled was not so long follows:
covering both states east of tlie ‘.)9th
"An offensive negro youth went
that goaded Japan to act and force accordingly the better it will be for and bloody an affair as are the same
sort of quarrels iu Eoutucky. Neither flshng with several white men. On Beautiful Souvenir and Guidebook Free. meridian. All persons iu tins area
the passaae at arms.
Japan and tlie public.
owning specially thrifty groves, and
did it involve the moro rugged in the way homo some dispute occurred.
Boston’s Dig summer month this those who are experiencing difficulties
Russia made an agreement two years
One of the whites swore at the negro,
year
will
be
August.
Over
one
hun
stinots
of
family
pride
and
loyalty,
and
iu crowing trees, will assist this in
who also used profanity iu retorting.
ago whereby the latter should evacu
The island of Haiti, which nature the physioal courage that charaoter The next day the negro boy was ar dred chousand visitors are expected vestigation and w’ill obtain the advice'
ate Manchuria upon a certain date.
made a garden spot is proving, under, ize the Kentucky brand. This discord rested on a warrant, offence not during the G. A. K. Encampment and assistance of the Bnrean bv comAugust 15th to 20th. Fourteen years
This Russia failed to do and Japan
its present government, a plague spot. in the family of New York’s famous stated. He warf brought into court ago about forty thousand appeared in mnuioatlng -witli Mr. J. M. Fetherolf,
at Sionx Falls, S. Dak., who is in
opened hostilities. The retreat of
and fined $6. Being unable to uay the
It has been for a long time tom by millionaires was not settled with sum ho was sentenced to the chain line, presenting one of the grandest charge of the force.
Enropatkin to Harbin takes the Rusincessant plots, quarrels and disturb guns and pistosl and. a few funerals, gang for fifteen days and put iu the parades ever witnessed. This year’s
The topography and climate of thesiau troops out of the disputed terri
program is just as elaborate; the Dakotas make tree plantations essential
ances. To all appearances the present bnt by a society call of one young guard house for the night. The next liarade
will be the striking feature;
tory : wliether it will end the war or
the highest development of the rich
troubles that are rending the misgov- Mrs. Vanderbilt upon the other morning he .yras missing. His body bnt then all Boston will be "ablaze” to
agrionltnral lauas. The rainfall is
not is quite another question, but the
was found in a nearby creek, stripped^
etnod island are of a very serious young Mrs. Vanderbilt. By conform of clothing. His ears had been cut' with various entertainments for the less than iu Nebraska or Kausas, bnt
faot remains that by this action the
character. The government of the is ing to the custom of the "smart set” off, he had been stabbed several times, "vets”; and a grand water carnival this is largely neutralized by the
prime cause of the war is removed.
be held at Charles River. Ac shorter orop seasons. The winds iu
land Republic is not only very bad bnt and making a fashionable society call an attempt had been made to skin will
companying. visitors will find their summer are hot and dry, and of abont
it is the prey of all kinds of foreign the war of five years between two him. The solicitor in his report to chief delight in roaming around Bos the
same velocity as iu the two latter
Gov. Hayward says that the published
Old Orchard has now received the commercial interests and internal dis
millionaire brothers and thdse who testimony does not represent one-tenth ton’s historic and famous haunts and states. Becanso the rainfall is so
proper kind of advertising to put it on orders. The chief cause of the present
took sides with them was settled, a of what was done to him.A Much of the interesting nearby cities and small and the evaporation, accelerated
an unquestionably payinp basis and trouble is the outbreak of tlie native
toyvns, Buoh as Salem, Medford, Lex
silly and simple act to heal so gfeat a the testimony was not reduced to ington, Concord etc., where there are by the high dry winds, ik so great,
insure a large attendance throughout residents against the the foreign mer
trees in abundance are requir^ to
writing,
because
,
as
tlie
solicitor
re
breach, but exactly in accord with the ported to the Governor, ‘the details BO many reminders of revolutionary offset these disadvantages. Properly
the season at its hotels and cottages. chants mainly Americans and Syrians.
events
aiui
Colonial
history.
The
cheap ‘and disgustnig nature and were too horrible to appear iu any res
seleoted, and planted as shelter-belts
Father Clarke of Christian Endeavor It' wtis brought to a climax by an in
homes and abodes of Hawthorne, and wind-breaks, trees will greatly
cause of the quarrel. It was a fend pectable newspaper.’ ”
Longf -How, Lowell, Emerson, Tlior- increase the yield from all crops by
fame has declared in a public speecji flaming address by President Nord
It is believed that this deed was eau, Holmes, and otiier literary per-1
that arose over money and social
that her midway is more vulgar and declaring tliat rates of exchange had
cutting down the foroe of the win(i.
standing and involved no principle or done by not more than six men, white sonages will receive mauy callers.
^ and conserving moistnre.
obscene, indecent and demoralising been forced up to exorbitant iwints
For the benefit of all interested, a! The creation of woodlots is one re
question of honor or integrity, but men and known in the community.
than the houuts of gay jiaris and many by foreign merchants and residents
simply the tawdry and vain desire of Probably there were no "principal haud-onie souvenir and guide-book has sult of, tree planting that should
other Ooutiuental resorts ho has visit as a plot against^the government.
been issued bv the Boston & Maine
social and fashionable prestige in high citizens” in this small company of Railroad. It contains forty-eight suooialiy appeal to the residents of
ed. As an advertising medium for This announcement was followed by
tlie Dakotas. The long and bitterly
society and the base love of money for barbarons murderers and it should V.iues of interesting descriptive read cold winters necessitate the use of an
this resort this sort of thing can not rioting and by troops looting the stores
ing
matter,
telling
all
of
Boston’s
be
an
easy
matter
to
identify
them
show and extravagance. The super
enormous amount of fnel. This fnel.
be beat. It is an uufortnuato fact of foreign merchants, the stores of the
ficial and ridiculously sill.v way in and bring them to speedy justice. I^ 1 laces of interest and attractions, also ban be grown within a few hundred
that the denouncing of evil always ad Syrians being prevented from being
about sixty half-tone cuts of historic yards of .the iionse, far more cheaply
which the quarrel has been settled is is reported that public sentiment does mopuments and landmarks iu and
vertises it and draws trade. The reopened by soldiers. American resi
tlian Cl al or wood oan be delivered by
iu perfect keeping with the inane and not condone the terrible act and that near Bo.'-ton. Tiie cover contains a tlie railroads. The woodlot will nob
"midway” at Old Orchard will doubt dents hoisted the stars and stripes over
demoralizing nature of it ahd its the governor is eager to nave the handsome reprodnotiou in colors of only furnish fuel, bnt also, if tfle
less flourish as never before the bal their houses and many took refuge in
canse^ and^in rcality^there is but|li^tle murderers pnnished. It is to be hoped the G. A. R. official badge on a white | trees are' properly chosen, all fence
background surrounded by a beautiful |
ance of the season. The public al the American legation, driving there
clioIoelEetween^this arfgii and those he will succeed. It is hopeful that the green wreath on blue setting. The I posts and general repair material
ways wants to see the things that are in carriages living the American flag,
needed.
ornder^aud more savage ones of'^the Sonthern press condemns this deed lower portion of the cover is black
Woodlots need not be planted as a
denounced and put under the ban. the popnlaco following and throwing
old frontier fends of the Southern and that Sonthern sentiment does not with red lettering.
separate venture. They can be grown
Fearless public speech is a commend stones. A state of anarchy reigned in
This
book
gives
all
necessary
in
iu oonn^otion with and partly as the
mountaineers so far as its moral iu- condone it, bnt snoh crimes call for
able thing on all questi ous bat it is a Port An Prince for a time but finally
formation in regard to the encamp
fiueuoes upon society is concerned. more than a local or sectional condem ment and is a delightful souvenir. It result 'of shelter-belts. The wider
great advertiser. Borne day the re the government took steps tc protect
tliese are made, to a certain limit,
One is effeminate, cheap ana super nation. The press and the public wilb bo mailed free to any address up and the more thoroughly they are ex
formers will learn discretion and take the peaceable inhabitants and patrols
ficial, the others were savage but sentiment of the entire country onghi on receipt of a postal card by the Gen tended aronud the farm, the greater
quiet legal steps to supr^s evil before were sent to protect the Syrian stores.
rugged with ’a sense of wrong or of to speak out in a way that will influ eral Passenger Department, Boston & the advantage in crop protection and
Maine Railroad, Boston.
they display it to the public and thus American residents and interests are
the larger the annaal out of wood ob
family pride and moral and physioal ence the oifioials and courts (ft the
attract the crowd to it.
tainable.
.
assurf'd protection by the prompt act courage.
country to not only quickly apprehend
The first objeot of the Bnrean of '
ion of President Roosevelt in ordering
and punish the guilty parties but also Now own up; when yon take a Forestry iu its work in the Dakotas
Among other striking nttorauoes of several war vessels to Port An Prince
The country now has a man who to take steps to prevent the ooutinu- good look at yourself in - the glass Is to ascertain if the trees now grow
you think, "Well I’m not such ing there are the speoi^s that oan bo
President Roosevelt in his speech ac with instructions to act as the emerg has gone the celebrated Baer "one ande of snoh crimes. It is true under don’t
a bad looking fellow?”
most profitably planted. The study
cepting the nomiuaiou tlie following ency demands. The situation is com better” in the matter of maintaining a republican government that the peo
will also cover the methods and oost
on the Canal question gives udde^ plicated fdi' tlie U. S. by the fact ^hat the divine right of the trusts. This ple can have what their sentiment and
of the tree planting that has been
THE DIFFERENCE. V
reason why the Republican adminis many, of the Byiriitd merchants are gentleman is Mr. Edward Tilden, the votes demand. A sense of righteous
done, with the expectation of offering
tration should be retained in power. American citizens by naturalization represeutativo^of Libby, McNeil & condemnation and an expression of\ Cue of the men instrumental in sotting saggestious for improving those
and lessening tlie oost. The “The Istlimian Canal is now being and oltCim the protetoion of our gover Libby, one of the concerns that helps public opinion so intense should arise the Stylo of John Wantuniikor's I’hiladol- methods
results of this work cannot fail to be
built by the Government of the Unit nment They are not, however, citizens make up the beef trust and that, is throughout the monutry that will pht(i advortising which has novor boon decidedly advautageons to the farmera
or succossfully imitatod, was
ed States. We oouducted the negotia in spirit, becoming '^nob in letter now fighting its employes after break shame the indifference of the Sonth exoollod
asked what ho boH'ovod constituted its of those states, who it is to be hoped.,
tion for its construction with the nic simply for the projection of the U. B. ing its agreement with them. ,Mr. and stimnlate it to a more rigoronk chief attniotloD. "Simplicity of lan will further the work by offering the
field parties all the iufornuftiou and
est and most sorupalons honor, and in in their trade and commercial rela Baer claimed tligt God iir his in^te administration of its laws and a guage,” was his reply, “What model assistwee
in their poiver to give.
have
you
followed.”
“Jesus
Christ,
‘ a spirit of the largest generosity tions. How far we should go' in be wisdom did ndt put the great indus higher sense of civilization in its
whose
sermon
on
the
mount
contains
&ward those through whose territory coming -embroiled with the little tries and the coal mines into the hands midst. Such deeds are a blot on tlie inoui matter iu fewer lyords than any
A Source of Oomfort.
it was to run. Every sinister o|fort Republic and its disorders simply to of the people and the workers of the nation. The nation ought to strive to piece'of writing In the classics. ,0hi'i|it
' ‘ Do yon believe iu patent mediwhich could bo devised by the spirit give commercial protection to these world but into the control yof the wipe out the shame. In view of this said, ‘Blessed are the meek, for they shhll
of faction or the snlrit of self-interest foreign quasi citizens is a serious Ohnstian capitalists of the obfintry ease it ia a satisfaction to record the inherit the earth.’ Some of the ad writers olnes?” said the man who is always
I know would have said, ‘Blessed are oomplaining.
was made in order to defeat the question. What the final outcome of and made him chief boss of the people fact that in another Sqptliern .^ity the
poor, oppressed, lowly,- down-trod "Oertainly,” answered the portly
Treaty with Panama and tliereby pre the present troubles will be is still iu the whole matter. Mr. Tilden several leading citizens have reoe^ly den, meek,fotthoy shall positively inher mau. ‘*I owe my present oomfortable
vent the ooDsummatiou of this work. very uuoretaiu, but the situation says that the laws of Illinois prohibit been indicted auA punished for par*- it the eartii with its unsurpassed scenery oondiMou to a patent medioine.^’
“Indeed?”
Tke construction of the canal Is now foreshadows the fact tliat a strong and ing child labor . are harmful and ticipating in a mob that made ait nn- ^nd glorious climate, at temis never
before drean\ed of iu the histoiw of suc '"Yes; one whioh I Invented and
an assured fact; but most certainly wise gorvenmeut must' and will be dangerous to the beef trust. This snocessful attempt to take a negro cessful retail merchandising.’ That’s the put on the market myself.’’—Wash
is unwise to intrust the carrying out established in the island.
is his offioial statement.
from jail and lynch him.
difference.”—Printer’s Ink.
ington Star.
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Mr. Geo. Gonlding has the founda
FINE RACING Al* PITTSFIELD.
tion for his house on Church street
completed, and the carpenters are The Four Days’ Meet at Union Park
Hon. C. F. Johnson and Arthnr Davian
Drew Large Attendance and Pro'
placing the sills today. The work can
Nominated for Representatives to
be rushed now, and the house will be
duced Good Races.
Legislature
ready for occupancy by October first
Col. Morrill’s August stake races
as Mr. Gonlding planned. Milford at Union park Wednesday, Thursday,
About ninety of the Democratic
Mr.
William
Levine
has
closed
his
Bates lias the foundation for the
voters of the city assembled in the
store in this town and is moving lionse he is to put up on Main Friday and Saturday of last week
rooms of the Democratic club at the
were highly sncoeestul in point of
his goc^s to Waterville.
street very nearly done and it will be attendance and exciting races. There
Prof. B. W. Hall has rotnrned from appointed hour Monuay evening. A
Miss Enphalia Goddard of Rnmford completed about the same time ns Mr were good fields of horses in every
few minutes latter Boulette’s band
a week’s stay at Squirrel Island.
came in and after it had given one Falls has been the gnest of Mr. O. H. Gonlding's. These, with the six re class and good time and close contests
Mr. Fred Clair and two daughters selection, those present were asked Folsom at the home of his mother, cently built by the bank will be quite
marked every race, those of Friday
left Tuesday afternoon for Old Orchard to step out on the street and follow Mrs. Laura Folsom, for a few days.
an addition to the town.
being called the best over wituosated
Miss Mary Kelleher of Biddeford Is where the^ will spend the remainder
the band to the Armory, to which
H. E. Maines, who has been at at the Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthnr Merrill of
j,t her home in this city [on a two i of the month.
place the meeting was considered ad
The following is the summary for
weeks’ vacation.
I jjj._
Mrs. Geo. Getohell returned journed. At the Armory the canons Waltham, Mass., are visiting Mr. home for a few days on business, has
returned to Ocean Park.
Merrill’s
parents
having
made
the
the
four days.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Whipple and; Tuesday from a ton days’ trip by was called to order by Fred W. Clair,
Mrs. A. L. Walker has returned
WEDNESDAY.
children have gone to Ooean Point for; carriage to Owl’s Head and report a Esq., obaiiman of the city commitee trip in their "auto”.
from
a
visit
with
relatives
at
Malden,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Phillips
of
Malden,
a two weeks’ outing.
| delightful time. While at Owl’s Head and Hon. S. S. Brown was called upon
3.20 STAKE, TROT AND PACE—
Mass, and Winsted, Conn.
PURSE 1600.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Fuller left Sgt- they stopped at Smith’s Cottage hotel to serve as chairman of the evening. Mass., is a guest at the home of D.
M.
Poster
for
a
short
time.
Mildred
Crowell
has
gone
to
Anson
Elm
Bud,
br
m, by Red
nrday.for Peak’s Island where they at Qresent Beach.
Mr. Brown on taking the chair made
Elm, Pearl Brook
Mrs. George Taylor is at home for a for a short visit with friends.
will spend a vacation of ten days.
W, H. K. Abbott,. Edwin Towne a short speech, after which Eugene
Farm,
2 7 111
few days from Portland where she * Mrs. B. F. Folger is at homo after
Fred S. Lindsey^ left Saturday for and Hapolian Lnbier have been drawn Thayer was chosen secretary.
Ftanx Rich, oh p, (Rioh), 112 8 6
has
been
the
past
two
months
with
a
few
weeks
passed
with
her
dangh
to
serve
on
the
travers
jury,
at
the
Mayor O. W. Davis then arose to
Eola, b m, (Phnir),
3 3 8 63
Lewiston where he will join a party
tor, Mrs. Herbert Owen at the latter’s Cnssali, be, (Beau)
68 6 3 3
going to St. Louis to attend the fair. next term of the Superior court make a nomination speech, but was her daughter at the hospitaL
Utntlau, b s, (Burnham),
7 9 9 3 4
summer home in Monmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Emery left this which sets on the first Tuesday of called to the platofrm where he was Mts. B. F. Frizzell returned, Satur
Lucy Patoheu, b m, (Dus
September
at
Augusta.
day,
from
Boston
where
she
has
been
introduced
as
the
next
governor
of
The Misses Gertrude and Berdeua
8 6 7 4 6
tin),
morning for a two weeks*^ yaoation
6 4 4 6dr
which they will spend at Biddeford George Stone an employe at the M. Maine. Mr. Davis spoke to consider the guest of relatives for a few Lord and Mrs. Lila Hart have return Tony D. b g, (Allen),
ed from a visit with friends in Bel Hiram Wilkes, g g, (0.
O. B. R. shops sustained a fracture of able length, dwelling mainly upon the weeks.
Pool.
Dustin),
9 8 8 7 dr
finanioal
affairs
of
the
state
and
the
Miss Lula Roderick of Brooklyn, grade.
Sprague Nntworth, ch g.
Information has been received of three ribs Tuesday. ,Mr. Stone had been
present administration, and closed by
Katherine O’Neil, who is employed
(Hunt),
4 6 6 dr
the birth of a daughter to Mr. and fixing a oelt on an overhead pully and nominating Hon. Ohas. F. Johnson, N. Y. arrived in town, Sunday, for a
ds
was
coming
down
a
ladder
when
he
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. by the Olnkoy-Libby Co. of Water- Dewey Guy, (Guy),
Mrs. Arthur A. Bassett of Manches
Time, 3.23, 3.21, 2.20'4, 3.23‘4,‘3.31Sf.
as one of tiio party’s candidates for John Roderick.
made
a
misstep
and
(ell
to
the
floor
villo,
is
at
home
for
n
moutli’s
vaca
ter N. H.
representatives to the next legislature.
2.18 TROT AND PACE —PURSE
striking on his side.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Messer are tion.
The marriage intentions John Otis
The nomination was seconded by at liome after an extended visit with
1200.
Iieland, the seven year old son of
Meader and Lulu Ella Dickenson both
Dennis E. Bowman, Esq. in a brief | relatives at Wilmot Flat N. H.
Henry
Titer,
ch
g,
by Emperor
Anson
Bickford
was
thrown
from
an
CNARLES PERRY.
of Waterville have been filed with the
speech and the nomination was them
1 1
Wilkes, (Gentlier),
express
wagon
near
his
homo
Satur
Leon
Bachelder
has
entered
the
em
city clerk.
33
Decimn Dean, b ni, (Bisboe),
declared nnanimons, after which Mr.
6 6
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Brown and Well-Kown Liveryman and Veteran of Johnson took the platform and in a ploy of the Hollingswofth and Whit day night, and both bones of liis left Park Campbollo, (Warren),
(i 3
arm wore broken below the elbow. SnliiiuB, b B, (Burrill),
daughters, and Mrs. Ohas. Went
reminiscent vein gave a brief account ney Paper mill at Winslow.
7 4
Bay Dean, b g, (Davis),
The
boy
had
ridden
up
from
the
store
the
Civil
War
Dies
Sunday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs James Scott and
worth have gone to Seguinland for a
of his association with ihe Democratic
Genevieve, br m, (Wiggiii),
65
with
Nelson
Goodell,
and
was
about
children have returned to their home
Miss Sterling, b in. (Carpenter), 4 7
two weeks’ stay.
Mr. Charles Perry died at his home, party,
58
F. W. Clair Esq. then made a brief'
Lewiston after a visit of several to'^jump from the wagon, wlieu the Faith, ni b m, (Palmer),
The announcement is made of the 3 Percival court early Sunday mornhorse became friglitened and started
Time, 3.17'..,, 3.19, 3.33.
weeks
with
Mrs.
Scott’s
mother,
Mrs.
engagement of Miss Alioe Dutton of' i’ng from a shook of paralysis with address, presenting the name of Arthur
tlirowing him to the ground witli
THURSDAY.
Winslow of i which he was stricken Saturday even Daviau as the other candidate for Mary Sullivan.
this city to Mr Wm.
tlie above mentioned result. Prompt 3.24 STAKE, TROT AND paceMrs.
Mabel
Fessenden
and
Miss
ing.
Mr.
Perry
was
a
well-known
cit
representative.
Mr.
Daviau’s
nomina
Boothbay Harbor, Maine.
j
medical assistance was summoned and
PURSE !!i300,
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Racklilf of 166 j izen and a popular member of the tion was seconded by Norman K. Julia Bates of Boston, who have been' the bones set. No serious results are
Toro
Pliair,
br h, by Clay King,
the
guests
of
relatives
in
town
for
a
Fuller
Esq.
and
he
was
then
nom
Grand
Army,
and
the
news
of
his
Silver street, took the early train this •
feared,
(Humphre.vvillo),
few
weeks,
have
gone
to
Dexter
for
a
inated
unanimously
by
acclimation.
sudden
death
oomes
as
a
painful
shook
morning on their way to Ooeau Point
A daughter’ was horn to Mr. and Frank S, b g, (Hudson),
Binghutu, blk g, (Waite),
where they will spend several days. | to his veteran comrades and large .The causcus was a very orderly and visit before returning home.
Mrs.
Engone gawtello Monday.
circle of acquantanoes, while his be harmonious one, but euthnsiastio, the
Estill
Boy, b g, (Warren),
Gertrude
Lord
who
clerks
for.
Turn
Mrs. Joseph Leavett and daughter I
The Misse.s Elizabetii and Katlieryn Gruduato, li g (Kirdy),
reaved family have the sympathy of applause being frequent and hearty.
er & Co. at Waterville is enjoying a
Edith returned Monday evening from
Goldfiiidor Boy, b g. (Goddard)
the oommunity. The deceased leaves
two weeks’ vacation at lier home' O Neil left town this morning for a Calvin
8 C.
a several weeks’ visit among friends j
Swift b s, (Kyle),
visit
with
relatives
in
Boston.
a widow, a son and a daughter, Mrr
A SUCCESSFUL OPENING.
here.
Laura B, blk in, (Dustin),
8 1
in Somerset and Piscataquis counties, j
Geo. Perry of Waterville and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Penney left
Time, 2.20i.,., 2.18, 3. Hl'j.
Mrs.
Geo.
Hkllet
and
children
are
Miss Addie Toulouse, clerk at the Gertrude Gilmore of Columbia, S.C.
visiting relatives in Hallowell for a Mondav for Boston where they will THREE-MINUTE CLASS, TROT
Wardwell-Emery Go’s store, left He also is survived by three brothers, Jere McAuliffe Stock Compaify
be the guests of friends during the
AND PACE—PURSE .flOO.
few days.
Season
With
a
Full
House
at
City
Sunday for a three week’s vacation Joseph of this city. G. F. of Portland
National
encampment of the G. A. W’ilsoii, b g, by Bayard Wilkes,
Mrs.
Sidney
Wentworth
and
daugh
Theatre.
which she will spend at North pond, and Thos.F. of Madison. Mr. Perry
(Boggs),
1 1 I
ter are the guests of friends in Stet R.
Skowhegan and Bangor.
Rosie Wilkes, br m, (Ireland), 3 3 2
had an enviable war-record having
An audience that practically filled
Miss Ethel Rice, who is employed NeUpuitn,
son.
cli in, (Bartlett),
3 3-1
Miss Mildred Mitchell, daughter of served under Gen. Sherman and i)ar- the Opera House greeted the initial
Mrs. B. F. Folger is passing a few in the local telephone olfice, rosumed Hobby Wilkes, oh g, (Geuter
Ira Mitchell of this city returned Fri ticipatiiig in several important battles performance of the Jere McAuliffe
her duties this moruiuc after a two
unci Holuitis).
6 6
day from the Maine General Hospital and captures' of rebel strongholds. Stock Co. Monday evening and the weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Her mouths’ vacation passed with relatives Elsie Snow, b m, (Ohenery),
4 .1
where she has been for the past five He was also private orderly to Col. large gathering appeared delighted bert Owen at her cottage on Lake in Searsport
Dewey Dumas, b in', (Kyle),
6
Time, 3.3(i>.j, 2.26C, 2.36.
weeks undergoing a series of opera McArthur during his entire term of witli the production. The play, "Be Oochnewagiu in MoumOuth.
tions.
FRIDAY.
Miss Susie Greely, who has been
enlistment. He was a memb^ of tween Love and Duty,” was of the
church BUILT OP FRUIT.
Mr. D. W. Merrill has closed out bis company I. of the eighth Maine Regi better class of melodrama and held the visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
2.23 CLASS, TROT AND PACE—
luncli room business on Temple street ment. The funeral will be, held on interest of the spectatois because of John Greely, has returned to Provi
PURSE 1100.
One of the Old California Missions Re
and the rooms occupied by him have Wednesday afternoon at the residence its patriotic appeal. The work of dence, R. I.
Calvin Swift, b s, by
been taken by Frank Drummond who of the deceased. The hour has not McAuliffe as Corporal Sandy Grimes,
produced at the World's Fair.
Petasky, (Kyle),
A. H. Lord has been drawn to serve
3 3 111
Winnie
Wilkes, b in, by
intends to open a confectionery busi yet been determined owing to the fact U. S. A. was up to the usual standard on the traverse jury at the September
California’s agricutnral display at
W'ilkes, (Kirby),
ness there about the first of September. tliat Mr. Perry’s daughter in S. O., of this popular and clever comedian term of court.
the world’s ihlr is so extensive tiiat Nettie W, b in, (Southard),
Mrs.
Gilmore,
cannot
reach
the
city
and
the
other
characters
in
the
cast
Mr. O. L. Keene of' the Fernald,
Mrs. Lawence Livingstone of Bing some of the principal counties liave Princess, all in, (Irelaiul),
Keene and True Go., corn packers. until Wednesay a. m. and the time of were well taken, tlie acting of Mr. ham has arrived in town and Mr. and separate exhibits. Santa Clara county Ul.odie West, ro ni,i (Booker
and Ilolroes),
1 4 3
came throngli from his home in West | arrival of other relatives from a dis- Burt L. King as Clayton Buchanan Mrs. Livingstone will occuy the Chap has constructed a house of dried
Time,
3,35i..,
3.21
3.33'^,
3.35> ,
tance
is
uncertain.
It
is
expected
that
U.
S.
A.
being
particularly
worthy
Poland Tuesday forenoon to attend the
man rent on Mechanic street as soon fruits, modlod after one of tlio old
3.39.
races in his Rambler touring car. He the Rev. W. F. Berry formerly of the of mention. The unwelcome part of as it is vacated.
Spanish Mission Charches, built in 3.33 CLASS, TROT AND PACE—
was accompanied by Mr. ana Mrs. M . E. church in this city will bo the the villain was well taken by Mr.
the early days when California was a
Miss
Maggie
McCurdy
has
returned
PURSE isiOU.
Scarlet, and Charles S. Chapman cred
James H. Fernald, -and Mrs. H. O. officiating clergyman.
to her iiome in Fairfield after a short r irt of Mexico. Tins pavilion of Dyspeiisia Cure, b ro, by^
itably represented the difficult charac
Prince and son.
prunes, peaches and iiprioots, witli
Wilkes, (Gilman and
ter assigned him in the role of Pap visit with friends in town.
Dr. W. E. Kershner has returned
bottles of wine and olive oil and jars
Woodbury),
3 111
KENNEBEC PROBATE COURT.
Rev.
Clarence
McIntyre
and
Hatfield. The ladies in the oast fully
of fruits aud grapes as 'vi'indow and oor- Snip D, b g, by Loowaway,
from his trip to Baltimore, Md., made
family
returned
to
Guilford,
Thursday
sustained
their
part
of
the
program.
13 4 4
(Hall),
since selling out his practice at Oak In the Probate court Monday, the
morning, after a short stay with, Mr. uer decorations. The mission style of
Boone, b g, (Cum
land and has opened an office over the following wills were proved, approved Miss Barton effeotivley rendering the McIntyre’s mother, Mrs. Eiizabetb arohiteotnre has boon observd through Warrouer
mings),
3 12 3
Simpson Drug Go’s store. Dr. Kershner and allowed : Of George F. Fitzgerald, part of Constance Buchanan, Margie McIntyre.
out with its quaint ovorhauging Harry Miller, b g, (Perkins), 6 3 3 8
Dow
making
a
good
native
Georgian,
comid^ niches aud dome for bolls.
Mira Montn, b ni, (Boggs),
4 0 dr
who is the son of T. J. Kershue’- of late of Oakland, Fred Fitzgerald of
The b^iiildiug is surmounted by a Lula Putchen, blk m, (Hud
this city, it will be remembered is Waterville appointed executor; Flor and Maggie Ferris an admirable col Mr. \lbiou Mace was able to re
sume his duties as couduotor on the perfect model of tho Lick Observatory
son),
(1 6 dr
a graduate of the Baltimore Medical ence O. Oouillard, late of Waterville, ored nurse.
Time,
3.27,
3.‘
3
(i',j,
2.31'h.
3
Waterville
&
Oakland
electric
road,
The
specialties
were
good
and
en
on the top of Mount Washington.
school, and recently had the offer of F. O. Thayer of Waterville, executor;
position as instructor in the institu Samuel Osborne, late of Waterville, thusiastically received. They includ ^harsday.after having been off duty a Dried peaches are used as the main 3.30 STAKE, TROT AND PACE—
PURSE (J300—(UNFINISHED
Maria I. Osborne of Waterville, ex ed the latest popular songs of Jere, few davB on account of illness.
covering of the building, witli apricots
tion.
ecutrix; Eliza A. Strong, late of picture rangs by Mr. Chapman, and Dr. and Mrs. George Rowe of and prunes as ornaments aud cornices, Fairyiew Gliimos, br g,
Samuel F. Hubbard of Boston, sup Vassalboro, John F. HaWes of Vassal- Ventriloquism by Alex. W. Wilson, Boston are the guests of Mr. Rowe’s
by Cldmes, (Huiuplireyand the cross is made of prunes. ’'The
ville),
6 3 114 2
erintendent of the North End Union boro, executor; John Desmond, late of this last making a decided hit. The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kowe,
base
is
made
of
boxes
of
dried
fruits,
Isrholla b in, by Abdoll,
in that city, an industrial and phil Augusta, George W. Grant of Augusta, play this evening will be Shamns lligh strbet.
such as are prepared for commercial
(Evans),
I 1 2 3 0 ‘2
anthropic organzation, is the guest executor.
O’Brien.
Mrs. Lizzie Field is visiting her exhibits, and the artistic fruit oliurch Deoima Dean, b m, by
for a few days, of hfs brother-in-law,
Johnny Wilkes, (Beau), 6 3 2 1 1
Administration was granted on the
daughter, Mrs. William Kuanff of serves as a sample room, whore buyers
VASSALBORO.
Llewellyn Morrill. Mr.,^ Hubbard following estates: Of Lucinda M.
Earl F, gg, (Hiehardsou), 3 4 5 6 2 dr
Waterville'.
may see but not puroliaso California BlancheP, brm, (Burrill), 6 (1 6 4 3dr
Miss Villa Sherman died at the
made the Mail office a pleasant call Smiley, late of Gardiner, -Frank L.
Seventy-six
Italians
arrived
on
the
fruits.
Joe Hodge, g g, (Wood
home
of
her
brother
O.
A.
Sherman
Saturday relating to a new school for Amesbury of Gardiner appointed ad- Friday afte*- a long and pianful illness
bury),
7 7 7 dr
3.60 train Thursday on their way to
Inside
is
a
free
soliool
of
ifistmetion
printing which the Union which he ministrator; Albert^asey, late of Al with heaft desease. She was an old Bingham
Day Book, bid g, (Jolinwhere
they
will
work
on
where
world’s
Fair
visitors
are
tanght
son),
'
3 3 4 dr
represents is to establish in Boston bion, W. W. Washburn of China, ad resident of this town wiiere she leaves
3.19,
friends to mourn her loss. She the Somerset railroad extension The bow to cook and eat prunes. ’The first Time, 3.21>;'.
this fall.
ministrator ; Katherine Young, late of many
, 3.33^, 2.30.
was a true Christian lady and mnoh contract, which was assigned to oousigumeut to arrive consisted of
Mrs. M. D. Johnson, librarian of Augusta, Arthur J. Young of Augusta respected by all who knew her. She Mitchell & Johnson, calls for 8 miles tiiirteen tons of dried prunes, whioh
SATURDAY.
Bernard
Davis is survived by four brothers. The fun of tract direotly throngh the forest are being served to visitors free of
the Public Library went to Augusta administrator;
THREE-MINUTE
STAKE, TROT
eral
was
held
from
the
house
Sunday
Tuesday to be present at the Bowman, late of East Hanford, afternoon. Rev. Mr. Booth pastor of and oi^ly ninety days in whioh to lay cost. Coffee made of prnues, figs
AND
PACE,
PURSE
|4(X).
opening session of the free school of Conn.Gorge Ernest Bowman of Bos the Congregational ohnroh in this it. It will be a case of hnstle, and aud grain is also served free in this
Frank
O,
ch
s,
bv
Nelson
ton,
Mass.,
administrator.
place ottioiating.
liorarians to bo held in the Senate
nearly every train in brings a craw odd lionso, the object being to teacli
(Davidson),
4 5 4
Chambers at the State House. This Elizabotli' A. Carey of Hallowell
the world the value of California Olandia Hal, by Direct Hal,
Mr. Herbert Gifford and family of of Italian laborers.
school la the culmination of an idea of was appointed guardian of K. Louise, Somerville, Mass., have returned to
(Warren),
6 46
Arthur Hall and family have re traits, both ns food and drink. George
State Librarian Carver, and it is be J. Clarence, Ralph F. A. Beatrice, their summer resideuoe in this village turned from a few weeks’ outing at E. Hyde, a prominent California frnit Dyspepsia Cure b ui, by
where
they
will
spend
the
summer
WiUces, (Gilman),
3 2 3
lieved that it will be of the greatest Victor B. E., Leo U. and R. Christine months.
the Farrah cottage, East pond. Mr. man, is in oharge of Santa Clara Frank Rioh, oh g, by Nutwood,
benefit to the library work in Maine. Carey, all of Hallowell.
county’s
nniqne
exhibit.
■s (Kylo),
3 8 8
Rev. G. W. Owen, patsor of the first Hall resumed his duties, Monday,
The sessions will extend through
Elm Bud, br m, by Red Elm,
Congregational ohnroh at Lynn, as tin-smith for D. M. Marshall &
(Evans),
this week and next. There are lect
1 1 1
ONLY A MASK.
Mass., delivered a very able and inter Co.
ALBION.
Time, 2.33, 2.20^i, 2.23)^.
ures every afternoon to which the
esting sermon at the Congregational
Many
are
not
being
benefited
by
the
Mr. George Leonard, with a oTew
Rev. N. M. Heikes goes away this church in this place Sunday aternoon.
public is invited.
TROT
AND
summer vacation as tliey sliontd be. FREE FOR ALL,
of workmen, was engaged Thursday Now,
week for a snort vacation.
notwitlistaudiug mnoh outdoor
PACE—PURSE
1300.
Miss
Emma
Brigbtmau
is
visiting
The article concerning the Home Mr. and Mrs. Alton Walcott return Mrs. George Low in this village.
forenoon in moving tiie hydrant in life, they are little if any strouge" Early Bird Jr., blk s, by
family of Waterville published in an to their home in Farmington this
front of the Post oflioe down the tlian they wore. Tlie tan on tlielr E^y Bird,(Holmes),
82 8
Miss Edith Marriner has returned
other column is by the Rev. Anson week.
street in front of Striokland’s barber fatoes is darker and makes tliem look Mildnra, br g, by Maninette,
from Massaohnset-ts.
healthier,
bat
it
is
only
a
mask.
They
Titus, who a generation ago was a Almou Sliorey and Mrs. Elden
(Kirby),
4 3 4
shop.
are still uervons, easily tired, unset Helen R, b m, by Redfioid,
Mrs. Preston Lancaster is visiitng
resident of Oakland, as pastor of the Chase were united in marriage Sun her
by
trifles,
aud
they
do
not
eat
or
sleep
Mr.
Roscoe
Kay
of
Boston,
former
daughter, Mrs. Henry Glazier, in
(Warren),
1 1 1
Unlvertalist church. In receqt years day Aug. 7, by Rev. N. M. Heikes.
Winslow.
ly of this town was calling on old well. What they need is what tones Dan Q, br u, by Semicolog,
the
nerves,
perfects
digestion,
creates
he has been a resident in Somerville,
A man believed to be a tramp was
(Gilman),
3' 4 3
Prof. Houghton and wife and daugh friends hero Thursday.
appetite, aud makes sleep refresliiug,
Time, 3.19^^, 2.20)i, 3,31.
Mass., and devotes his time to liter entertained over night and given ter wlio have been boarding at tiie
Mrs. Harry Flemming left town to and that is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
ary and historical pursuits. While breakfast by a family in this town Oanibas Inn for some time left town
last week. After breakfast the tramp last week.
day
for Portland where she will bo Pupils aud teaoliors gouorally find the 8.30 STAKE. TROT AND PAOE-~
’
in Oakland he prepared a history went on his way and the (armer and
oliief purixise of the vacation best BabPURSE ^800.
the guest of Mr. Flemming’s mother served
by this great medicine whioh, Fairview Chimes, br, g,
Universailsm in that paloe, and the his hired man went to workin the
for.a short time.
Impoalna.
as we know, "bnilds up the whole
same was published as a series of ar field. Returning about noon, they
by Ohimes, (Humphrey‘^’11 have you know that I hdong
Fannie Weston has gone to Mercer, system. ”
ville),
6 3 1 1 433
ticles in the oolunms of the Gospel found the tramp in the yard talking to Chicago," said the stranger^
in an angry manner to the woman
Isabelle, bm, by Adbelle,
where she will remain until the first
Banner, tlien pnblisbed in Augusta. of the house. The man orderd him
“'Deed, an’ wha’d hao thocht it?”
In a man, that wliich is called eon(Evans),
8 6
Mr. Titus recently visited Waterville, to leave, bnt as he did not, he and his quoth the skept^ Scot ‘‘Frao the wey of September.
science is largely a fear that ho ma.y Johnny Wilkes,(Bean),
3 1
Miss Rebeoc^ Dearborn returned bo found out.
and Winslow, neglecting not the hired man bound him and took him to ye've been spewing I thocht Chicago
Earl F, g g, (Rioliardson),
8 4 6 0 3 dr
state library at Augusta and Colby Waterville. Before they reached Wat belonged tae yon."—Glasgow Times. Friday night from a three month’s
erville a man arrived in this town
Blanche
P, br m, by
visit
with
relatives
in
Milwaukee,
Odllege Library of our town, in looking for the supposed traiqp, who
At the Shore.
AUso, (Burrill),
6 6 6 4 8 dr
Pattlna Aim RtgHt.
Wis.
whlob he fonnd material not else proved to be an insane person who
Edltii -When I'’accepted Jack
Joe Hedge, g g, by St.
“Next
tlme'l
marry,"
said
the
widow
Croix, (Woodbury),
where accessible. Mr. Titus lectures had escaped from those in charge of
7 7 7 dr
Mr. and Mra Oiias. Lewis of San said lie was in the seventh heaven
"I’ll get a wife I can make shut up."
himplnes,
Day Book, blk g, by
mnoh ^pon subjects vital to the his him and belonged in some of the er,You
Frauoisoo,
Cal.
arrived
in
town
Fri
don’t
want
a
wife,"
replied
his
towns east of here. He was left in
Ethel—(jqike likely. He’s been en Refero, (Joliuson),
3 8 4 dr
tory of the Puritans and the earlier Waterville and at last accounts was friend. "What yon want Is a (folding day for a visit with relatives, having gaged
to six other girls this season. — Time, 2.2l}.{, 2.20^, 2.10, 2.21}^,
days of New England,
still there.
Pack.
bed.’’—Houston Post
come by the Isthmus of Panama.
3.88K, 3.80, 2.26.
DEMOCRATIC OAUCDS.

Tired. That one word tells
the whole story. No rest.
No comfort. All tired out.
Fortunately, physicians know about Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
J.O.Ayer Co.,
They prescribe it for exhaustion, anemia.
ZX)Wen.
Malt.
“ on.-'

Tired, Tired

I

OAKLAND.

!

LOCAL NEWS.

J

Impaired Digestion
May not be nil that Is meant by dyspepsia
now, but it will be if neRleoted.
The uneasiness after eutlUB, fits of nerv
ous liendaehe, sourness of the stomach, and
disagreeable belching may not bn very bad
now, but they will be if the stomach Is
suffered to grow weaker.
Dyspepsia Is- such a miserable disease
that the tendency to it should bn given
early attention This is completely over
come by

Hood's Sarsaparilla
which strengthens thewhole digestive system

LOCAL NEWS.

I

Mr. John De Orsay and family have
gone to Owl’s Head for a few week’s,
outing.
Mrs. Fred Oyr and daughter have
gone to Dexter for a visit to Mrs.
Cjrr's parents.
Mrs. A. B. Green, Miss Mary Nye
and Mrs. J. D. Hayden left Wednesday
for Squirrel Island.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Harris have
gone to Now Brunswick and Nova
Soota whore they will remain several
months.
Miss Bertha and Maynie Childs of
New York are the guests of Miss
Mary Runnels, Silver street, for a
short time.
Mrs. E^atheryn MoBeane and grand
daughter of Philadelphia are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Pitts on West
ern Avenue.
Horace Perkins has sold for Mr. J.
A. Leavitt oit California, house and lot
No 16 on Oak street, to P. W. Hannaford of this oity.
Mrs. P. P. Hill, who has been visit
ing her mother, Mrs. E. V. Jones, for
a few days, has returned to her home
in North East Harbor,
Mr. Nathaniel Lombard of Worces
ter, owner and inventor of the impioved Lombard water governor, is
the guest of his brother, A. O. Lom
bard for a few days.
About 26 masons of the oity visited
Siloam lodge of Fairfield Thursday
evening. The third degree was con
ferred on four candiaats. After the
work refreshments were served.
Slieperd Emery Butler of Chicago,
Coloy ’03, and son of former presi
dent, Nathaniel Butler Jr., has been
elected to fill the vacancy in the de
partment of Greek at the Coburn
Classical Institute, caused by the
resignation of Miss Elinor George.'
The work of putting in sewers on
the new svstem of sewerage west of
the Messalonskee which has been go
ing on for some months has just been
completed for the season. This sys
tem has its outlet in the Messalonskee
just below thb Chase Woolen mill and
extends up Cool street to Western^ Av
enue and up Western Avenue to the
residence of 3. S. Vose. On Oakland
street it extends to a point near W.
S. McCartney’s store.

Mrs. K. E. Fox lias gone to Port
land for an extended visit with
friends.
Mrs. A. G. Bowie has gone to Old
Orchard whore she wilt remain
through the month of Ansnst.
Mr. J. D. Hatoh of Damartscotta
is visiting his danghtor, Mrs. H. G.
Ellis on Silver street.
Jndge W. A. Thompson of Mnncie,
Indiana is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
R. W. Sprague, for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Whitcomb re
turned Wednesday night from a car
riage drive through Waldo county.
Miss Harriet Abbott and Mrs. A. L.
Woodsum left today to spend several
weeks among the White Mountains.
Mra M. 0. Mitchell of Billerioa,
Mass., is in the city, a guest at tne
home of Henry Hanson, Centre street.
Mrs. Frank Rediugtou and Mrs. F.
J. Arnold and children left Wednesday
for Boothbay Harboi where they
will remain several weeks.
Mrs. George Davies, accompanied by
Miss Gertrude Peroival, left Friday
morning for the Isle of Springs where
they will remain two weeks.
Through a member of the board of
trustees two new prizes for soholarship
have been offered at the Ooburn
Olassioal Institute, one for the best
work in Latin during the senior year,
the other for the best work in French
dtaring tlie junior year.
Mayor J. si. Johnson of Calais,
president of tlie Eastern Horse Breed
ers Association was a caller at the
“Mail” ofBoe Thursday forenoon. Mr.
HAND BADLY CRUSHED.
Johnson is attending the races at
Pittsfield this week, where several of
his horses are entered. '
Arthur Bowden While Feeding a Job
J. H. Degelmau of New York, who
Press Has His Hand Caught.
has just returned from Paris, is spend
Arthur Bowden, age 16, son of Mr.
ing a two weeks’ vacation with his
sister and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Bowden of Western Avenue,
A. I. Prosser on Pleasant street. Mr. who is an apprentice in the job de
Degelmau has the largest exclusive partment of the Waterville Sentinal
got his loft hand very badly crushed
millinery store in New York.
Wednesday morning.
Mr. O. B. Davis of this city attend He was engaged in feeding the
ed the annual meeting of the Skowhe- small job press and in taking the
gau and Norridgewook High School sheet from the press he caught his
Association at Norridgewook, Wed finger in one of the gauges wliich
nesday, where he served as presi held his hand there long enough for
dent pro-tem of the meeting and was
the press to clqso on it, badly crush
elected first vice president of the
ing it.
Assooiation.
He was taken at once to the oifioe
It will be of interest to Waterville of Dr. Boyer who administered ether
people to know that among the list and dressed the wound. It was found
of students who were suocesaful in that the fore finger was badly lacer
their examinations for admission to ated and that the middle finger was
the Maine bar were John E. Nelson broken as well as crashed and the
and Edward O. Bloe of this city, flesh on the palm of the hand was
and Fred F. Lawrence of Skowhegan, extremely mangled. It probably will
Colby, 1900
be several months before he will be
Mr. Arthur Alden who purchased able to use his hand.
the stable and shed oonneoted with
the Dutton house on College Avenue
DEPUTIES MAKE A SEIZURE.
has had them moved to his property
near the Main street gravel pit. Mr.
Alden has also purohaaed the building Secure Qood Haul at the Depot Tueaday Evening.
on Main street occupied by^ B. P,Wells as an oflioe and store house and
Officers Varney and Chamberlain
will have it moveql to the same loca went to the 8 o’clock train Tuesday
tion.
night to look over the express pack
There was a meeting of the trustees ages after they had been placed in the
of the Central Maine Fair Assooia oifioe at the depot. They found two
tion at the office of “The Turf, Farm packages marked J. F. G. Shawmut,
and Home’' Wednesday.
Among oiie containing a five gallon keg of
those present were President Mayo, whiskev and the other a five gallon
Secretary Smith, and trustees Gifford, demijohn of alcohol. When they ar
Ayer, Bowman and Stinson. Matters rived at the office a crowd had collect
relating to the arrangement of the ed on the outside and became boister
program for the coming fair and the ous kicking the doors and making
make up of the premium list were un other disturbance.
The express company’s employes en
der consideration.
deavored to quell the disorder and re
Oontraotor Stacey has a crew of men quested the crowd to leave tlie office
at work grading the Colby College
but little attention was paid to their
Athletic field. The fieldjwili be made request. A team was telephoned for
perfectly level according to a si^ey
made by engineer J. H. Bnrleigh.^he and when it arrived the officers took
the packages on their shoulders and
contract requires
the following started to load, them, followed by the
amount of work; 1200 cubic yards of
disturbing element.
filling and 1400 cubic yards of cut to
Someone threw a stone hitting the
be removed. The work is being done box carried by Varney and an apple
for the Colby Clnb under the snpe¥- was thrown at Chamberlain. The
vision of a sub committee consisting deputies deposited the boxes in the
of Dr. Jordon and F. W. Alden.
wagon and went back again to the
The decaying of the wharfing on the office and everything then became
east side of Water street has necessi quiet.
tated tearing it away and patting in
Officer Varney then took the team
npw. Tke work extends from Gideon and drove off to deposit the packages
Piibber’a store to a point about 876 in the officers’ store house. Ohamberfeet east, the orlb work being so far lain remained with the crowd until
gone that at any point along this dis Varney returned.
tance there was danger of a oave-in.
The deputies claim they know near
Street Commissioner Rowe has a ly every person in the crowd and that
orew of men at work there and he they are people of the North End,
thinks it will take a month aad a Ticonio street and vicinity. Two
tiulf to complete the work. A large special police officers were present but
number of hemlock logs and a quanti did not make «my attempt to quell the
ty of dirt will be used to complete the disturbance or take any part in the
work. As the traok of the Waterville affair.
and Fklrfleld railway hum over this
work and has bad to be taken ap, pasGroup Instantly relieved.
Dr.
aengers are being transferred at this Thomas’ Bclectrio OIL ' Perfectly
point.
' Mfe. Never fkila At any drag store.

CITY GOVERNMENT MEETS.
August Sesslou Lightly Attended and
Routine Business Transacted.
The regular monthly meecing of the
oity government was held last evening
having been ajoumed from Tuesday
evening. There was not a full attend
ance in either branch and the session
was not a long one. Considerable
routine business was considered and
disposed of liowever.
The roll of aooounts was passed as
follows;
Armory
$ 17.82
Bolls and clocks
12.60
Carnegie Library
146.06
City Hall expense
60.67
Coupons
280.00
Common schools
892.18
Current expenses
117.40
Fire department
686.22
High School
283.86
Interest
691.96
Interest bearing notes
16,000,00
Liquor agency
1,000.68
Misoellaneous
294.10
126.00
Music
New sidewalks
401.28
Opera House expense
101.20
64.76
Parks
666.34
Police
66.00
Printing
423.13
Sewers
South Grammar School
building
1,882.87
North Grammar School
famishing
1,907.80
South Grammar School lot.
327.41
Street department
1.116.71
67.91
Street lights
426.32
Support of poor

SQUIRREL ISLAND’

TIRED OUT?

Waterville Citizens Figure in An
nual Meeting of Village^Corporation.
I—*‘L. P.” RallavMaail StrcngtliaBi.^
Stomach, Bowals, LIvtr aad
The annual meeting of the legal
Kldnoys. ThoMoro“L.P.“
tbo Loss SIcknots
voters corporation was held, Satur
PASSENGER TRAINS LEAVE WATER
day, July 80 at 8 o’clock., p. m., in
TILLS
TION.
the chapel. The {meeting was called
aOINQ EAST.
to order by Edw. W. Hall of Waterl.es
a.
m.
dally
for Bangor, Bar Harbor, week
vllle and M. V. B. Chase of Augusta
"1 hiro roosivod nich treat benefit from
daya for Buoksport, Ellawortb, Old Town
the ‘L. F,’ Atwood's Bitters thst I went
Vanceboro, Aroostook county, Washingtoa
was chosen moderator.
Munty, St. John, 8t. Stephen and Halifax.
to tell about It. I sm positive that If
The treasurer’s report for tlie past
Does not run beyond Bangor on Sundays ex
people would tilce more of the True
cept to Bar Harbor and Washington Co. B. K.
year was read and approved. Tne
'L. F.’ for tenersl debility end bulldlnt
8.30 a. m. (Express dally) with sleeplagoar for
Bangor, Calais ami Bar Harbor.
chairman of the sanitary committee.
up of the system there would be less
5.30 a. m. for Skowhegan, (mixed).
slclcness end fewer doctor's bills. You
Dr. F. D. Simpson of Hartford,
7.00 a. m. for Bolfast,
. HartlamI,
.. tjgnrt, Dexter, Dorse
msyuse this statement If you see fit."
and Foxcroft, Greenville and Bangor.
Conn., made his report regarding the
010 a. m. (mixed) for Belfast.
—James H. Burbank, Clerk and Treasurer,
0.00 a. m. for Fairfield
Fair
and Skowhegan.
disposal of garbage and other matters
Chesterville, Me,
0.03 n. m. for Bangor, Ellsworth, Bar Harbor
and his report was accepted and ap
and Southwest Harbor.
10.00 n. m, (Sundays only) for Bangor and Bar
proved. The following officers were
Harbor.
The True “L. P.’’ le a 5priaK Sjrstea
Cleanser and Tonic.
elected for the ensuing year: Clerk,
Geo. K. Boutelle of Watervile; over
Newport for Moosehead Lake, et Bangor for
seers, A. H. Davenport, Malden,
Washington Co. and B. A A. R. R.
3.30
p. m for Bangor, Buoksport, Bar Harbor,
Mass. ; M. V. B. Chase, Augusta; A.
Old Town and Ureonvllle. Dally to Bangor
R. Crane, Hebron; Josiah 8. Maxey
and Bar Harbor.
4.18 p. m. for Belfast, Dover, Foxcroft, Bangor,
ot Gardiner, and Robt. Treat WhiteOld Town, Greenville and Matawamkoag.
4.10
p. m. for
lor Fairfield and Skowhegan.
house, Portland; treasurer, Josiah
aloe Taan 1 tnlferM with ehronlo con- 8.30 p.m. (Saturdays only) for Skowhegan.
And dnrinc thU time 1 bad to take an
Maxey; sanitary committee. Dr. F. D. itlpstlon
njeetion of warm water onoe ererj 24 hours before
I[_oontd
hare an action on my bowelCe HappUj'
GOINS WEST.
Simpson, Hartford, Conn., A. B. tried
Casoarets, and today I am a well aTan.
During
nine years before I nied Caieareti 1 l.SS a. m. dally for Portland and Boston.
Crane, Hebron, and 0. B. Emerson of anfferedthe
untold mieery with internal piles. Thanka 8.40 a. m. (Mondays only) fur Portland via
yon 1 am free from all that this mornlne. Toa
Lewiston.
Bradford, Mass.; landscape commit to
eait nae thia in behalf of anfferlnc humanity.**
B. F. Flahar, ^anoka# UL 6.00 a. m. for Bath, Rockland, Lewiston, Farm
tee, Alex. Doyle of New York city; B.
ington, Portland, Boston, White Mountains,
Montreal, Quebec, Buffalo and Chicago.
T. Whitehonse, Portland; Frank Han
8.00 a. m. for Oakland and Bingham.
Best For
8.88 a.m. for Oakland, Farmington, Phillips,
son, Newark; Mrs. Francis P. MesI
TheBowsIs
^
Lewiston, Dauvl'le Junction and Portland.
erve, Raleigh, N. O., and Mrs. J. W.
8.87 a. m. daily for Augusta, Lewiston, Pprtland and Boston, connecting al Portland week
Black, Waterville.
days for Fabyans and Lancaster.

IN EFFECT JUNE 6, ICOV^

CONSTIPATION
--------- e--.

mDcoJigh)
CANDY CATHARTIC/

A NEW DRUG FIRM.

Total
I 26,786.69
The following orders were passed; Alden and Deehan to Be Suceeded by
That tlie mayor and oity treasurer be
the Larkin Drug Company.
authorized to borrow—15,000 to meet
Tlie
Larkin Drug Co. will succeed
current expenses and to give the city’s
.
I
the
drug
firm of Alden & Deehan,
note for tlie same; That the oity ac
cept the beqaesc of $100 for tlie care which has been in business at the
of a private lot in the cemetary; That corner of Main and Temple streets
the committee on street lights investi since 1890.
gate the cost of lighting around the The new firm will be incorporated
with Oharles P. Larkin holding the
city building.
‘ Petitions were presented as follows; principal interest. Mr. Larkin has
For a sewer across the Gilman lot to been the popular head clerk of Alden
Hayden brook, refered to committee & Deeban for several years and is
on streets and sewers; F. H. Thomas fully competant to manage the bn'sifor damages caused by raising the ness.
John E. Deehan, who has been the
grade of the sidewalk on the western
side of Pleasant street. One praying managing partner of the firm of
for the abatement of a nuisance Alden and Deehan for the past four
caused by throwing of rubbish in the teen years, now retires and will take
Main street gravel pit, was referred a long rest before taking up work
to the proper committee. A petition again. Mr. Deehan has made many
for an arc light on the corner of friends here and has shown himself
Moore and Perry streets was referred to be a shrewd and successful busi
to the committee on street lights in ness man.
concurrence. A petition was received
from the New England Telephone ALE SEIZED IN FREIGHT CAR.
comiiany for a change of location of
their poles on Temple and Ticonio Liquor Deputies Secure Five Bair Is of
Ale Thursday Morning.
streets in the form of an order to be
passed in concurrence. Owing to its Liquor Deputies Varney and Cham
form no action could legally be taken berlain have felt confident for several
in the meeting.
weeks that certain parties in the oity
The committe on street lights re were receiving liquor which was
ported favorably on the petition for an brought to the oity on the night
arc light on the comer of Gold and frieght with other merchandise and
King streets.
which on its arrival was taken from
The resignation of George H. Oolby, the freight cars and the cars resealed
oity liquor agent, was received and ac with the Waterville seal
cepted. The aldermen elected Peter The Deputies overheard a conversa
Murphy as his-euccessor.
tion that led them to suspect that
S. S. Brown appeared before the liquor was in car No. 40085 and this
board in behalf of the public library, morning they procured a warrant and
asking that a portion of the money opened the oar and found five barrels
paid the oity for use of Opera house of Highland Spring ale marked xxx.
at time of “Parada” entertainment be Which they took and libled.
given the library. The oity received
1267.46 as its share of the proceeds.
Mr. Brown represented that the li SUNDAY CLOSING OF THE FAIR.
The Sunday closing of the World’s
brary had reoieved but little after
paying expenses and requested that Fair at St. Louis is a piece o'f Oongressional hypocrisy.
f167.46 be given the library.
Lawmakers who put the SunuayAn order was then passed awarding closing rider on the $6,000,000 apprO'
priation bill were simply making a
Oamegie library $167.46.
cheap play to the galleries.
We believe in proper observance of
Reckless.
the Sabbath, but we consider tne
Eleanor—So ho proposed in his au opening of art galleries, public li
tomobile after a week’s acquaintance. braries and maseums quite in line
with the best religious thought—as
Mae—What did you tell him?
Eleanor—I told him he was exceed well as the best grade of common
sense.
ing tlie speed limit.—Boston Post.
Close the vaudeville “Pike,” If you
please and shut down the machinery;
MAKES WORK EASIER.
but do not take the absurd position
that it is a desecration of Sunday to
permit the thousands of visitors to
Waterville People are pleased to learn gaze at the magnificent buildings,
visit the displays of paintings and
how it is done.
statuary or look as long as they like
It’s pretty hard to attend to duties at the fixed exhibits.
To do these things is to elevate and
With a constantly aching back
instruct the people; and that is the
With annoying urinary disorders,
highest service which the Fair can
Doan s Kidney Pills makes work render.
St. Louis, by the way, is one of the
easier.
,
most inappropriate cities on the con
tlnent for the Sunday-closing iuea to
They cure backache.
be put into effect.
Tliey cure every kidney ill.
The preeient contrast between the
Fair and the oity as a whole is a glar
Charles R. Soule, moulder of
ing one.
*
Pine street, sajs: “For two years For St. Louis is emphatically a
town. ’ ’
there was an annoying pain across ‘ ’ wide-open
Obnrehes are there of course, and
the small of my back which bothered they are well attended; but there are
likewise professional baseball games,
me more daring the day than at any two
peformanoes at the theatres,
other time. Had to lie ;|ast in one ample opportunity for looking upon the
when it is red, etc., etc., etc.
position at night for if I was not wine
To close a Fair in such a oity is to
careful in turning the sharp twinges please every dive-keeper in the place,
and to turn loose, upon the streets
caught me in and around the kidneys, bristling
with temptations of all sorts,
either preventing me from sleeping thousands of visitors whose intentions
naturally good rather than bad,
or uisturbed my rest when Ijlng are
but who are not proof—and cannot be
down BO that when I. got out of bed expected to be—again st the beckoning
of the nnusaal if not the
next morning 1 was poorly prepared finger
vioions.
for work. I heard of Doan’s Kidney Thus It is that everv Sunday thou
of people do that whiob they
Pills through a friend and I went to sands
otherwise would not do were the Fair
Dorr’s drug store for a box. Gradual and its elevating influence open to
ly the pain in my back lessened and them.
To keep the Fair closed on Sundays
after taking a treatment of three is to foster Sabbath-breaking Instep
of to diminish it—to cause immorality
boxes it stopped."
intsead of to prevent It.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 But it will probably remain oloeed,
cents. Foster-Milbnrn Oa, Buffalo, and bypoorlsy will oontlnue to do its
onstomazy work of debasement. Fibre
N. T., sole agents for the United and Fabric.
States.
Remember the name
take no sabstitate. i

................................................................... ......

Plaaaant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good.
Weaken or Oripu, 10c, 2Sc, Me. Never
■old in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped OOO*
Quaranteed to enre or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co.» Chicago or N.Y. 603

IfeTer Slokeoi

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLIQN BOXES

If YOl HAVE A ?m
w an BROWN’S INSTANT REUEf
ACME

OTi STOP IT.

Doctors advise it for Dvapepeik, Coughs, Colds,
Croup, Colio, etc.

MONEY REFUNDED

Prcpaied by the Noewat Hkdioikb Co., Norway, Me.

10.08 a. m. (Sundays only) for Augusta, Lewis
ton, Bath, Portland and Boston, with parlor car
for Boston.
13.38 p. m. for Oakland, WInthrop, Lewiston,
Portland and Boston.
1.48 p. m. for Oakland.
3.30 p. m. for Portland, Lewiston and Boston
via Augusta, North Conway, Fabyans, Mont
real, Buffalo and Chicago.
3.38 p. m. for Oakland, Lewiston, Portland and
Boston via Lewiston.
8.38 p. m. (Express) lor Portland and Boston,
with parlor car for Boston. Connects at
Brunswick-for Lewiston and Rockland.
4.10 p. m. for Oakland and Somerset R. R.
0.30 p. m. dally, Sundays Included, lor Lewis
■ (I, Boston,
r
.
ton, Portland,
and• except Saturdays
for New York. Through parlor cor to Boston,
through sleeping car to New York.
8.38 m. (Sundays only) for Augusts, Bruns
; and Portland.
0.30 p. m. for Augusta and South Gardiner.
0.30 p. m. (mixed)
for Oakland.
■ if)...............
0.88 p. m. for Lewiston, Bath, Portland and
Boston, via Augusta, with Pullman sleeping
car dally for Boston, Including Sundays.
Dally excursions for Fairfield, 10 cents; Oak
land,4uc“'
---- -------*'(1.00 round' ‘trip.
■
cents; Skowhegan,
GEO, F. EVAN^ Vice Pres. A Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTUBY, Portland, Me., Qen’l Passen
ger A Ticket Agent.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP GO.
The only inre. laft, eoilrety vegetnbl* remedy for V
vqrmijn children or adniu. SSo atyourdmggisti. ■
AnburnTMe^^B
DR. J. F. TUtTE A: CO.,
•

PORTLAND DIVISION,

>
FARE (1.25.
Snporb new steamers of this lino leave Franklln W1
wharf, Portland,
■
■ and India
■
Wharf, Boston,
dally (except Sunday) at 7.00 p. m.
ADDITIONAL SUNDAY’ SERVICE.
From Portland at 8.00 p, m. and from Boston
wo. 1-6 WAIN BT.. WATEKVItLE
at 7.00 p. m.
Tbcbtees—C. Ensuff, J. W. Bassett, Geo. E.
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent,
Boutelle, Dana P, Foster, Howard C. Slorse, John
Franklin Wharf, Portland.
A. Vlgue, Charles £. Duren.

WATERVILLE SAVINGS BANK

KENNEBEC

Deposits of one dollar and upwards, not exceed
ing two thousand dollars< In all, received and pnt
on Interest August, November, February and
first.
o tax to be paid on deposits by depositors.
Dividends made in May and November and It
not withdrawn are added to deposits and Interest
Is thus compounded twice a year.
Ofilce In Savings Bank building; Bank open
dally from 9 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., and 1.30 to 3.30
p.m,
U. KNAurp, President
E. B. Dbuumohd, Tr.

IRA A. niTCHELL,

Lifery, Boarding and Baiting

DIVISION.

SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Commencing Klonday June 13, 1904, steamer
"Della Collins’’ will leave Augusta, at 1.80 P. M.,
Hallowell, at 2.00 P. M., connecting with main
line steamers leaving Gardiner at 8.85 P. M.,
Richmond at 4.20 P. M...............
Bath at 6.00 P. M.
and Popbaiii Beach at 7.00 F. M. for Boston.
Returning steamers leave Union Wharf, Bos
ton, dally, except Suuday, at 0.00 P. M. lor al
river landings.
ALLEN PARTRIDGE, Agt., Augusta.
C. A. COLE, Agent, Uallowoll
All freight via the steamers of this company
Is Insured against Fire aud Marine Risk.
A. H. HANSCOM, Q. P. A. T. A.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. A Gon. Mot.
Boston, Mass.

STATE OF riAINE.
ICENNEBEC, 88.

Superior Court In Vacation
Augusta, August 1, 1904.
AT SEASONABLE PBIOES
Geneva Alice Bacholdcr, Llb’t, vs. Carroll F.
Hacks and barges furnished to order for any
Bacbclder.
oocHBBlon. PaBBongera taken to any desired
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, It Is order
point day or night.
,
ed by me, the undersigned. Justice of said Court,
that notice thereof be given to the Libelee
id copy of the same,
by publishing an attested
STATE OF MAINE.
or an abstract thereof, together with
KENNEBEC 88.
this order thereon, three, weeks successive
Taken this ninteentb day of July, A. D. 1004, ly In tbo Waterville Mall, a newspaper
on execution dated June 30, 1904, Issued on a prlpted In Waterville, In said County of
Judgment rendered by the Superior Court for Kennebec, the last publication to bo fourteen
the County of Kennebec, at the term thereof be days at least before the next term of said Court,
gun and held on the second Tuesday of June, to be bolden at Augusta, within and for said
A. D. 1904, to-wlt:—On tlietwenty.flfth day of County of Kennebec, on the first Tuesday ot
June, 1004, In favor of Llewellyn Morrill and Septomber re.\t, that he may then and tnore
Elmer Craig, both of Waterville In said County ^pt a - In said Court and answer thereto If he see
of Kennebec, co-partnere under the firm name
and B^le of Morrill & Craig, against Bert Wlxou
' Attest:
OLIVER Q. HALL,
and
_____
Hollis Spcarln,
"
.........................
both of Lewiston in the
Justice Superior Court
County of Androscoggin and Clarence Pottle
Copy of Libel,
of China in said County
uty of Kennebec for (21.18.
The Libelant alleges that she was married to
debt or damage, and (19.52 costs of suit, am) the said libelee at Oakland In the State of Maine
will
...............
be soldat public auction at the office of on the 24th day of August, 1609, that the said
Charles F. Johnson In Wateivllle In said libelant and libelee cohabited In this State alter
County of Kennebec, to the highest bidder, on their said marriage; that the libelant resided In
the twenty-third
A. D. 1004, at this State when the cause of divorce accrued as
, __ day
. of August
kugi
ten o'clock In the forenoon all the right, title and hereinafter set forth, and had resided here In
■■
li
■ ■ good faith one year prior to tbo date hereof;
Interest which tbo said Bert Wl.vou
has,
or had
on the sixth day of April A. D. 1904, at ten uiat the libelant has ever been faithful to her
o’clock and thirty-five minutes in the nirenoon, niairlage obligations, but the said libelee has
the time when the same was attached on the lieen unmindful of the same; that on the fifteenth
writ in
same
suit.
and
the following day of November, 1008 be utterly deserted the
.. the
. real
. estate
. In
• In
• to ssid
described
situate
town of libelant without reasonable cause, and has conChina and bounded as follows, to-wlt
tinned said desertion for three conseoutlve
Bounded on the South by the old stage road years next prior to the filling of this libel; that
leading from Augusta to Belfast, and oa the since thoir Intermarriage the said libelee has
other sides by land of the heirs of John Web been addicted to gross and confirmed habits of
ber. Being the same pkcmlses conveyed by Intoxication; that nelng of sufilclent ability he
--------- "off
Hannah
Pottle ............
to William "
R. --------Webber •bv ■her grossly, wantonly and cruelly neglected and
deed dated January 0, 1002, and recorded In refused to provide suitable maintenance for
Kennebec Registry of Deeds In Book 441, Page your libelant; that he has been guilty of cruel
831.
and abusive treatment and extreme cruelty
Waterville, Maine, July 10, 1904.
towards her, as follows, to wit :
COLBY GETCHELL, Deputy Sheriff,
Wherefore she prays that a divorce from the
ll.Sw
bonds of matrimony between herself and said
libelee may be decreed; also that reasonable
KENNEBEC COUNTY—.In Probata rCourt, at alimony be decreed to her out of hIs estate; or
that 'a specifio
sum bo paid to her
the
................................
A^usta, on the fourth Monday of July In lieu thereof
by him.
And tbo libelant further allems that she has:
' Etbel E. Farr, Executrix on tne Estate of
Samuel |T. Hersom, latei of Oakland ln| said used reasonable dlllgenoe to ascertain the
County, deceased, having petitioned for license present residence of said Ilbeloe, but Is unable
to sell the following
3glreal estate of said deceased to do so, and does not know where It la.
GENEVA ALICE BACHELDEB jLtbelant.
for the payment of debu, Ac., viz; as descrlbKennebeo, SB. May 14, 1904,—The said
owing
al to Samuel T. Heersom, recorded In Kennebec Libelant made oath that the above allegation as
Registry of Deeds, Book 817, Pago 858; ot Eras to the residence of the said Libelee la true.*
Before me.
tus w. Bi—
ates to
‘ Samuel
^
■“
T. Hersom, recorded
■ ■ In
■
F. E. BROWN, Justice of the Peaoe.
aald Boglslry, Book 428, Page 188; ot Samuel K.
A
true copy of the order of notice and libel.
Smith to Samuel T. Hersom, recorded In said
Attest: C. W. JONES, Clerk.
Registry, Book 882, Page 567; and of J. Clair
lO^wks,
Minot ot all to Samuel T. Hersom, recorded In
said ^^stry. Book 483, Pago 474.
Obdbbbd, That notice tbereot be given three
weeks suooossirely prior to the first Monday KENNEBEC COUNTY—In Probate Court, at
of August next. In the Waterville Mall a
Auguata, In vaoatlon July 29, 1904.
newspaper printed In Waterville tnat all
W. T. Reynolds, Administrator with the will
persona Interested may attend a Court ot Pro annexed on the Estate of Pbebe A. Stewart
bate then to be bolden at AugusijM end show late of Vaasalboro In said County, deceased,
cause.lf any.why the pravar ofwd petition having petitioned for lloenie to sell the follow
ahould not be granteding reel estate of said deoeesed, for the payment
O. T. STEVENS, Judge
ofaebta,
UL
uvuMft <ibU,|
Ac., via;
vaa • •41'Uawu
altuated In
iii wmu
aald,Vasaglboro,
t woppaaivavp
ATTBSi; W. A. NEWCOMB .Register.
bounded
weaterly vllfage
bv tbeto road
from
North Vaaaalboro'
East'leadlvg
Vamlboro
108wk8
village (northerly by mnd ot John Flaher and
Ballentlne: easterly by land of Bert
ENNEBSO COUNTY—In Probate Court al Robert
Upham: and southerly by land ot Charles Wy
Kuiustatn vaeatlon. July 19, 1904.
man
and
land of one Shorey.
ACaro T Sklllln, Guardian of Jennie L. W.
Obdbbbs, That notloe thereof be given three
Uateb ot Wlnilow In satfi County, minor, having weeks
luooe’salveljr prior to ^e foisEh Monday
poUUoned for Uoanaa to aeU the following rMd of
_____________
WetervUle MaU n
August next. In the
tJ
eatato of aald ward, the prooooda to bo placed newepsper
printed In Waterville, that all par
on Intereal, via: All the Interest of said ward sons inMrested
mar
attend
at
a Oonit of Probate
In aeertain farm situated on the west side of then to be holden at Augusta, and
show cause, 1C
tb( Sebaatloook river In aald Wlnilow; and any,
why the prayer ofsaid pettOon ahould not
bounded, by laid river, land of Fred A, Len- be granted*
oaster, the roed ieedluk from Tioonlo Bridge to
G. T. STEVENS, Judge.
Beaton Felle, la^ of Frank L. Webber .and
Ahmt: W. a.NEWCOMB. Begietn. ^
land of Boaooe Hayward.
IMwka.
Obdiuuid, tw nottee thereof bo given
three week* enooeedvely prior to the fourth
Monday of Augnet nexL In the WetervUle
MiUirn aewepaper pitetM In watervtUe that WAmtTVUEJi umem was, a. a v. w
all pewone latereetad mar attend at a Court
Begalar Meeting et JUOtV.W.Ha
otProMtat^tQtMhQiMaaat AogntW, aad
ahw^eaWt'M
prayer of aeld
AJIVOLD EMOX.
n
o^mVKNS, Judge.
If yoa insist on pednting a revolver petUton
Doan’s aad that IS not loaded, point it at jonr Armr: W. A, MlkCOMB, Beglthtt^ ■oeeM aaE VewthlfMedayn eCoME 1
•I TANT.IL
10-4wki
own head.
GOOD TEABI8

wired Jacobs ft Co. fer the’r best offer
on my way down.”
Just then a messenger boy came In
with a telegram. Hlllyer opened It
with shaky fingers, but when he read
it he laid It on his desk quite calmly, a
gleam
of triumph In his eye.
Bu WILL N. HARBEN,
“Jacob offers ^1.12^,” he said im
Aotbot of •'Abnoi D»nlel." "Tho Uad of
pressively as be looked at the cotton
tb« Chaagtog San,” "Th* North
Vtlk Nytteni." Efo.
buyer.
Kenner stared and then spat against
Copi/rfgM. IKS, by Harper <t Brottiere
the wall behind the stove.
“Somebody’s crazy,” be grunted.
“Too late nothin’,” laughed Mrs. Hlll- “Wheat can’t stand at that.”
Hlllyer was gazing at George with a
yer Bi she turned awny. "You ore a
light younget now than half o’ these hearty smile on bis face.
“What do you think we ought to do,
beardlesi dudes that have already
my boy?” he asked. “Remember, 1
danced their youth awny.”
Arriving at home, the merchant's only want yore judgment. Ef we hit
wile bustled Inrto the warm sitting the cellin’ feet fo’most I’ll never throw
room, where her niece sat sewing at a It up to you.”
George was silent for a moment
window, and, throwing her shawl on
a chair, she stood before the wood Are. The others bung on his reply. “You
“Hortense,” ahe said suddenly, ‘T are putting me In a rather ticklish
place, Mr. Hlllyer,” he said. “I’d real
want to talk to you.”
“To me?” ask^ the young woman in ly rather not have the responsibility of
as big a thing as this is entirely on
surprise. "'What Is ItV’
Mrs. 'Hlllyer stood before her. “I mo.”
“Well,” said Hlllyer, “yom won’t
want to say that Jim Kenner Is one o’
the best men I ever knowed, seed or mind tellln' me what yon would do ef
heard tell of. I want to say, moreover, It was all yore affair.”
that he would marry under Jest the
"If it w(Bce mine,” answered George,
right provocation. I want to add, too, “I’d hold awhile longer.”
that this town Is lull o’ the blindest set
“That settles -It,” cried Hlllyer, and
o’ gals that ever wore gowns.’”
he turned to write an answer to the
“Well,” gasped Miss Snowden In sur telegram.
prise, "I can’t see why you are hurling
A few minutes later Hanks came in
with his son Bob, a well dressed young
man past twenty years of age. The
young man paused in the outer room,
an expression of deep embarrassment
on his face.
‘IHas that car o’ meat fer me been
sidetracked?” Hanks asked Hlllyer
abruptly.
“Yes; it’s at the platform now,” the
merchant answered, casting a c'lfrious
glance past Hanks to his son. "Are
you ready to have it unloaded?"
“Yes; Bob’s gotn’ to do it”
The whole room stared In sympa
thetic astonishment.
“You say he Is?” HlByer got out un
der his breath.
“Yes; I’m goln’ to show him an’ his
mother that I rule the roost up our
way. She’s tuck a notion he’s too good
to work like common folks, an’ let’s
’Im run wild with these town dudes,
an’ I’ve made up my mind as long ns
be eats my grub he’s got to lay his
hands to whatever work there is to do.
I could git a nigger to do the job fer a
dollar an’ a half, an’ I’m simply goln’
to save the money.”
At this outburst Bob Hanks was
seen to turn his face to the door. It
was as red as blood.'
“Oh, say’’— Hlllyer began to pro
test, but Hanks Interrupted him.
“Git that pair o’ trucks back thar
an’ go t9 work,” he said to his son,
"Jim Kenner U one o’ the best men I “an’ shuck off that coat an’ necktie.
You won’t need no buttonhole bouquet
ever knoiecd, seed or heard teU of.”
fer this job.”
^ .
It in my facel I’m sure I have always
The young man made haste to ’obey.
thought he was a nice sort of man.
It was as if he wanted to spare his
He’s always treated me nicely.”
parent the exhibition he was making
“Well,” and Mrs. Hlllyer turned of himself. Hanks sat down at the
away, “I’ve put a bug In yore year, an’
stove In his usual place quite unruf
ef It don’t kick It’s dead; that’s all Tvo
fled.
got to say."
“Say,” HlUyer began mildly, “I don’t
The following Sunday, after the serv
ice, she met Kenner just outside the think yo’re handlin’ that chap right.
church and greeted him with a broad He’s all right, ef you’d only treat him
like a young human bein’. I’ve want
smile.
“I’ve got yore case In hand,” she ed to speak to you about that boy a
said, "an’ I’m workln’ It fer all It’s long time. I like Bob, I cayn’t help
It. Why, hang It, he’s Jest natural 1
worth.”
He don’t know how to get down to
He flushed tO the roots of bis hair
work. He’s been fetched up In this
with amused gratification.
giddy set o’ young folks, an’ ho feels
“You say you have, Mrs. Hlllyer?”
his fodder. When you do put ’Im at
be stammered.
work
you put ’im at some menial em'
Kenner stood on liie edge of the side
ployment that makes all the boys in
walk and watched her as she Joined
town laugh at him, an’ no boy with
her niece on the street corner. “I won
any pride at all can stand that. An’
der ef she could mean Miss Hortense,”
the trouble la he’s ashamed of the way
be said, his. blood rushing madly you do along with It. The daddies o’
through his veins. “Lord, Lord, ain't
that set he’s been runnln’ with don’t
she nice? Fer all I know, Mrs. Hlllyer
act that way, an’ ho don’t know why
may be tryln’ to talk me up with ’er.
yo’re different.”
Well, I wish she would, fer I never
"What In the flame o’ common sense
would dare to do It myself, as much as do you know about boys?” said Hanks,
I’d like It"
leaning forward and applying his
CHAPTER IX.
cheap cigar to a red spot on the stove.
lILLYER was alone In the oflBce "You’ve never had one. Do you reckon
of the warehouse one mornipg I bain’t anxious to see ’Im make
about the middle of the follow-1 some’n’ out’n hlsself? I tried my level
ing week when Kenner came | best to git ’Im to go to mill t’other
In from the postofflee, the morning’s dajl, and betwixt ’Im and his mummy
I was clean outwitted.' Jest think o’
mall in bis bands.
“Wheat’s gone a-whlizln’,” he said. me—me feedln’ an’ housin’ a young
“It’s $1.10 In the shade—away above Prince o’ Wales 1”
“A Prince p’ Wales that won’t ride
high water mark. Take a fool’s ad
vice, Mr. Hlllyer, an’ git out while you i to mill on a’com sack,” said Kenner
kin. I’ve got George’s Interest at heart [ dryly. “Lib, you’ve got a white ele
the same os you have, an’ it’s better phant on yore bands as shore’s preachHr young men to go slow an’ be on the •in’.”
Just then they heard the rattle of the
safe side.”
Hlllyer smiled broadly and rubbed iron wheeled trucks In the rear. Bob
bis bands together with an air of in Hanks bad set to work. Uls father
tense satisfaction. “You were jest as began to pull at bis cigar. No one
badly rattled when It hadn’t reached a spoke for a few mlnutos. Then three
dollar,” be said. “Now, you let Go<^ge young men, faultlessly attired and
alone. Ef I’na willin’ to resk bis judg laughing merrily, entered the ware
ment, with plenty o’ scads behind the house at the front and went through
the building toward the car at the
investment, why can’t you?”
Kenner shrugged bis shoulders and platform In the rear.
"Goln’ back^ to poke fun at Bob,"
made no reply. George was coming In
at the door. “Hello, young Gpuldl” said Kenner. * “They certainly are a
the cotton buyer cried -out jovially. triflin’ gang, but I’ll bet Bob feels like
crawlin’ In a hole an' pullin’ the hole
“Are you weak at the knees?”
"Oh, you mean wheat,” said Buckley In after ’Im.”
George Buckley stood down on the
Indifferently as be went to bis desk.
floor, his face rigid. They were all
“That’s Mr. Hlllyer’s affair.”
“No, It bali/t, my boy, not by a Jug watching hhn. He took off bis coat
ful,” sold Hlllyer, almost tenderly. and hung it up and then walked out of
“Yore judgment’s held good so far; the office through the warehouse to
what do you think we ought to do?”
ward the car of bacon.
“I wonder what ho’a goln’ to”— be
“Why, If I wanted to realise,” re
plied the young man, “I’d telegraph for gan Kenner,
.the best offers right away. You can’t
"Goln’ to scatter them fools, I reekrely on those printed reports like Ken on,” said Hlllyor angrily. “An’ ho
ner baa. My opinion Is that It has ort, the blasted Idiots I”
gone higher since that circular was
Hanks hod observed and beard, but
he smoked on ae if unconcerned.
sent out"
“Hlgberl” exclaimed Kenner, with a
Kenner rose and went out. He came
cold smile of derision. “My boy, you back in a moment, a strange light In
are actin’ jest like every young specu his honest face, bis lips twitching.
lator that ever grabbed the whip an’
"George has got another pair o’
Jumped in the arena. You never let trucks an’ is helpin’ Bob unload that
«o tlU the back action sets in, an’ then car,” hp said In on unsteady voice.
Uown you scoot like an avalanche.”
“By gum, be>a a man, 1 tell you —a
Hillyer’s next remark surprised Ken maul”
ner.
Hanks' cigar, bad gone out, and be
“That’s jest what I have done, my leaned forward and pressed Its end
t>ox._Ijlon:tBaxJ[.intend.to hU. bull against the state again.. “It tton't
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nurt George ns mnch to take a little actly whet I needed to set my blood In
exercise with the trucks as It will Bob circulation. I get the cramp sitting on
to be bolstered up In his ways by what that stool.”
George Is a-doln’. The Lord knows
Bob went to the wash pan In the cor
you’ll all ruin the boy among you. I ner of the room and cleansed his hands
flon’t care how much work George does of the brine and salt. Hlllyer called
fer me. i’ll save a dollar and a half. him when he bad finished.
He can’t make me feel cheap by that
“Say, Bob.” he said, “come sit down
sort o’ trick.”
hero." The old man Indicated a chair
Kenner did not seem to be listening. near his desk. The young man obeyed
With his eyes on Hlllyer’s sympathetic wonderingly.
face he remarked; "Tue minute George
“Bob,” began the merchant, “1 be
loomed up out thar an’ grabbed them lieve I’m yore friend an’ that I have
trucks an’ set to work that gang dried yore Intrust at heart.”
■up an’ looked like they wonted to hide.
“Well, I’ve always thought you treat
They made some excuse or other an’ ed me decently, Mr. Hlllyer. I was
slunk off down the railroad, an’ Bob— Just telling George out there In the car
Bob jest looked like he could die fer that 1 could work like a steam engine
’Im, I tell you. you old stick in the for a man like you. Mr. Hlllyer, I
mud”—to Hanks—“I’ll bet any other may look like a pretty tough specimen,
daddy but you'd ’a’ made a man out o’ but I’ll give you my word that 1 am
that material. Bob told me once that sick and tired of living like 1 am.
be wanted to go in business fer bis- That’s God’s truth.”
“What sort o’ work do you think you
se’f. Why don’t you try ’Im?”
“Try ’Im!” said Hanks Indifferently. would like. Bob?” Hlllyer could not
"Who tried me, I wonder? I had to suppress the round note of sympathy
shift fer myself, an’ ef I’ve accumu that dominated bis voice.
"It may seem very silly to you,” Bob
lated anything It has been by my own
efforts. Ef anybody bad set me up in declared slowly, “but I am just as sure
business at that boy’s age I’d never that I could run a business fer myself
as I am that I’m sitting here talking
been wutb a bill o’ beans.”
“Yes, an’ you didn’t start out with to you. To make a clean breast of It
aa much agla you as Bob has,” an —for I know you will understand my
swered the cotton buyer. “Yon wasn’t fix—I was on a trade with A- C. Sandconstantly surrounded by folks tellln’ ford, up the street, for his grocery
you yore old scrub of a daddy was store. Sandford’s wife has got Indian
goln’ to die an’ leave you a whole lot blood In her an’ she’s entitled to land
o’ money, an’—hold on, I’m riot In tho territory. He wants to move
through”—«s Hanks was about to out there and quit here. I’ve looked In
speak—”an’ a whole community tellln’ to bis books an’ his trade, an’ he’s got
yon you mustn’t lay yore bands to a good thing—a thing that could be
menial labor. Yore daddy, from what built up till it would pay big. He’s
I bear, made you pull a bell cord over got old fogy ways an’ hasn’t kept up
a mule’s back tell-you was twenty-one, to date, an’ I l»lleve money can be
an’ when you Anally riz to the dignity made In this town according to late
o’ the junk shop you used to keep, you methods. Well, when I heard he was
considered yourself In high G. Why, thinking of selling out I bad a talk
they say you never wore shoes tell you with him. I told him 1 had no money,
put ’em on to vote In. They say a but if he’d sell the stock to me on time
stranger put up at Lib’s bouse one I’d pay him. Well, that pleased him
night, Mr. Hlllyer, an’ Lib was standin’ and his wife, too, for they are anxious
up before the fire warmin’ blsse’f. All to get away, and we even took stock.
at once Lib’s mammy said, ‘Henry, It Invoiced about $2,000, an’ he doesn’t
tharis a coal o’ Are under yore foot,' owe a cent In market, but somehow my
an’ Lib looked up, as lazy then as now, father got wind of It, an’. Lord, the
an’ asked. In his slow way, ‘Which row he raised over It! He made me
go out In the yard an’ cut wood all that
foot, ma?’ ”
Hlllyer smiled, but Hanks simply morning, an’ he went down to Sandgrunted Indifferently and began to look ford and said so much against me that
over a packet of j)apers which be took Sandford backed clean out.”
Hlllyer stared for a moment at
from bis pocket. Jake came In to tell
George,
who was listening, and then
Kenner that some cotton wagons were
driving up, and Kenner started out, he looked at Bob. “Are you twentylaughing good naturedly. At the door one?” he asked.
“I was last July, Mr. Hlllyer.”
be paused, nod, coming back, hejeaned
“Then you are yore own boss?”
on the back of a chair toward Hanks.
“I reckon I am, as far as age goes,”
“You know how to take my fun. Lib,”
be said, just a touch of apology In his said Bob, with a good natured smile,
tone. “You see, I used to have' jest “but my credit doesn’t seem to amount
sech a gang as Bob’s society crowd to to much.”
“Bob”—Hlllyer was not looking at
contend wiJi.” "-Kenner laughed. It
was plain Le bad more to say in spite him—"you must not lose that chance.
It’s a good one, and I believe you can
of the pressure of business.
“When I growed up It was wuss. If run the business. I believe It’s in you.
anything, than now. It was jest after You are Interested In It, an’ that’s the
the war, when nobody had anything to chief thing.”
“Thank you, Mr. Hlllyer. I like to
put on stylo -with, an’ everybody want
ed to make a good show to keep from hear you say that, but I don’t much
lookin’ beat. Among the young men blame father. I haven’t been living
In this place thar was some of us that just like he wanted me to, and 1 have
jest naturally would work, an’ a pile thought seriously of getting away from
of ’em that didn’t seem to know how, this town. It’s pretty hard to do the
an’ us that knowed how seemed to keep right thing surrounded by a gang like
up the rest, fer they was eternally I’ve been In—a crowd that thinks It be
a-borrowln’ our cash an’ never dream- neath a fellow to work.”
“They wouldn’t laugh at you If you
In’ o’ replacin’ It. I remember thar
was one young feller, Fred Dlnslow, J were the proprietor o’ that grocery,”
that kept my pocket change down to said Hlllyer. “Look here, Bob; I’ve
low ebb. It wont on so long that I got a lot o’ money lent out on a sight
got to prayin’ over It, an’ finally I got wuss security than yore word, an’ ef
the courage to put iny foot down. I you’ll give me yore note fer two thoukept tellln’ ’Im I didn’t have It He
knowed I did, an’ so did I, but I could
tell ’Im' that better’n anything else,
beca’se he bated to dispute my word,
as bad as I bated to refuse ’im my
wages. Me ’n’ him was a-roomln’ to
gether, an’ fSie day a nigger, Alf
Hardin, begun to banter'me to sell ’Im
a light overcoat I was about through
■with, an’ I laid it out fer ’Im. Well,
Fred noticed it a-lyln’ out on the table,
an’ axed me what I was a-goln’ to do
with It. I told ’Im I was a-goln’ to
sell It to. Alf Hardin; Me ’n’ Fred was
a-lyln’ smokin’ on the bed, an’ be got
up all at once an’ put the coat on an’
stood lookin’ at bisse'f in the bureau
glass. He’d turn fust one way ^n’
then another,*Ilke a woman dressin’ fer
a picnic, an’ then he said: Tt Uts me
like a glove, Jim. How much Is Alf
goln’ to give you fer It?’ ‘Five dollars,’
said I. Frod- screwed about at the
glass a minute longer, an’ then ho
said, ‘Dern ef I don’t give you flvo
fer It; It’s Jest what I wanj:.’ Well,
thar I was, a borh southern gentleman
an’ a room mate was axin’ to be pre
ferred over a nigger, an’ not a clink
nur sight o’ coin anywhars around.
‘Well,’ says I, after one o’ my silent
prayers fer fresh light, ‘I’ll let you
have It, Fred, but I’m needin’ the
money right now, I’m needin’ It fer
a particular purpose, that’s the reason
I’m sellln’ tho coat. I’m needin’ It Bob .went to the wash pan in the comer
of the room and cleansed his hands.
powerful bad.’ ‘Ob,’ said he, as bo
tuck off tho coat an’ put It in bis sand I’ll make the rate o’ interest so
trunk, ‘I’ll git tho money fer you. I’m you kin stand It, an’ I’ll give you Jest
expectin’ some next Monday.' I know as long time as you want to pay it off.”
ed then that 1 was done, an’ done
Bob Hanks’ eyes were wide open In
brown, but I didn’t know my crust astonishment. He caught bis breath
was burnt to a cinder. The next day and gazed alternately at George and
was Sunday, an’ a nigger baptizin’ the merchant.
day, an’ In the black procession headed
"Oh, Mr. Hlllyer, are you In ear
fer Mill Creek I seed Alf Hardin nest?” be asked finally.
among the elect, on his way to be bap
“So much In earnest that I’m goln’
tised, with my overcoat on. It was a to close this thing lusido o’ the next
solemn oc’aslon, but I was mad. I ten minutes, ’fore somebody else comes
stopped Alf an’ axed ’Im wbar be along an’ buys Sandford out. George,
got the coat Marse Fred Dlnslow make out the note, an’ whe^ Bob’s put
sol’ It to me, sub,’ be said. 'How much his name to ft stick It In the safe. I’m
did you pay ’Im fer it?’ I axed ’Im. goln’ uptown an’ tell Sandford It’s a
‘Five dollars, suh,’ said Alf; 'ho tried deal.”
to git six, but I didn’t have It’ At
“Mr. Hlllyer!” Bob cried out as the
another time, Fred—but I see that cot merchant was leaving the office, but
ton Wagon out in front, an’ I’ve got the old man did not look round.
to git a move on me.”
“Let him alone!’’ said George BuckHlllyer was alone .In the ofilco when ley to his friend. “If you had lived
Bob Hanks and George came In, flushed with him as long ns I have you’d know
and hot, their task finished.
that you ore giving him the keenest
*Tou are the right kind, George,” the pleasure be ever had. Ho believes in
old man beard Bob eaylng, In a grate you, and bo do I, Bob.’’
ful tone, "and I’m not going to forget
Bob Hanks turned around once or
It either.”
twice In SB aimless way and then said
"Pehawl’' Backloy exld. "It was ex under hla breath, “Well, I’ll be blamedl”
*■

n-goln’ to run a free delivery wagon
CHAPTER X.
llE next morning Kenner came to take orders an’ deliver goods twice
Into the office and greeted Hlll a day I put my name down. The lde«
yer and George with a smile. o’ them old fogies waitin’ for young
"I’ll be hnnge<l ef 1 don’t be Bob Hanks to start a free dell very 1
Why, the minute I told Mrs. Dugan
lieve Bob Hanks has struck his pniper
element,” he said. "He’s turned about
that It she niighty nigh had a spasm,
she
old store upside down already. Seedwas so glad. I seed her ng’ln Jest
before
supper. She’d been down an’
’Im burnln’ a half bushel men sure
o’
live cockroaches Jest now. Stores all orderi'd a whole raft o' stuff she didn’t
about had to sliet tiic'r doors, tbnr was need jest to see ’em come up like they
sech a stench. Bob's got his coat olT do In cities. She’s been trampin’ from
an’ up to Ills neck In business. A fel one end o' town to t’other tellln’ folks
ler told me Bob was thar at 5 o’clock they won’t have to make a step cither
to open up an’ swept out hlsso’f. I way to git what they want for the ta
sorter call that a gootl joke on Lib. ble. Bob’s boy ’ll call the first thing
He’s always keepln' bis eye peeled fer In tho momln' an’ write down what’s
somebody to lend money to an' over wante<l, an’ up the stuff comes. lie’s
got some little—have you seed them
looked bis own boy.”
Half an hour later Hanks slouched little books he’s glvln’ away fer a body
In and snt down In his accustomed to write onlers In? Oh, you have!
place at the stove. Kenner was eying Well, It’s a powerful good Idea. No
him curiously, a quizzical smile playing body kin dispute the’r account when
on his face. Hanks swung his foot to It’s writ In the'r own handwrltln’. Mr.
and fro, his unlighted cigar In his Hanks, ns shore ns yore a-settln’ thar,
hand, till he caught Hlllyer’s glance, Bob’s goln’ to succeed.”
Tlanks looked at the fire. His eye,
then he grunted;
“Thought you was powerful amort, usually a dead thing, hold a twinkle,
or was it only the reflection of tho
didn’t you?” he said dryly.
“I don't know ns I did,” replied Hlll flames In the chimney?
“I sorter like his start,” he admitted.
yer, flushing a little.
There was silence for a moment, then “I was always afeard o’ the Influence
Hanks said. "Well, you’ll see whar yore o’ that triflin’ set o’ boys he was runnln’
money’s gone ef you’ll keep a watch with, but today Bill Bogle—tho wust
of the lot-—drawed up a chair In front
out.”
“It’ll be gone clean to the Indian Ter o’ the door whar Sandford used to set
ritory as soon aa Sandford’a packed up an’ whittle an’ started to take a scat,
but, bless you. Bob calle<l ’Im to tawhis effects.”
Hanks grunted again. "You never’d told ’Im he wasn’t a-goln’ to have hi*
’a’ done It ef you hadn’t 'lowed I'd friends settln’ round the front o’ tho
make It good, but I’ll tell you now store that a-way—said It didn’t look
you'll never git a cent on that dratted businesslike, an' he was goln’ to start
right an’ sorter hew to the line. Then,
note from me.”
“I never expect | to,” said Hlllyer, ag’ln, one o' the clerks that Sandford
used to let do purty much as he liked
smiling agreeably.
“Oh, that’ll do to talk,” answeretl was startin’ to light a cigar behind the
Hanks. “You think, though, that I’d show case, an’ Bob yanked ’Im up too.
never stand by an’ see a body lose by 'Cayn’t have no smokin’ In tho Iwuse,
a child o’ mine; but this Is different. I Jim,’ he Birtd politely. ‘We sell fire
was fetchln’ up that boy accordin’ to crackers an’ gunpowder, an’ have to bo
my lights, aa’ you come In an’ Inter careful. Besides, It don't look right
durin’ business hours, an’ ef we wn* to
fered.”
“He told me he was twenty-one.’ ketch fire an’ burn out we’d want t*
said Hlllyer, still amused, "and 1 saw collect our Insurance without bein’ ac
a chance to lend ’Im some money cused o’ carelessness.’ ”
"Yes,’’ Hlllyer said, hla anmscHl glance
That’s all there Is to It”
"Oh, well, you kin afford a little loss on the face of hla wife, "I believe Bob’*
like that,” retorted Hanks, "an’ when goln’ to do all right. My daddy used
Bob’s run through with the pile I kin to think I was dead lazy heca'HO I
show everybody 1 was right In the didn’t like to chop sprouts In tho luld’ die o’ August ns well ns I did to play
stand I tuck with ’Im.”
As It was a busy hour, nothing more ball twice as hard, but the sprouts was
was said on the subject. A ragged his fun an’ the ball game mine. Tbls
farmer In a slouched hot came in to here’s Bob’s fun, an’ the only way to
talk to Hanks about mortgaging a mule amount to a hill o’ beans Is to enjoy
and a milk cow for his next year’s whut yo’re at. You think yo’ro a model
supplies, and Hanks went out to see hualuess man. Hunks, but thar's at
the mule and bear a minute descrlp much fun at the job you have as
tlon of the cow—her age, weight, prog playin’ poker with u full band. You’d
go to sleep sellln’ supplies on time fer
eny and habits.
anybody but yoreself, hut yo’re wide
That afternoon, ns George and the awake aa It l.s. The truth Is. you never
merchant were closing the warehouse
tried to find out whar Bob’s talent lay.”
to go to supper, Kenner came along on
Hanks di*ew himself uj). He bad not
the way to his boordlng house. “They smiled during his visit, and he rniely
soy old Lib’s been bangin’ round Bob’s made concessions. He did ho^i now:
store all day wntchin’ 'Im like a hawk,”
rather sheepishly.
he Informed tliem, with a laugh. “He
“Well, I’ve come over to tell you that
cnyn’t hide his Interest. As soon as I’m goln’ to take up that note.” he said.
Bub ud make a sale tho old man ud
"What note Is that?”
run up to the cash drawer an’ count
“Why, the one Bob give you. I rec
the' change an’ nek the cost of the kon I’m able to stand tho—the resk a*
article. He’s neglectin’ his own mut
well as you are.”
ters. I’ll swear It’s funny. Ef he’s
“Well,” and UJlIyor smiled again at
talked with one man today he has with bis wife, “I think you’ve got a lot o’
forty about Bob’s venture. He wanted
gall to come tell me a thing like that.
to find out what folks thinks, an’ he’s
When (lid 1 ever ask you to give up a
literally astonished to find so many
good
loan to me?”
believe Bob knows wlmt he’s a-doIn’.
“I think so myself,” joined In Mrs.
“I sewl ’Im a-standln’ In Bob’s door
Hlllyer, who had caught her hushnnd’a
wntchin’ Bob an’ Ilenckcr Brothers
drift. “Why, air. Hlllyer was Jest aaybiddin’ agin one nnotlicr to buy a load
o’ mountain chickens. I spoke to Lib, In’ t’other day tlmt It was mighty nlgli
Impossible to put money out whar It
but he Jest kept chawin’ his tobacco,
ud bo safe an’ draw any sort o’ Inter
so much nbeorbed he didn’t hear me.
Then we seed the feller start to drive est. an’ Bob’s got a good payin’ cash
up to Bob’s door, an’ old Lib clapped business.”
Hanks shrugged his shoulders. Ills
his bonds together an’ said: ‘By gtiin!
Bob got ’em!’ But he sorter cooled small smile bad vanished; he looked
down when the chickens was unloaded shrewd.
“I reckon I’ll have to give Boh tho
an’ he heard Bob had bid 15 cents
apiece all round. He grabbed Bob ns money, then, an’ tell ’lin to pay It off.
he was passln’ an’ said, ‘Sny, don’t I don’t want ’Im to be owin’ anylxKly.’'
"Oh, that's entirely n dlH’erent mat
you think you went too steep on that
load?’ Bob was purty red, anyway, ter,” smiled tho merchant. "But you
from lifting at tho coops—he was so kin bet I ain’t a-goln’ to transfer any
anxious to got ’em In his shebang—an’ note without knowlu’ how It would
he got redder, but he pulled the side 8ul( niy customer.”
“An’ that's nothin’ moro’n fair,’' said
o’ his face down an' looked to see that
the feller couldn’t hear, nu' said: ‘8h! Mrs. Hlllyer ns Hanks rose and start
I’ve got ’em nlrca<ly sold In Atlanta at ed to leave.
Tho next morning at the wnrehons©
20 cents apiece, an’ that galoot’s goln’
to take his pay In coffee at 18 wnts a Hanks seemed somewhat preoecuplad.
pound—coffee that cost 10 In New Or Pre.sently In a lull In husine.ss and con
leans. You see whar I come In, don’t versation he turiKHl to Hlllyer. “I—I
mentioned that note to Bob this inornyou?’
“ ‘You better go It sorter slow at the lu’ at breakfast, an’ whut you reckou
,
start,’ Lib said, but be was simply bo said? Huh!”
“How do 1 know?” repllml tho meptickled to dentil. I’ll”swear It was fun
to watch ’Im! He’d rather see tliat clmiit.
Hanks oppiuxl tlie door of tlie stove,
boy learn.how to bundle money than
fer 'lin to be elected governor o’ this a cigar in his liand, ami began to look
for « coal of lire. "It sorter llustored
state."
-• Old Hunks scidopi left Ids home after 'Ini, but he finally said that ho believed
supper, but tlmt evening ho dropped he’d rather not take my offer; that he
In at Hlllyer’s, finding tho merchant wanted to sorter work out his own sal
and his wife before u cheerful Are In vation. What do you think o’ that?”
Hlllyer shook his head, a pleased oxthe Bitting room. lie came In awk
wardly, but bis self posses&lou was u prasalon on his face. He made no re
thing ho always had with him. Ken ply, but Kenner spoke up. “The boy
ner had once said that Hanks could sell don’t Intend to ux you no o<lds, Lib,”
scrap Iron Jn a pigeon tailed coat and he said, "an’ I glory In his spunk.”
(To be oontlimcd.)
white vest and never realize the odd
ity of bis appearance. His brognn Tlioro is more catarrh in this sootiou
shoes were untied, as If he had started of the oonutry than all otiier disease*
to go to IkkI and changed his mind.
pat together, and until tho lost few
“I see Bob’s got that store to goln’,” years was supposed to bo incurable.
be said drj’ly. “I’ve been sorter wuteh- For u great many years doctors pro
In’ ’Im today. I hardly know whut to nounced It a Igoal disease and pro
scribed local remedies, and by ooumake of ’Im.”
Hlllyer looked knowingly at his smil stautly failing to cure with local
troatmout, pronounced it iuonrable.
ing wife and ropIle<l;
Soieuoo 1ms proven catarrh to be a
“So he’s got opeuetl up, has he?”
coustitntioual deseaso and thoreforu
"Opened up? I reckon ho has; tuck reqaires
coustitntioual treatment.
In ninety odd dollars today, an’ tho Hedl’s Catarrli Onro, manufaotnred
Lord only knows what profit he’ll av by F. J. Ohouey & Oo., Toledo, Ohio,
erage. I don’t reckon Bob does, from is tho only constitutional cure on the
It is taken internally, iu
what I observed, though he alu’t loslu’ market.
doses from 10 droids to a tea8i>oouful.
so fur.”
It qots directly on the blood ami
“Oh, ♦he’ll hold Snndfo^s trade,” mucous surfaces of the system. They
said Hlllyer “You kin count on that.” offer one hundred dollars for any
“AVell, I reckon he will,” said Mrs. oasojt fails to cure. Bend for oirHlllyer. “I’ve changed my. account to oulars and tOBiimonialk
him from Waters ft Co. An’ why Address: F. A. OHENBY & OO,
shouldn’t I? Do you reckon I’m not Toledo, Ohio.
Hold by druggists, 70o.
goln’ to encourage rail enterprise?
Take Hall’s family Pills for coa>
Jest the minute be told me ho was stipation.
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RIO GRANDE WRECK.

I

ICE BOYCOi'i

us O'.s.

Move to Keep Commodity From Pa
trons of Beef Foinhilie.
Chicago, Aug. !».—The union teams
But Three Occupants of ters are to he the principal weapon
which the labor loaders inopose to use
i Wrecked Cars Escaped.
to win the stockyards strike. Orders
have been issued lo drivers of leu
wagons to deliver no tnore Ice to
hiitcliers who buy of the big packers or
to any branch house of the packing
plants where the tnen are tiowon strike.
The order Is a duplication of the one
f issued last week, hut which was never
Story of First Man to Go to enforced hecauso it had not been sanj;tloneil by the international olHcers of
Aid of the Stricken People.
the Teamsters’ union. 'J his was done
yesterday. The packers claim to uow
have the situation well In hand.

li

____

SEVENTY-SIX BODIES FOUND.

L

.____

Pupblo, Col., Aur. 0.—The wreck of
World’s Kalr llyer ou the Denver
land lUo Griiiule railroad near Eden,
^even niiloB north of I’ueblo, proves to
tiavc been one of the greatest railroad
Ulsastcrs In the history of the country..
{Two crowded passenger cars and a bag
gage car were engulfed, in the torrent
that tore out a trestle spanning Steele's
faollow, otherwise known us Dry creek,
' and, so fur as known, only three of the
occupants of these cars escaped death.
Two sleeping curs and a diner, complet
ing the train, remained on the track at
the edge of the abyss, and none of their
occupants was killed or Injured.
How many perished probably never
will be definitely ascertained, for the
treacherous sands are drifting over the
bodies. Searching for the dead was
begun on an extensive scale and still
is in progress. All cori'ses found were
brought to I’nel)lo and placed in four
morgues here. At S o’clock last even
ing 70 bodies had been recovered and of
these .Iti ha(i been ident lied.
Two botiles were taken* from the
stream at First-street, Pueblo, more
than ei.ght miles from the point wliere
the disaster occurred, and It is prob
able that some may be recovered even
further down stream. None of the
bodies is badly mutdated and all are
In such condition ns to be recognl/.nble.
Munj' idcntiticatlons have been made by
article s found on the bodies, no persons
who viewed them recognizing the
features.
P. M. Jones, the station agent at
OSden, who was the lirst to go to the
old of the stricken people on the train,
gives the foilowing version of the ac
cident;
“I was sitting in my oiilce, a mile
from the wreck, wlien suddenly a loud
sound, • followed l)y a series of smaller
reports, startled me. I had heard of
No. 11 passing Plnon from the operator
there and at this time she was overdue
more than six minutes, an unusual
thing for the flyer.
‘‘Becoming alarmed, I seized my
lantern and ran up the track to the
place where the bridge should have
been. The faint rays of my lantern
threw just enough light for me to dis
tinguish thrc'e cars, but between myself
and them there was a chasm 50 feet
wide, through which dashetl a river al
most level with the ground upon which
I stood. Opposite mo I could make out
the outlines of tlirec cars, liut theotlier
four that usually make up No. 11 were
oowlMye in sight, i started across the
mesa in the direction of the river.
Which was high and making much noise.
After wfflklug about lialf a mile 1 satv
near the bank a dark object. It was
almost stationary in midstream with
one end swinging toward the left bank.
I slipped off my clothes and plunged in,
BWimming in the direction in which I
bad come, as I knew the strong current
would carry me down stream. By pro
ceeding in this course I managed to get
to the object, which proved to be a
chair car, half on its side and held in
position by an arm of land extending
into the stream probably 15 feet. The
roof of the car was gone and inside
there was not a soul to be found.
lOuided by the light of my lamp on
shore 1 struck out for the bank, and
Ibelng a strong swimmer I reached it in
« few minutes. The car, or wliat was
'left of it, broke loose and was com
pletely demolished. It was then after
midnight.
'‘There wore two survivors of the
wreck that I know of, the fireman and
a passenger in a chair car. His story
be told me in a dazed manner. lie was
Bitting In the third chair from the roar
Of the car when the train turned upward
•nd the suddenness precipitated him
through the window and after turning
a '.complete circle, he lauded on the
bank.”
BAILROAD WRECK AND FIRE.
Plainfield, Ind., Aug. 0.—Running at
the rate of (10 miles an hour, a through
train from St. Louis with 300 pasBtngers aboard strucK a broken rail
near the depot here. Five cars were
turned'over and destroyed by fire,
caused by the explosion of a gas storage
tank. None of the passengers was
killed, and only one was seriously in
jured. The fire which destroyed the
coaches also consumed a grain elevator
•ad a string of freight cars.
BIGHT TRAINMEN DROWNED.
Henderson, Ky., Aug. 0.—A fast
freight went through an open bridge at
Gpottsvllle last night and the crew of
•igbt were drowned. The bridge is
Bwuug on a pivot in the center and had
been turned to admit the passage of a
Bteamcr.
AN ALLEGED SAFE BLOWER.
Newfane, Vt., Aug. 0.—Under the
.«ame of J. F. McCarthy, the stranger
Arrested in Brattleboro, charged with
compllelty in blowing open the safe of
tbs Windham Oounty Savings bank, in
this town, was airalgnsd before Joskies Skinner. MoOartby pleaded not
gmlltF and was held In |1000 bonds tor
trial iB Hptembas.

NEW YORK

affected.

New York, Aug. 0.—The advisory
board of the Amalgamated Meat Cut
ters and Butcher Workers’ Uulon of
North America, at a meeting last night,
decided to order a striae in New York
and vicinity. Between 3(X)0 and 4000
nion will be called out. Slaughtering
Mopped at 8 o’clock this morning and
24 hours will be spent in cleaning up
so as to leave the abattoirs In good
condition.
GOING ON COLLECTING TOUR.
Fall River, Mass., Aug. 0.—The com
mittee of collectors which will tour the
country sulicititig funds for the textile
strikers met last night and selected
their companions ivnu decided upon'the
districts to he visited. There are 34
collectors in the party. About ICHX)
needy cases among the mill operatives
have been attended to by the relief com
mittee since the relief stations were
opened yesterday morning. The day’s
work represented an expenditure of
approximately ifloOO.
NEW YORK LOCKOUT ON.
New Y’ork, Ang. 0.—The general lock
out against unions in the building
trades whose members have recently
ordered strikes, in alleged violation of
an arbitration agreement, has gone
Into effect. The number of men af
fected by the lockout is variously esti
mated at from 5U,(XX) to 100,000. About
half of these
skilled workmen, the
remainder being laborers, whose emplc^yment depends upon the skilled
workers.
CARPENTERS’ STRIKE. OFF.
Holyoke, Mass., Aug. 9.—The car
penters’ strike, which has been on for
14 weeks, was declared off last night.
The men returned to work today with
out having gained a single concession
from the contractors. Their demand
was for a minimum wage rate of $3 a
day of eight hours for a term of three
years fi'oiii May 1.
When the strike
went Into effect 225 men quit work.
AID NOT YET NEEDED.
Pawtucket, R. 1., Aug. 9.—At a meet
ing of the striking employes of the
United States Cotton company last
night It was announced that financial
aid was being received from several la
bor unions throughout Rhode Island,
but as yet none of the strikers have ap
plied for aid.
YEGGMEN AT WORK.
Boston, Aug. 9.—Three desperate
yeggmen, two whites and a negro, at
tempted to tunnel their way through a
vault in the cellar of Horace Osborne,
17 Lee street, Cambridge, wheye valu
ables were stored, yesterday afternoon,
and, although a patrol wdgou of po
lice nearly caught the men, they eluded
pursuit and escaped, followed by an In
effectual fusillade from the police
men’s revolvers. The men are believed
to be members of the same gang who
carried a safe from the store of Julius
Snyder at South Boston, to the strand
way, opened and robbed it.

RESULTS OF BASEBALL GAMES.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
At Detroit;
R. H.
Detroit .............................. 2 9
1
Boston .............................. 0 2
0
Batteries, Killian and Drill; DInoen
and Criger. Attendance 3900.
At. Cleveland;
R. II. E.
Cleveland......................... 0
11 0
New York......................... 1 8
6
Batteries, Douahue and Bemls;
Clarkson, Orth and Kleliiow. Attend
ance 30(35.
At Chicago:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia .................... 0 0
2
Chicago............................. 5 8
0
Batteries, Plank and Schreck; Owen
and Sullivan. Attendance 5270.
At St. Louis:
R. H. E.
Washington..................... 9
11 0
St. Louis......................... 1
1() 6
Batteries, Patten and Clark; Glade
and Kahoe. Attendance 1011.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
At Boston:
R. U. E.
Cincinnati ........................ 4 13
0
Boston ............................. 18
1
Batteries, Harper and Peltz; Willis
and Needham. Attendance 1787.
At New York:
R. H. E.
New York......................... 4 0
6
St. Louis .......................... 8 0
5
Ratterlcs, Mathewson, McGlnnlty
and Warner;" McFarland and Grady.
Attendance .5472.
At Brooklyn:
R. H. E.
Chicago .......................
4 11 'O
Brooklyn.......................... 10
2
Batteries, Briggs and Kllng; Cronin
and Bergen. Attendance 1500.
At Pittsburg:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia ....................13 18
5
Pittsburg .......................... 5 7
0
Batteries, Sparks and Roth; Lynch
and Smith. Attendance 2132.
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.
At Fall River:
R. H. E.
Nashua ............................. 9 12
2
Pall River......................... 2 3
8
Batteries, Labelle aud Daum; Lee
and Peterson. Attendance 025.
At Haverhill:
R.
H. E.
Haverhill .......................... 0 12
3
Manchester...................... 3
7
4
Batteries, McGlnlcy and Murphy;
Leith and Cote.
Second game:
R.
H. E.
Haverhill ......................... 5
0
2
Manchester ..................... 2
7
3
Batteries, Connolly and Browne;
Morrissey, Jordan and Cote. Attend
ance 700.
At Lawrence:
R.
H. E.
Lawrence ........................ 3
8
3
Concord ......................... 0
6
1
Batteries, Klobodauz and Eaton;
Hastings and Digglns. Attendance 250.
At New Bedford:
R.
H. E.
Lowell ............................. 5
0
4
New Bedford................... 4
6
4
Batteries, Day, Doraap and Lake;
Blatchford aud Mciiullffie. Attendance
400. t
______ ________
PREFERS LIFE IN PRISON.
Boston, Aug. 9.—Judge Gasklll sen
tenced Robert Hart to state prison for
not more than 10 and not loss than nine
years for hurling a brick through the
window of a jewelry store on Count
street, scattering valuables all over the
sidewalk. Bystanders picked up a good
share of the articles. ' Hart, instead of
trying to escape, remained an Inter
ested looker-on, and when the police
came he calmly gave himself up. Later
he said he committed the offense In or
der to get back to prison. ”I’ve no other
place In the world to go to,” he de
clared. “I’ve been there so long that
it’s like home.”
LIQUOR SELLER MURDERED.

Charleston, Aug. 9.—The body of
Jacob Kind, keeper of am Illicit liquor
shop, who has been missing since last
Thursday, was found floating in the
cistern on bis premises last evening.
There was a gash In the throat and sev
eral stabs in the breast. His clerk, Ed
ward Kennedy, left Charleston Sunday
night with considerable money, aud
SKILLINGS WAS MURDERED. every effort Is being made to capture
him.
(
Llmlngton, Me., Aug. ’9.—The cor TWO CHARGED WITH MURDER.
oner’s jury which investigated . tue
death of George Skillings, a hiorse
New York, Aug. 9.—Arthur B. Fink,
trader and i>oddlar, aged a bout 40 years, proprietor of a saloon near Fort
whose body was found In his well on Schuyler, aud Christian Acker, a pri
July 14, returned a verdict that s:
vate In the const artillery, were ar
came to his death nt the hands o
rested last night, charged with the mur
person or persons unknown. 'j.T
der of J. P. Hammett, an artillery
donee wlH bo submitted to the gfaiJ man, who was •bund floating in West
jury of the supreme court.
chester creek with a bayonet wound in
bis chest.
ACTRESS GILROY DEAD
FOUR WERE DROWNED.
New York, Aug. a.—Mamie Gilroy,
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 9.—Schooner Ella
an actress and singer who had ap
peared in many musical productions on Frances of Rockland, Me., was sunk off
the American stage, died at the home Gape Ood on Saturday by the steamer
of her mother In this city. Tho cause Nantucket, from Boston to Norfolk.
of death was heart disease, which fol Captain Tboriidike anu three members
lowed a brief Illness. Miss Gjlroy bad of tho crew of the schooner were
completed arrangements to star In a drowned. One man wa* saved and
road production when she was taken ill. landed at Norfolk.
VESSELS IN COLLISION.
HAS HAD SIX WIVES.
Des Moines, Aug. 0.—Lewis Brindley,
I Des Moines butcher, 25 years old,

^ars the distinction of living with bis
sixth wife. Brindley Is not bound !to
the previous five, they having taken ad
vantage of the divorce laws to be rid
of blm when be manifested a loss of af
fection for them.
TWO FOR NOORNA.
Montreal, Aug. 0.—Noorna defeated
White Bear In the third race of the
series for the Seawanhaka cup and has
now won two contests, White Bear scor
ing one. The dlffersnoe at tho finish
was 8m. 45s. The race was sailed ovtr
B course of 12 miles.
FLEET LEAVES NEW LONDON.
New Ijondon, Conn., Aug. O.-The
battleships Texas end Massachusetts,
mpnltors Florida, Arkansas and Ntirada, and training ships Hartford and
Chesapeake have left hara oa a etolaa
lo tbs eastward. ____________

«■-

Vineyard Haven, Mass., Au^. 0.—Two
collisions between vessels of the coast
ing fleet occurred off Vineyard sound
lightship during a heavy fog, but the
wind was light at the time and at least
three of the four sustained no serious
damage. The fourta vessel has uot yet
reported.
HAIL HURT TOoAOCO CROP.
Westfield, Mass., Aug. 0.—Damage to
the tobacco crop to the amount of over
JIOO.OOO was don* In tbla vicinity by
a hailstorm of about 16 mluutes. Th*
crop was one of the finest which has
been grown in this vicinity for som*
tlm*.
THE FULTON AT OBONSTADT.
Bt Petersburg, Aug. Q.—The en
gineer, lix men and three pilots belong
ing to Uie B«bmario* boat Pulton have
axrlTed from the United Btates and are
preparing the baA tor bar triali at
Ctaonatadt

THE OSSETINIANS.

THE MAN IN THE MOON.

HORSESHOE LUCK.

A Race of the Cancaana Moantalaa
With a Geontlan Dialect.

■•me Ciutfona and Varied Beliefs mm
to Uls Identltr.

A Sapeastltlea CominatB to Nearly
All Races and Nations.

According to Pratorlus, the man In
the moon Is the patriarch Isaac, carry
ing the bundle of sticks wblcb were to
be lighted to sacrifice his own body on
tho mountain top. Dante believes him
to be Cain, carrying a bundle of thorns,
the meanest offering bis lands afforded,
SB a present to God. In Iceland the
people claim that they con see tho
face of Adam In the moon and that of
Eve In the sun. Among the Frleburgers there Is a superstition wblcb says
that the marks and spots on the moon's
face are the outlines of the traitor
Judas Iscariot, holding bis band over
bis fnco while sneezing Just prior to
hanging himself. This last'belief ac
cords niitb the old Frankish legend
which says that there was no spot on
Luna’s bright face until after the time
of the crucifixion of Christ. Still an
other story tells us that In the time of
the creation God threw an offending
angel against the face of the moon,
while another Is to the effect that the
moon witnessed the creation of Adam
and Eve and took an Impress of their
features on his surface, Intending to
people his own land with similar be
ings. When he essayed to imitate God’s
works, be made nothing but a slimy
serpent, which since that day has con
tinued to fold and unfold Its mighty
colls Ini'full view of the desceudants
of the God created beings.

The origin df belief In “horseshoe
luck” Is so ancient that It never has
been determined with certslaty, and
no superstition la more unlvwsal. Ever
since horses began to wear shoes those
crescents of Iron have been accounted
lucky emblems of all peoples, races
and nations that have been acquainted
■with their use.
The Chinese, for Instance, say they
nail them up over their doors as a
charm against evU spirits because of
the close resemblance In sh^pe between
them and the arched body of the sa
cred snake, Nagendra, one of their
principal deities.
Ask a Torirish Mohammedan for In
formation on the subject and be will
tell you that It Is because they are In
form like a crescent, the sacred em
blem of Islam.
A Polish Jew will explain that at the
passover the blood sprinkled upon the
lintel and doorposts. In the manner
directed by their ritual, forms the chief
points of an arch; hence, obviously,
the value of arch shaped talismans
such as horseshoes are.
The stolid and unimaginative Rus
sian peasant, on the other band, main
tains that the luck associated with the
horseshoe Is due chiefly to the metal.
Irrespective of its shape, iron being
traditionally a charm wherewith to
nullify the malevolent designs of evil
spirits and goblins.
Very different is the story by which
the Irishman seeks to ac«ib,unt for his
liking for the same tallsmanic symbol,
lie name “Ironland" or “Ireland,” he
•will tell you, originated as follows:
The whole Island was once submerg
ed In the sea, out of which It only rose
once In seven years,' and then only for
a very short time. Many attempts bad
been made to break the spell and In
duce the TOuntry to remain perma
nently above the waters, but all were
vain until one day a daring adventt^r threw a horseshoe from a boat
on to the topmost peak of tho Wicklow
mountains Just as they were disap
pearing beneath the waves. Then at
last wok the ban removed. The Emer
ald Isle began forthwith to rise again
from the ocean depths Into which It
had sunk. «And It has been dry landmore or less—ever since.
In England, up to comparatively re
cent times, horseshoes were extensive
ly used almost everywhere as antl•witch charms, and the custom Is not
even yet nn extinct one. No witch, It
used to be said, could enter a building
over the door of which a horseshoe—
or, better still, three horseshoes—had
been affixed, prongs downward.
The origin of this particular belief Is
referable to the old legend of St
Dunstan. Thls'veraatllo English eccle
siastic was a skilled farrier, and one
day while at work In his forge the evil
one entered in disguise and requested
Dunstan to shoe his “single hoof.”
The saint although he at once recog
nized hla malign customer, acceded,
but caused him so much pain during
the operation that Satan begged him to
desist This Dunstan did, but only
^ter he had made the evil one prom
ise that neither be nor^ any of the less
er evil spirits, his servants, would over
molest the Inmates of a house where- a
horseshoe was displayed.

In the highest parts of the Caucasus
mountains, around the Kasbeek region,
tliere Is a tribe, very tall and hand
some, which speaks Its own peculiar
dialect of the Georgian language and
has Its own peculiar customs, differing
In many ways from those of tho
Tseherkesses, Armenians, Circassians
and other tribes that dwell in the same
country. It Is the tribe of the Ossetlnians,
Like the rest of the Caucasus tribes,
they have recognized Russia’s authori
ty. But they adhere to the claim that
they are not descended from Asiatic
races, like the other tribes, but that
their ancestors were 6erman kulgbta
who had gone to the crusades and who,
after the disastrous eiid of the last
crusade, bad been driven Into the wild
valleys of the Caucasus, whence It was
Impossible for them to win their way
out and homeward owing to the vig
ilance of the Moslem foe. So at last
they settled down and took wives
among the Caucasus mountain women,
who have always l^n noted for their
beauty.
It is a strange fact that the Ossetlnians understand the science of brew
ing malt liquors, and they are the only
ones who drink beer, the other trlbCT
preferring Asiatic liquors.

THE WORD. LIVERY.
It Orlsrlnally Meant Somethlnsr !>«•
llvered or Freelv Given.

THE TOMB OF CAIN.

Our word livery Is derived, through
the French, from the Latin llberare, to
deliver. Hence a livery originally
meant something delivered or freely
given, and' came to be applied to an
allowance of food or clothes.
From Norman times nn English no
bleman allotted a fixed “livery” of
bread, wine and candles to his servants
for their private use. A remnant of
this system still survives at Oxford
and Cambridge, where the fellows of a
college are entitled to a dally allow
ance of food called “commons.”
An allowance of provender for a
horse was also called a livery, and a
horse fed and groomed for Its owner
nt a fixed charge was said to be /’at
livery.”
In the middle ages “livery” was worn
by any one who was In any sense In
the service of another of superior rank
or station.
The trading companies of the city of
London used to provide a special attire
for their freemen, who became known
as liverymen, a title which they still
retain.

It Is Said to Be Not Far From the
CltT of Damasons.
'

The early traditions concerning the
city of Damascus are curious and inter
esting, even though untrustworthy and
contradictory. By some of the ancient
writers It was maintained that the city
stands on or near the site of the garden
of Edon, and just opposite there Is a
beautiful meadow of red earth from
which. It is said, God took the material
from which he created Adam. This
field Is called Ag;er Damascenus, and
near Its center there formerly stood a
pillar which was said to mark the pre
cise spot where our first parent was
created. A few miles out there Is an
eminence called the Mountain of Abel,
supposed by some to be the place where
the first two broUu^ offered their sac
rifices, also the spot where the first
murder w(m3 committed. The most In
teresting spot pointed out, however, Is
about three leagues from the city,
where an old ruin Is shown which all
the orient believes to be the tomb of
Cain. The traditions respecting this
famous si)ot are known to antedate tho
Christian era by several hundred years.
Up to the time of Vespasian the in
CIRCULATING LIBRARIES.
terior of the tomb Is said to have been
Ttaer Were Started by the Stationer! lighted and warmed by one of the “ever
ot the Middle Age!.
burning” lamps so commonly used by
The earliest form of circulating li the ancients.
brary was tho lending out of books for
hire by stationers of the middle ages,
AFGHAN FEUDS.
but this was of very limited extent
In the reign of Henry IV, Richard of Tewora ot Rei^asT^ Prom Which the
Warfjirc la Condneted.
Bury, bishop of Durham, left his valu ^
In Afghanistan the people are good
able library for the use of Oxford stu
dents. Two provisions are very prac haters. The blood feud exists In all
tical, one being that no book was to go Afghan tribes, When a murder oc
Into circulation unless there was a curs the avenger does not limit his re
duplicate; the other, that the borrower prisal to the murderer, but kills any
had to deposit security exceeding the relative that comes handy. This, in
turn, calls for a counter attack, and In
value of the book.
Dunfermline, Scotland, established time matters become so complicated
the first proper library of this descrip that whole families are ■wiped out.
tion In 1711, Edinburgh following In When the tribe Is called upon to meet
1726 with one founded by Allen Rum- a common enemy the heads of the
say. The first public one In England families who have had a quarrel bury
was established In Salisbury by a two stones side by side In the presence
clergyman, Fancourt, In 1740. This of the mollah^s symbolic of the feud
failed to survive, but others in Bath, being put out of sight during the pub
and at London In the Strand, succeed lic danger. When affairs revert to
state the. stones are sol
ed in becoming'popular. Many London their normal
disinterred and the two parties
scientific Bo<^etles eBtabllBbcd circulat emnly
ing libraries In the eighteenth century, are free to go on shooting at each other
and in the nineteenth they became far again.
Every Afghan ■villager of moderate
more widely spread.—London Globe.
means owns a tower of refuge standing
at the comer of his courtyard. These
Old Maids.
towers, made of stone aud mud, are
The true “old maid,” like the true perfectly solid for the lo'wer twenty
poet. Is born, not made, old maidlsb- feet or so, the top being surrounded by
ness being a question of Innate char a loophole wall and covered over to
acter rather than of Incidental condi make It habitable. The base Is protect
tion. There are old maids of every ed by a gallery, and the only means of
state and age and sex, says Ellen ascent Is by a rope and a hole just
Thomeycroft Fowler, crjgatures who large enough for one man to cr^wl
revel In fuss, and batten upon detail, through. Whenever a man has made
and abide in the narrowest of narrow things too hot for himself he takes
ruts. Do we not all know married refuge In his tower, and by the un
women with large families who are, written law of the counti^ he can
nevertheless, old maids to the back never bo starved out so long ns’food
bone, just as we know adorable elderly and water are brought to hlrn by a
spinsters who have the minds of girls woman.
and the hearts of mothers? And do we
A traveler In Afghanistan tells of
not also know numbers of the (so called) seeing one tower of refuge whose occu
stronger sex whose absorption In trifles pant had not, stirred outside for ten
and' avidity for gossip proclaim them years." His only amusement was tak
old molds of the purest water? .
ing shots at the occupant of another
tower, which wore duly returned. In
the meantime their wives visited each
A Man to Dodflre.
“Look at Baker, out on a day like other and gossiped and were on terms
this without an Umbrella. Is he of perfect amity.
crasy?"
Donlceys In Barrpt.
<
“I’m afraid be Is. Let’s hurry on.
In Egypt the women still. follow the
I don’t 'want to meet him.”
ancient custom of riding on donkeys.
“Why notr'
“He may recognise this umbrella. The animals are small and well train
ed and carry their burdens about wlth-Ifs hlB."
out remonstrance. The riding under
these conditions demands no especial
Amons Tliem.
Clara—Do you know, Maud, Mr. skill of horsemanship. The women
Smltbers paid me a great compliment make a great coi)venlence of these lit
tle steeds, riding them to market or to
last night?
their shopping as 'well as on considera
“No. What did he say?”
“Ho said I was among the prettiest ble Journeys.
girls at the party.”
Natural Cause.
“Yes, I noticed you were among
"I have been told,” remarked the vis
them.”
itor In Salt Lake City, “that your lake
la drying up. What seems to be the
A Loat Resort.
little Boy—I want you to write me cause?"
"I guess, mister," sold the native, “If
ail excuse for belug late to school yes
terday. Jeweler—Bb? You are nob my YOU bad as much salt In you as that
•on. Little Boy—N-o, but mamma says there lake’s got you'd be glttln’ party
I hmi plenty of time to get to scho^, Cry too.”—Chicago Tribune.
iw> I guess the clock yon sold her
TRa DUIeranee.
'doesn't go light
The Impecunious—It la Just as easy
The mosses procure their opinions to lo^ a girl with money as to love
'ready «nada in the open maikel—Oot- one without tt The Heiress—But It
IsQ^t so easy to get her.—London Tlt-j
too.
Bits. ' -

THE KITCHEN DRESSER.
It Warn Orlirinnily’ o Bencli on WWeb
Meat 'Wns Dressed.

Dr. Johnson tells us that the kitchen
dresser wns a bench in tlie kitchen on
which meat was dressed, or prepared,
for table and gives tho following lines
In support of his view:
'Tls burnt and so Is all the meat
■What dogs are these? 'Where Is the rascal
cook?
Bow durst you, villains, bring It from tho
dresser.
And sert'e thus to me that love It not?
—Shakespeare.
A maple dresser In her hall she had.
On which full many a Blender meal she
made.
—Dryden.

Wright, In his “Domestic Manners of
the Middle Ages,” says: “One of the
great objects of ostentation In a rich
man’s house was hls plate, which at
dinner time be brought forth and
spread oh the table in sight of hls
guests. Afterward, to exhibit the plate
to more advantage, the table was madoi
with shelves or steps, on which the dif
ferent articles could be arranged la
rows, one above another. It wns called)
in French, or Anglo-Norman, a dressolr, because on It the different article®
were dresses, or arranged.”
It Is this to which tho modern poet
refers:
The pewter plates on tho dresser
Caught and reflected the flame, as shields
of armies the sunshine.
RelleotlnB I.lgli<boiises’ Origin.

Accident, not necessity, was tho par
ent of the invention of reflecting light
houses. During a meeting of a mathe
matical society at Liverpool some
years ago one of the members laid a
wager , that be could read a newspaper
paragraph at ten yards distance by,
the light of a farthing candle. This be
succeeded In doing by covering the In
side of an earthen dish with putty and
sticking bits ot looking glass ou It
and then placing bis reflector behind
the' candle. Captain Hutchinson, a
dock master, was present, and .from
this experiment ^ned the idea from
which he evolved the reflecting light
house as buUt in Liverpool.
Cbeaplng.

In parts of Switzerland the baker's
wife carries round the bread In* a sort
of hamper, and she has pot a fixed, Im
mutable charge, but chaffers for a price
with the customers. The old English
word for this process was “cbeaplng,”
which In many places In England has
been corrupted Into chipping. Chip
ping Norton, for inatanpe, is real^
Obeaplng Norton, or the place where
goods were cheapened'-miat U| lola by,
chafEer.------------ ------------

